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ABSTRACT
THE PREDICTION OF APPLIED FORCE AND TORQUE DURING FLAT HOT ROLLING.
JOSE ANTONIO GONZALEZ.
A mathematical model has been used to calculate the roll force and torque produced under a wide range of flat hot rolling conditions.The technique used is based on the numerical solution to the Von Karman equation developed by Alexander and applied to cold rolling conditions. In the present work, extensions have been made that allow 
the use of a yield .stress which is dependent upon temperature, rate of deformation and extent of inhomogeneity of the deformation process.Like Alexander, the present model considers also the effect of both: the elastic zone at each end of the deformation region and of roll flattening on force and torque. A prerequisite for these calculations has been the experimental determination of the temperature gradients in the plate during rolling, the coefficient of friction between plate and rolls and the flow stress of the material at relevant temperatures and strain rates; the last named data being supplemented by published data on similar material. The results have been compared with experimentally determined force and torque required to roll mild steel plates at temperatures between 900*C and 1200*C, under uniubricated conditions.
The coefficients of friction associated with percentage reductions of between 30^ and were within the range 0.2 — 0.^5*The thickness of the scale, the rolling velocity and the temperatures at the plate surface appeared to control the magnitude of the coefficient of friction. The peripheral layers of the plates underwent a severe quench, caused by rapid heat transfer to the rolls: the associated temperature reduction increased with increasing roll pressures and contact time. The resulting temperature gradient was inpli^ pri in tho calculation using a geometric mean of the individual temperature measurements. At rolling temperatures between 900 °C and 1000°G and reductions up to 35^» the degree of agreement between the experimental and calculated roll forces and torques were ±1 Jfo and ± 1%  respectively, although the use of Suzuki's flow stress data reduced these discrepancies to about4 6% and4 11% respectively in most cases. However the use of higher reductions or higher, temperatures led to poorer agreement between calculation and experiment^ 2%  and 4 35- in the case of roll force and torque respectively), __
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Notation.
R Roll radius.
Vr Peripheral velocity of the rolls.
V Velocity of the material,
h Thickness of the material.
L Length of the arc of contact,
r Reductioni Ah/h1•
d Angular co-ordinate measured from the plane of exit,
p Coefficient of friction between rolls and material,
s Roll pressure,
f Horizontal force per unit width,
q Vertical pressure.
p Horizontal pressure in the rolling direction.
T Frictional stress between rolls and material.
Y Uniaxial yield stress of the material.
2K Shear yield stress in plane strain of the material.
€,C Uniaxial strain and strain rate respectively,
T Temperature
E Young's modulus,
v* Poisson's ratio.
R' Radius of curvature of the deformed roll,
P* Specific roll force.
G’ Specific roll torque.
Index + Refers to conditions towards the plane of exit.- Refers to conditions towards the plane of entry.
Subscript i,2,n Values at the entry, exit and neutral plane respectively,
Units, Length mm Force kN
Angle radians Torque kN-m
Stress N/mmi
1# Introduction.
The rolling mill section of a plant represents, normally, 
the largest single item of investment, which demands that a mill 
should be operated as efficiently as possible. The objective of rolling 
theories, then, is to enable the roll separating force and the torque 
to be predicted so that optimum scheduling, operation and control of 
a mill can be attained in order to produce the maximum tonnage at the 
lowest cost.
A large number of rolling theories have been proposed to estimate 
roll force and torque for a wide variety of rolling conditions, and 
simplified methods, representing a compromise between accuracy and speed 
of calculation, have been adopted in the rolling industry. Predictions 
in cold rolling theory have reached acceptable levels of accuracy, 
whereas hot rolling theories often produce discrepancies, owing to 
crude assumptions made in their derivation.
The lack of understanding of many aspects of the hot rolling 
process arises from the difficulties associated with the experimental 
work. As a result, fundamental research, concerned with the mechanics 
of deformation of the metal at high temperatures in the roll gap,
beCOWAJ^  p-3«3prt+.1 <30 a c +r> aohIeiV’*> a - f  o o s + oc -^P 2?oli force
and torque for rolling mill design and scheduling purposes. This has 
become- feasible with the widespread availability of digital computers 
and the amount of data accumulated over recent years on the resistance 
to deformation of metals at high temperatures.
In the present work, a mathematical model, translated into computer 
programmes, has been constructed, which provides quick and satisfactory 
predictions of experimentally determined roll force and torque, and 
enables factors affecting rolling loads in flat hot rolling to be studied.
1
2. The Theory of Rolling.
2.1 Introduction.
The theory of rolling is concerned with the relationships 
between the external forces applied and the mechanical properties of 
the material undergoing deformation. Such relationships are established 
through an analysis of the distribution of stresses inside the material 
between the rolls. Since considerable difficulties are encountered in 
the direct determination of the frictional forces between the material 
and roll surfaces and of the changes of the material properties during 
deformation, simplified assumptions are introduced into any theory of 
rolling.
Rolling theories were initiated with the work of Von Karman^^and 
(2)Siebel 'who, in order to simplify the actual problem,analysed only the 
case of flat rolling without spread, rather than that of the more 
complicated section rolling where there is considerable spread. They 
considered the forces acting on a vertical slice of the material being 
rolled in order to derive a differential equation from which the 
variation of roll pressures applied to the deforming material could be 
determined. Integration of this pressure distribution over the contact 
length between the material and the rolls allowed the roll force and 
torque to be determined.
In order to obtain satisfactory solutions to the determination of 
the roll pressures, roll force and torque under a wide range of rolling 
conditions, a number of theories,which basically follow the assumptions 
introduced by Von Karman, have been proposed.
2
2.2 The differential equation governing the variation in the roll
pressure during the rolling pass.
Most of the early theories of rolling' 'relied on assumptions 
that were "basically the same as those introduced by Von Karman^viz:
(i) Plane sections in the material perpendicular to the direction 
of rolling remain plane during rolling, i.e. homogeneous 
deformation is present.
(ii) There is no lateral spread of the material if the thickness of 
the sheet is small compared with its width.
(iii) The Von Misses criterion of yielding in plane strain applies.
When the principal stresses in the plane sections are C| and 
j) , this condition reduces to: Cj-p-Ut>Y 
(iv) The plane strain yield stress '2)(=\.\bY constant throughout 
the contact length.
(v) The coefficient of friction, |J , between the material and the
roll, is constant over the arc of contact.
(vi) There is no elastic deformation of the rolls in the arc of contact. 
Cvii) The elastic-deformations of the material • ere npcrl i opK» p }n 
comparison with the plastic deformations,
(viii) The peripheral velocity of the rolls is uniform.
Fig.221 represents a longitudinal section of a strip in transit 
through the roll gap. Von Karman considered a slice of the material 
bounded by two parallel planes, AA and 5)3 »which were assumed to 
remain plane as the material passed through the roll gap.
During rolling the strip is reduced in thickness from to 'n£
3
and since it does not spread laterally, this vertical compression 
produces elongation in the rolling direction* Thus, the following 
relationship applies,
h,Vi=W = h2v/2
where VI and v/z are the mean velocities of the strip entering and 
leaving the roll gap and V is the velocity at any intermediate 
thickness h •
The roll surface velocity must have some value between V1
and V2 • The point where the roll and strip move at the same velocity 
is defined as the neutral point. On the entry side the roll moves more 
rapidly than the strip, while the reverse is the case on the exit side.
Thus the frictional forces at the surfaces always act toward the
neutral point. This condition produces a roll pressure distribution which 
includes a maximum pressure at the neutral point. This characteristic 
shape of the roll pressure distribution is refe'rred to as the friction 
hill (see Fig.2.3.! ).
If the equilibrium of the horizontal forces in the absence of 
acceleration, i.e. at a constant roll velocity, is considered, we arrive
rrC 0 ( 0 O ( \• $
where the upper sign refers to the exit side of the neutral point 
and the lower sign to the entry side.
The roll pressure $ is related to the vertical stress C| by
a balance between the vertical forces,
with the application of Von Misses* yield criterion,
C|-|p
4
thus,
substituting in Eq. 2.2.1 we get
A . lK(s +-Xb6 =2^(ssin8±1ick9) (,2 .2.10)69where the thickness n is given by the geometry of the circular 
arc of contact ass
h = M ^ U - c o s t f )
2.3 Early theories of rolling.
' In practice the yield stress of the material in hot rolling is
a function of temperature, rate and amount of plastic strain and degree
of homogeneity of the deformation, which greatly increases the difficulties
associated with the solution of Von Karman's equation. In addition, the(h)actual arc of contact is elliptical rather than circular 'and the plane 
sections ( kk andSB in Fig.2.2.L) are subject to a change in shape as 
they move towards the exit plane K K  • Many workers have attempted to 
overcome these difficulties by the use of approximate solutions to the 
Von Karman equation (Eq,2.2Td).
Von Karman himself^replaced the radial pressure o on
the section by the vertical pressure Cj , Furthermore, he assumed that 
)( was small compared with ^  so that Rd0c:d'/ • In addition = 
was considered with CC&^ i , and hy ■+
4Jv _ . ••
dv = *
Hence Eq.(2.2-0 was replaced bys
H d/ P V - s^ )  . {2-5 -9)
which, together with the application of the Von Misses yield criterion
gave, W p / ^ I V - P )  ± H P  (2.3.2a)
5
Eq. 2.3*2a can be written in terms of the radial pressure in the
form
■CY
where
and
H*)=
660= U (*'hy VKj.
The formal solution of the linear Eq,2.3.2b is given by,
,-(yp-l MvW [ \|yp I -V c] (2.3.3)i
‘where the sign of the function is taken as positive on the exit
and negative on the entry side, and the constant C is determined by the
boundary conditions of the exit and entry sides respectively.
s’)Eq. can be solved only by expanding the integrand inside the
brackets in a series. Thus, the final result obtained is cumbersome and
not completely accurate.
(2)Siebel' 'assumed tha.t the radial pressure was equal to the yield
stress2l\ and that the thickness of the material remained constant on
d'O athe entry and exit sides of the arc of contact. This implied that 
except at the neutral point. Further aoDroximations were fl ^ !) * 
so 6 9 , ^  and CC’S— [ which resulted in a simplified expression:
in cSjp/Jy. = ^  Uj (2. S. 2 o)
which gave the following solutions:
4 C2 C», Ca arc consWsr h ^  1
Although Siebel's theory served to explain many of the phenomena 
observed in rolling, it is not sufficiently accurate for quantitative
calculations, as it neglects the cumulative effect of the horizontal
pressure on the friction hill equation and hence the maximum pressure(8)obtained is too low.' '
T.L.Smith achieved a simplification of the basic Von Karman 
equatior(^^assuming that the arc of contact was parabolic. Thus,
] so c h / ^  - ‘Zkhx/jj?
and an expression for the roll pressure distribution was obtained,
(ha Lhy2\ds & +lis. -  ,  \2L2 Jc!y t? h V2- Z A )
which, after rearrangement, gave:
<j(^) l4-AViXz/h2L2
Thus, from the above equation a distribution of against the 
relative position could be obtained by selecting values of ^  
and hi ,
C 8a)The solutions of Siebel arid Von Karman were compared by Trinks' °, 
assuming the same rolling conditions, and presented on a graph, shown 
in Fig. 2.5.1 2 where it can be noted that Von Karman:s solution produces 
a much higher maximum pressure, whose position coincides with the
X —neutral point given by the corresponding equation, i.e. when either
vsx
as:
Tselikov^"^introduced O-^ 'n/^ 2 and b='n2/^  to write Eq.
{1 £0)( lus)
Ch^A-b
and introduced a new variable {} i ;
Hs Y"
7
then
u-H ? jo. 2 jk.b ' 'Jb U Q y ‘/b
The value of U was substituted into Eq. 2.3.Lo to arrive at 
-a solution of the form;
1= m  ^ U(^ U + C 1 ^
where m (jab
Thus the solution given by Eq.(2.3.5a) was similar to the general 
solution to the approximate Von Karman’s equation, given by Eq.(2.5,0 ).
It was then considered that when Ah and (JKl the integrand 
could be expanded in a series, so that Eq. 2.3.DO assumed the form,
s~=Co )
for the entry zone
ana
for the exit zone.
_  n . r. , . ,xiie consran-Ds \.u ana v,i were aerermmea rrom tne oounaary 
conditions at the entry plane I t  , where Z=L » S- 2/- &b, 
and t \c ~ r^  * an(* exit plane )IY\ , where ,
<Ss> and Q ~0  •
Thus the final solution of Eq.! 2.3.6O was expressed for the entry 
and exit zone respectively ass
c- q j  ] \ £  + 2 (\ - 'nr)tt»)l &.CD m  la.-u) -  2 (I-man1L y m2 ^  1
and
and ,= \~
Subsequently Tselifcov suggested an alternative method to calculate 
the rolling pressure assuming small angles of contact. He used a 
similar approach to that of Von Karman to obtain an equation of the
for,n, (2.a/.b)
Eg,. 2.2.2. was also included, i.e.
d|p=(l + ^ M s
These values for p and dp with c'o^ were substituted in
Eq. 23. k b  which divided through by 1 + resulted in,
'{U^L. . ldh+Kds-0 (2.3,4c)
It was assumed that for small angles of contact^ 0 may he 
considered constant and equal to half the contact angle. Then Eq.2«3,/fc 
was written as
where
(■a.S.Aci'l
w l ± m-
arid q. ?{(
30 =
were constant. 
After integration Eq.2 .3, became,
9
J _ \ o ] M s - $ o l  = ^ !  -v Co ' {2.3.b)
1-vE, 1 < ■ h
The constant Co is found from the boundary conditions. Thus, 
when In-U and Eq.(2,5.5) becomes
for the entry side, with
£, = M 4 *- ,
and
5o= 2^ /\+yi\p0
While for the exit side, when K-h? and $-Sz Eq,(2.3.b ) becomes
Uh_yLwith
and
( 5)Later Tselikov, 'in contrast with previous solutions, recognized 
the fact that the material did not necessarily slip at all points of 
stc of f'nn+.on+. and T'0<3‘tiil?.ted th?.t ?. zone occurred in the vicinity 
of the neutral point where there was zero relative motion between roll 
and strip. This zone, where sticking friction conditions occurred, 
separated zones at each end of the arc of contact, where relative motion 
between roll and slab was possible (Fig.2.3/2),Tselikov obtained an 
expression for the pressure distribution in the latter zones using 
the method already outlined; in the case of the sticking zone, a 
solution was reached by first determining the magnitude of the frictional 
forces, which appear on the contact surfaces. This was done assuming
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that the frictional forces varied according to a law which is 
approximately linear, then
T (23.6)
An approximate expression was then proposed to calculate the 
length of the sticking zone , which in hot rolling was lg —2.0^ Vim ?
thus denoting =0/ and • Eq.2.3.kG was rewritten as,
ds = ^ 2 'hzhf"” u p .
(2.3.Ac)
In
V> The plus sign in front of the second term inside the brackets 
vanished, since Eq. 2.3.£ gave the friction stress for the whole 
sticking zone.
The integrated expression of Eq.2,0.ic was given by:
3=Sc^MVu-K')42-VkW,)\nWhl (2.3.]')
where
and Sc was the radial pressure at the point C determined from Eq. 
'2.330 and he is the associated thickness of the cross section.
It was proposed that ho in E q . 2 c o u l d  be found by equating 
the values of the radial pressure given by Eq.233b and Eq. 2.3.^ 
at the point 0 , so:
i h lW -V lv )Ifln =r
W h o  ^
(3)Nadai 7obtained a differential equation of the form,
d/_)(HjD)±2t+2s'//^ =0 (2.3.6)
which again described the stress distribution within the arc of contact. 
Here the case of applied tension was considered and the yield criterion 
became S4-j3=i2lK. • In addition, dimensionless groups were introduced:
„ y n ^or small angles of contact the thickness 
of the material within the roll gap was given by:
^ ^ 4. ^ 0 = ln2(l-VZ~)
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Eq. 2.S.& was rewritten as:
=2z ■■ fes'& a '
Nadai also investigated the effect of three conditions of friction 
on the distribution of pressure along the arc of contact. These were:- 
d) A constant coefficient of friction.
In this case the frictional stress was given by and for a
constant coefficient of friction
2^ 2 « C = W f ^ 1
So Eq. 2 3.0a can be written as
(UZ2)(i|/dz')TK»i|=2z. (2.3.&b)
Eq.2.3.8>b was integrated by introducing the variable $ such that • 
2-to (S’ » whence and,
from which . W p  (2.5.?)
It was considered that in most cases the integral in Eq. 2.3-9.
i- Qcould by computed by replacing ^ lT by a series, thus,
s/2<= C  ^  0 - - 2 {\ ±
using Eq .2,35)0 Nadai calculated the pressure distribution for a 
number of cases of rolling. These showed that the application of front 
or back tension only, or of both together, reduces the roll pressure 
and shifts the position of the neutral plane.
(id A constant shear stress at the surface. '
In this case the shear stress was assumed constant, and after
introducing the dimensionless number Eq. Z3,0O became:'/jZfcx
du/j =i^3- 4^ -  [l0l  l+zf Hi2 
which upon integration gave:
3/2 =^. ±<z\i>'l+\nLWZ2) + C  (2.5.9b)
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(iii) A variable shear stress at the surface.
In this case the surface friction was assumed*to he propor­
tional to the relative velocity of slip. Nadai pointed out that the 
above assumption was rather doubtful due to the fact that little was 
known about the conditions of friction when lubricated strips were 
rolled.
The suggested relationship between the frictional shear stressCjf) 
and the relative velocity between rolls and strip (V-V^was,
owhere n = mean value of the lubricant viscosity at the rolling 
pressure,
r£) -  mean thickness of the oil layer.
Considering that the thickness of the strip was given by, ln=
then V^^oi/h =
and
80 J _ L \• s’ wi .O  \1 'S, "SO /
where was the value of Z  corresponding to the neutral point.
After introducing t o a n d  = 2tJ/, , ,Eq.2.3»8a took the form,
' O  ' ' p * <  x
Hence after integration, ^  \ '
f  V UVl1'^ 4 l l r M W M l2Mc)Fig.2.3.3 shows the distribution of roll pressure and shear stress
along the arc of contact calculated using the theories of Tselikov, Von
(9 )Karman, Siebel and Nadai, as presented by El Waziri . These curves 
were applicable to the rolling of wide strip without applied tensions, 
with a 50^ reduction and a coefficient of friction |ji=0.<2 •
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It should be noted that in the solutions of Nadai and Tselikov 
the sharp maximum pressure has been replaced by rounded*peaks as these 
curves were obtained from Eqs.2.3.^C and 2,3/J respectively, which 
do not involve the intersection of two separate relationships between 
roll pressure and position along the arc of contact. Additionally, 
in both cases the neutral point does not coincide with the position of 
the maximum pressure.
Ekelund^assumed that slipping conditions occurred at the entry 
side of the arc of contact, while shearing or sticking conditions were 
present from the neutral point to the exit plane. A balance of 
horizontal forces was used to obtain an expression of the form:
'/2MM^=2c|^9(ncc6:0-O(&09i.'i0) (2.3.10)
The yield criteria was expressed as , where
represented the mean strength of the material. Introducing M Ccr/5--&VJ 
and , Eq.2/3.10  was integrated to give,
from which p
which was approximated to,
... / i , / r\ . <2 r\ A
“ 4 C1= p c o s ^ r S ^ ^ ' /C h iV h i )
The Ekelund method was semi-empirical because it contained a
large number of approximations, often very arbitrary, which were
selected to obtain agreement with the results of certain experiments
(9)on the hot rolling of steel. '
= k K e M C i A c z t f M  
3  1
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Most of the theories reviewed above aimed at methods of calculation 
that were simple enough to be of practical use in rolling mill practice. 
To achieve this, drastic simplifications were necessary, which led 
in some cases, to serious disagreement with experimental results.
Usually it was not clear which of the several assumptions and approxim­
ations was responsible. On the other hand agreement between theoretical 
and experimental results may be attributed to the fortuitous cancella-
(4)tion of several errors. 7
2.4. Orowan's Theory of Rolling.
Orowan aimed to discard as many simplifications as possible, and 
derived a more accurate solution from which simplified theories, valid 
for restricted rolling conditions, could be evolved. The Orowan 
solution was also suitable as a standard against which existing theories
(4)could be assessed. 7
The first part of Orowan's. work was concerned with developing a 
method to calculate the roll pressure using the assumptions of homo­
geneous deformation and slipping conditions. Eq.2.2.1 was rewritten as:
Wi+.b n prtfl ’o- I/L vi oT d r'T'T+eria >ie>r>o mo 1/i XO \ /- j  -p -----     w j'n *•'
and the final expression of 2,4.1 was:
where
and
The general solution of was given by:
where ji was the initial value of 1(0] at either the entry or exit plane 
 and the lower limit of the integrals was 0 - Q\ and 0-6' respectively
Orowan considered that the integral could he solved if the
roll flattening was ignored, hut the formulae were too complicated for
practical use. The second integral containedM$\*hich was given hy
experimentally determined curves. Thus, it was proposed to obtain a
graphical solution•
Orowan compared two of the measurements of roll pressure hy Siehel
( 7 )and Luegv with the results given hy the homogeneous graphical method. 
The measured roll pressures taken at or extrapolated to the centre of 
the strip where plane strain was assumed, were obtained using both 
smooth and rough rolls. In the first case Orowan considered a low value 
of JLf=0.i4 and calculated an approximate yield stress distribution 
along the roll gap using the yield stress data published by Siebel and
(nPomp ' . It was found that at a low value of jJ such a graphical method
gave results which were comparable with those obtained by early
(1 2 3 ^theories' * . However when a high value of U was considered in the
case of rough rolls, the graphical method produced roll pressures that 
were too high. Orowan suggested that here the frictional stress 
exceeded the shear yield stress of the material and therefore theories 
that assumed slipping friction - US - were unsuitable in such cases.
He concluded that if the frictional stress rises to the magnitude of 
the shear yield stress, plastic shear will occur in the interior of 
the deforming material, while the surface will stick to the rolls. In 
addition Orowan suggested that sticking conditions would appear first 
at the neutral point and that the zone of sticking friction would be 
extended towards both entry and exit planes as the coefficient of 
friction increased.
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In order to study the effect of inhomogeneous deformation on roll 
pressures, Orowan followed Prandtl*s analysis^*^of the"compression 
of a slab between two rough parallel flat platens; which showed that 
the stress distribution was defined by,
1 'n
h 1 '
h 1
where C is a constant, h is the distance between the platens,
X and Y are the coordinates with origin at the centre of the slab.
Since the roll surfaces are neither parallel nor plane, Orowan used
( 11)the analysis due to Nadai ', -in which the material is compressed 
between plane rough platens inclined at a small angle -5 . In Fig.-— - 
an element of the deforming material subtends an angle (5* with the 
centre line of the material and the stresses on this element are also 
indicated. Nadai proved that in such a case Prandtl's solutions become,
i=S-2K/H%2 (2A5.) 'fc-jd- (-Z.AA.)
These equations axe valid, only in the case where the flow of the material
is towards the thinnest edge of the wedge shaped slab. Although Nadai's
solution applies specifically to this case, Orowan assumed that this
solutions also held for material flowing in the opposite direction.
(8)Underwood' 'pointed out that Nadai*s solution applies only to small 
angles of inclination of the platens, limiting the application of the 
resulting theory of rolling to small angles of contact.
Eq. 2.4.3* and Eq. 2.4.4. refer specifically to the case in which 
the material sticks to the platens. Orowan considered that the stress 
distributions given by these equations could be applied in the case in
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which the surfaces of the material slip on the platens if a semi-angle 
0  of a hypothetical wedge shaped slab sticking to the platens was 
calculated, so that the shear stress at the surface of a wedge of semi­
angle ^should be equal to|JSsK • Thus, the value of $^was related
t0 ^ b y  g*= i< gJl8
Substituting 9 in Eq.2.4.3 and Eq. 2.4.4 gives
( Z i i U
•f= _US3- ( 2 . U J x b )
T
Orowan assumed that the stress distribution along the surface AB 
in Fig. 2.4.2. could be approximately the same as if the strip was 
compressed between two inclined platens tangential to the rolls at A 
and B; so that Eq.2.4.4.b and Eq. 2.4.3»b describe the stress distribution 
along section AB.
The element dr in the basic Eq.2.4.1 acting across the surface 
element consisted of the horizontal components of both
the radial and the shear stresses.
Upon integration across the surface AB, the contribution of the
radial stress component iC&vTOir to Utf) gaveJoyWt)- ((6
ifU» A s  -  h *  \  U  -1 IL S ®  W M  (2 .L S )LS U A W .'oThe integrand in Eq,2.4.5* known as Orowan's inhomogeneity factor 
- w(a) - , is essentially a function of the parameter a=l|ls/k as shown 
in Fig. 2.^ .2) .
Thus Eq.2.4.5 was abbreviated to:
|j(0) =Vis-KKw(o) (2.i.soy
The contribution of the shear stress X to the total horizontal force
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was obtained by integration of its horizontal component .1 :inu 
along the surface AB. Hence,
Therefore the total horizontal force was given by,
Orowan proposed that under slipping conditions the shear stres
contribution ji^(O) could be neglected while sticking conditions were 
associated with a=l and w(a)=^/4 . Hence, in the former case,
|l8)=ViS-2»CW(a') {2U.6g)
and for the latter case,
+ .(2A6b)
The values of s obtained from Eqs. 2 .4 .60 and 2.4.6b were 
substituted into the basic differential Eq, 2.4 ,1 . Thus, Orowan obtained 
expressions in which a non-uniform pressure distribution across the 
thickness of the material undergoing deformation was included, viz.
(!• j^ J(Q) CX$0) -r 2 2vCw (0) (siOt) + j).CoS0)
Since Eq.2.4.7a Is of the same form as Eq.2.4.la the general 
solution given by Eq. 2.4.2 was used. So that,
The analytical solution of Z(0)and the graphical integration of 
B($ )/z(@ ) enabled Orowan to obtain a solution in the case of sticking 
friction. With slipping friction the integration of the first term of
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the right hand side of Eq.2.4.7 can be done in finite terms, but 
there is an additional complication, because w(a) in the second terra 
of the right hand side depends on s{(]) and thus implicitly on (0) • 
However, as w(a) varies little with (^0), Orowan proposed an approximate 
technique by which the variable inhomogeneity factor could be 
included.Thus, an initial value of w(.a) calculated from the known radial 
pressure at entry, was used to determine J(j)]in the next interval inj
the arc of contact. This implied that w(a) was considered constant
over such an interval. The function w(a) was then recalculated with
the associated value of s(0) and used to determine the next value of 1(D)#
as in general no second approximation of w(a) in each interval was
necessary. An analogous procedure was followed in the exit side.
Orowan compared the measurements of roll pressure made by Siebel 
(7 )and Lueg 'at both high and low values of the coefficient of friction, 
with the results calculated with the inhoraogeneous graphical method.
Only a slight discrepancy was obtained between the two sets of values, 
which occurred close to the point of maximum pressure. Here the results 
of the graphical method showed a sharp peak, while the experimental 
results indicated a gradual change in pressure at this point(Fig. 2.4.4. ). 
Orowan attributed, this change of the roll pressure urstrluutron rruuau 
the neutral point, to zones of zero plastic deformation whose presence 
was thought to have little effect upon the calculated values of roll 
loads.
The complexity of Orowan's method undoubtedly caused some workers 
to develop alternative solutions applicable only to particular rolling 
conditions. A characteristic of such solutions was the use of
simplifying assumptions. Typical examples were the solution of Bland
(12} (14}and Ford' for cold rolling and Sims' 'for hot rolling. These are
referred to below as approximate theories.
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2.5 Approximate Theories.
(12)Bland and Ford 1 considered a flattened roll radius and small 
angles of contact. This enabled the following approximations to be 
introduced £»n(lc-^ cCG0-1 and'n=Vi2-^$S therefore Eq.2.^.1 was reduced to
(2M)
and with the condition of plasticity approximated to S-Zv^h 
s°  ^ ~ ^  ^  ^
which, after rearranging, became,
.2^iS/i\ + /i/-l\iGiiW = 2s(?(P±u) (2.&A0)i§W) U <  I n
It was then assumed that
h  _\U(2&) ic 2vi‘n d (i ' 
&  I if 1
This arises because the material work-hardens as rolling proceeds 
and the thickness of the plate' is reduced: thus 2k increases as h
ft Adecreases. Furthermore, the coefficient \n^~ iJ ^-s sir*aH  when low 
coefficients of friction are used. Hence, Eq. 2.5*la was reduced to
I f_ \  /,. 1 =
which, after integration gave,
V v - c S ^ r 1 ^ !• -»*N I i .
and — ■ / •—  \
H =2Jr f>>1 * hi c W  hi I
In order to integrate readily the resulting pressure distribution 
a mean value of the yield stress^was introduced,viz.,rt/t
ft..This method was shown to give close agreement with Orowan's 
homogeneous graphical solution, except for the cases of high back
/S 1 Uivi)tension with rapid work-hardening. Under these conditions the term 7 7 : — ‘^N'VUi( i $
may not be negligible.
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. (13)Under these circumstances, the solution of Bland and Sims' -^allows 
a determination of roll pressure to he made hy including the effect 
of front and hack tension to arrive at,
-  \ i j  e/b U
i
S'= _-|,j e/lp Wens
Later Sims^^assumed that sticking friction would occur over the 
whole arc of contact and that the shear yield stress would remain 
constant during the rolling pass. The compression process was 
approximated to the deformation of a strip between two rough inclined 
platens, following Orowan, to obtain,
i/h= ls' A X )
This relationship was substituted in the equilibrium Eq.2.4.1 , togethei
with the approximations QoO^O and CO$0- \ ec$0 = 0^  • Thus
Eq. 2.4.1 became, 1 « /r ,
Integration of Eq,2.5«;lb gave
(W lH s M 4*®1 <2-5-«
(9/0,>“= $ W il\ &  (2.5.2a)
where
m h j h ' J l e
Sims proposed that mean values of the yield stress could be 
obtained by the use of an equation of the form K-f\(r')-v5(.r)lp\ 
where A(r) and B(r) are constants that could be determined from 
experimental yield stress data obtained at strain rates equal to the 
mean rolling strain rates and various reductions. It was also shown that 
the geometry of the roll gap led to an expression of the mean strain
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rate given by r ^ \ q
f>OjrJlr| V r
( 3b)Cook and McCrum obtained a graphical method based on Sims'
solution by which roll force and torque could be determined. This
method was limited to the case of the hot rolling of flat sections.
Orowan and Pascoe^^made a further approximation to Orowan's
exact solution, which was applicable only in the case when the length
of the arc of contact was much greater than the thickness of the strip.
It was then assumed that because the planes tangential to the roll
surfaces are parallel at the exit plane, the slope of the pressure
distribution at a-this point must be the same as that produced by the
compression of the material between horizontal platens set hcapart.
Thus, the condition of equilibrium for a vertical segment of the
compressed material was . i ^ ^ ,A o c p - V ^ t c ^ O
and from the condition of plasticity under plane strain
| ! ^ r 1 1so , and n0(icj^ '2tdv- [ 2 3 3 )
Thus, assuming sticking conditions, under hot rolling Eq. 2 .5 . 0  
was integrated to
where qcis the vertical pressure at entry, which under inhomogeneous
deformation and vanishing horizontal pressure becomes o
The slope of the pressure distribution at the exit side was given by
Recently El Kalay and Sparling 'proposed an approximate method 
to use in flat hot rolling including the Orowan inhomogeneity factor
(12)w(a). The method was a combination of both: Bland and Ford's solution 
to calculate roll pressures in the zones immediately adjacent to the
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entry and exit planes where slipping was assumed and Sims' solution 
in the middle portion of the roll gap where sticking occurred. Thus, 
it was shown that w(a) could be expressed as
Wlo)=Jl-lb32fe(\>S/2i<f (2.b.U)
and at entry and exit, (V^)-
so that the pressure distribution under slipping conditions was given 
by (c.f. Eq. 2.5*2), » . t »
. I  h. ^puH
_  h
At those positions where s/2k=l/2 ^Jl sticking conditions were 
assumed, and the s/2k ratio increased from these positions towards the 
neutral point according to Sims' expressions (c.f, Eq. 2.5* 2 and 2.5*2a)
(1.5.5)
tf.S-Sa)
where f,b refer to conditions on the boundaries of the 
sticking region on exit and entry sides respectively.
uenton ana urane' 1'observed that the above method assumed the 
inhomogeneity factor to be constant throughout the slipping zones and 
considered that since w(a) is a function of jjs/k it must therefore 
decrease steadily from both entry and exit planes towards the neutral 
point, until the value of i \ / k  is attained which then remained constant 
throughout the sticking zone. Hence, a modification to El Kalay's 
solution was developed which included a variable inhomogeneity factor 
in the zones where slipping friction occurred. The simplified 
equilibrium equation of Bland and Ford (Eq. 2.5* lo) together with the
2k
condition of plasticity given by Orowan i.e. (a)enabled
Denton and Crane to obtain,
(%k ^ ^ +^  i  (V W(Q]) = 2l?s to ■ip) (2.5.1c)
It was also assumed, after Bland and Ford 'that(12 V
and considering
I j w )  ( ( V\K L  (o)
'6Q N id '
Eq.2.5 was rewritten as,.
= in’)
dj v dP/d
Next it was shown, using the expression of w(a) obtained by El Kalay 
that,
(16)
dujfc) = __ 1.S3 2G^zi}!t)  
w(Q)
Thus Eq.2.5*lcwas finally expressed as,
dtVk^ 1 _+ 0]6bb£ = ?K'(0iu
h$k)
which, after integration, and assuming gave,
tn(S/^ U3&^»-'(o.B9(is/^ =ln(b,]±2ijJS'3^| 0 +0
In the sticking zone the modified Sims solution, as given by El 
Kalay, (Eq. 2.5*5 2.5*5Q) was adopted.
Denton and Crane also made a comparison between the solutions on 
the exit side given by their method and that used by El Kalay et al. 
(Fig. 2.5*I.)• This showed that with the former method slipping friction 
occurred over a larger fraction of the arc of contact with a 
corresponding reduction of the roll load. It should be noted that the 
function w(a) included in Fig. 2.5*1. was defined as ,
\ —— /
Vs/(o) z=oJ\^ 03$3^b(yS^y' c.f. Eq,2«5*^«
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2.6 Alternative Theories.
Alternative theories of rolling which do not incorporate 
the basic Von Karman equation, have been developed using either slip- 
line fields or approximations to this method i.e. upper bounds. In 
addition shear plane and hydrodynamic theories have also been put 
forward.
(i) Slip-line field theory.
Slip-line fields consist of two orthogonal families of 
curves, showing the direction of maximum shear at every point in the 
deformation zone. These lines are designated the CX and lines (Fig.2.6.1K)• 
Slip-line fields always refer to plane strain and the material is 
assumed to be incompressible and ideally plastic.
The stresses at any point can be determined by the shear stress 
and a hydrostatic pressure . The Hencky^^equations
enable the variation of the hydrostatic pressure along slip-lines to be 
determined, viz.,
with j'ftRppct to an avis o-F reference; and n. and 0  ^arfi constant.
There are two types of slip-line field; those in which the system 
is in static equilibrium, and those where the metal flow attains a 
steady-state condition. The rolling process is an example of the latter. 
In such a case it is essential to verify that the chosen slip-line 
field conforms to the requirements of steady velocity,compatible with 
that of the rigid parts of the material undergoing deformation.
Deformation along slip-lines is due to pure shear. Since direct 
strain does..not occur along these lines, they are not associated with
where (j) is the angle of rotation of the tangent to an CX line
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any changes in velocity. Hence, each line may be considered to be a 
rigid link. This condition was expressed by Geiringer^^in the form
du-^oQ^O along an (X line 
along a line
where U and &  are the velocities along CX and jo lines respectively.
( 19)Hillv 'described a method for the numerical calculation of slip- 
line fields. However, in the case of the statically undetermined rolling 
process i.e. the steady-state case, the use of Hill's method to obtain 
an acceptable slip-line field which satisfies the velocity boundary 
conditions would prove very laborious,
Prager^^suggested a geometrical construction to solve the slip- 
line field equations. The geometrical representation takes the form 
of three diagrams; the physical plane, showing the slip-line field, 
the stress plane, representing the stress variation along the slip- 
lines, and the hodograph- representing the velocity of any point in 
the physical plane.
According to Prager's method the state of stress of any point 
along a slip-line could be represented by a cycloid traced by a mohr 
circle rolling along either the top or bottom tangent parallel to the
X1/ /1/ „ ,  e* 0.1—    ^ ^ iCn i Q. \  * n-- .1 (21) . _- / I vj. utiv |/AU>11C yr JLg, . *». j % nXCAailUCl C.A. OCIiUCU.
this method to solve the compression between rough inclined platens, 
assuming that such a solution gave a possible slip-line field for the 
hot rolling process. The original slip-line field was modified to allow 
for the effect of rotation of the roll surface. The final solution was 
obtained after a few trials for a single geometry of rolling (R/h=58 and 
r=33^)*Thus, Alexander demonstrated that with the geometrical method of 
Prager, adjustments of an assumed slip-line field to obtain an 
acceptable solution for hot rolling become possible by continual
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inspection of the slip-line field and hodograph.
(22)Later Ford and Alexander' 7proposed an approximate slip-line
method to obtain solutions for various rolling geometries. Further
simplifications were subsequently suggested by several workers^"*'•
(17)Denton and Crane' 7summarised the results of the slip-line field 
solutions for the roll force and torque, and compared them with various 
other methods including those of Sims,Orowan and Pascoe.and El Kalay et 
al« and with experimental results. The slip-line field results were 
comparable to those obtained by S i m s a n d  El Kalay et al.^^, while 
the experimental results in general were smaller than the predictions 
of any of the theories considered. Comparisons of these slip-line 
solutions with a modified hot rolling theory derived by Denton and 
Crane (see Sect.2.5)» established that any adequate method must include 
both a low coefficient of friction (0.2 - 0.^) and a variable 
inhomogeneity factor w(a) throughout the arc of contact.
(li) Shear plane theory.
(23)Green and Wallace' ^7have reached a simplified solution for 
hot rolling, where the material undergoing deformation was considered 
to be a rigid triangular area with its base representing the arc of 
contact. All deformations occurred along the sides of the triangle 
through pure shear. The forces created in the deformation zone were in 
equilibrium with the roll pressure and the frictional stresses at the 
arc of contact. The solution obtained was adequate for ingot rolling.
(iii) Hydrodynamic theory.
263.Kneschke developed an alternative theory of rolling by 
interpreting the rolling process in terms of hydrodynamics in which 
the laws of mechanics of viscous media were applied. Thus, the 
differential equation, 7.
^  i'/
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described the flow of the material during the rolling process,
where J represents the velocity component of the material in the
rolling direction and H is the dynamic viscosity of the material
undergoing deformation.
The application of the formulae of the hydrodynamic theory to
predict roll force and torque requires a knowledge of the dynamic
(26}viscosity of the material ( f) ) which is not yet available '• Thus,
a quantitative solution is not possible. However, Kneschke,using the
assumption that the outermost layer of the deforming material sticks
to the roll surface, arrived at solutions which were, to a large
extent, qualitatively in agreement with the present understanding of the
rolling process and with experimental results.
(.2?)Alternatively, Ichinoi and Tonizawa' 'assumed that a fluid film
exists between the strip and the roll surface, in which case a theory
of hydrodynamic lubrication could be applied, -vihile Von Harman*s equation
was employed to describe the plastic deformation of the material.
The rolling pressure curve obtained was similar to that derived by 
(3)Nadaiw/ for the case when the shearing stress was assumed proportional 
to the relative velocity between the material and the rolls (see Sect,2.3)* 
Although these alternative theories seem to represent the rolling 
process adequately, the use of such methods has been very limited in
f
practice.
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2.7 Alexander’s solution to the Von Karman equation.
With the widespread availability of digital computers, the 
approximate methods that have been previously used to achieve analytical 
solutions to the differential equation describing the roll pressure 
distribution lose much of their value, since it is now possible to 
use numerical techniques that do not require many of the simplifications
introduced in early methods.
( 28 ^Alexander 'presented a comprehensive solution to the basic Von
Karman equation where the mixed ffictional conditions introduced
by Orowan' and the variation of the yield stress through the arc of
contact was incorporated together with the contribution of the elastic
zones of the material to the roll force and torque according to the
(33)expressions due to Bland and Ford .
In order to solve the linear first order differential equation 
a numerical technique, which incorporated the fourth order Runge Kutta 
method of integration, was developed. First an approximated value of the 
roll force was calculated, to give a realistic value to the deformed 
roll radius and hence the angle of contact. A yield stress distribution 
along the contact arc was then determined. Next, a solution to the 
differential equation was obtained by means of the Runge Kutta method 
at each interval along the arc of contact. The resulting roll pressure 
distribution, given by the overlapping of the entry and exit side 
solutions, was integrated by trapezoidal rule to determine the 
specific roll force, the latter being then corrected to include the 
contributions of the elastic zones of the material at both ends of the 
arc of contact. The whole procedure was repeated until consistent values 
of both the roll force and the deformed roll radius were reached. 
Finally, values of specific roll torque were calculated according to
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early approximate formulae and an accurated expression which included 
the roll flattening effect, .,
Alexander showed in this work, mainly concerned with cold rolling, 
the large errors involved in using some approximate solutions, such as
of roll torque; and concluded that future studies of the h<bt rolling 
problem could be directed towards refinements of the computer programme 
so as to include the effects of both temperature and strain rate 
variation on the yield stress, and of the actual frictional conditions 
between the material and the roll surfaces.
2.8 Roll flattening.
Although the surface of the roll in oontact with the material 
being rolled is deformed , the arc of contact was assumed to remain 
circular. The general nature of this deformation is indicated in Fig. 
3.2.1 where the shape of the rigid roll is compared with that of the 
deformed roll. Here it can be seen that the roll flattening increases 
the contact length and shifts the exit plane from the line joining the 
centre of the rolls.
•^''tica1 distribution of pressure 
was applied over the roll surface, and determined the radial deformation 
of the roll caused by the stress distribution over that part of the 
surface where it is applied, which could be expressed as:
length of the arc of contact.
(31)Hitchcock 'presented an approximate analysis which enabled the 
length of the flattened arc of contact to be determined. Thus,
those due to Bland and Ford , Sims'and Hill^^in the prediction
i _l 41iVfLP 
(Eqr2.8.1)where P- is the . total force per unit width and d is one half of the
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showed that Hitchcock's formula, which canLater Underwood
only be solved by iteration, could be modified so as to obtain an 
expression for the deformed roll radius,viz.
Orowan' 'presented experimental evidence which indicated that 
the shape of the arc of contact left impressed into the strip after 
the upper roll was lifted, was not even approximately circular, since 
the roll surface appeared to be concave around the^zone of the. maximum
I
pressure, unless the flattening was very slight.
Bland 'developed a method by which the elastic distortion of 
the roll surface might be determined when it was subjected to a non- 
uniform pressure distribution. Thus, an initial radial pressure 
distribution was found using an estimated value of a deformed roll 
radius;thence the roll profile associated to such a radial: pressure
According to Bland and Foru. uie uuucu. xength of the arc of
contact, including those points where the strip is elastically
deformed, was given by,
where
Therefore Eq. 2.&.L. was rewritten as,
where
0 . 0 2 2 3 for cast iron roils
0.010^ 077^ 1 for steel rolls
chill cast iron rolls.
l + 2l2 _______^
/lit
was determined by means of equations describing the elastic distortion, 
of the.rolled material. The resulting roll profile enabled a new roll 
pressure distribution to be obtained and the whole process was 
repeated until compatible values of radial pressure and roll profile 
were attained.
Bland established that the main feature of the deformed arc of 
contact was the depression in the region of the maximum pressure. 
However, he found that the difference between the forces obtained 
using both Hitchcock's formula and the successive approximations method, 
was within the limits of error introduced in the calculation of the 
elastic distortion of the rolls by the latter method. Therefore, Bland 
concluded that Hitchcock's formula was the most suitable technique 
by which roll flattening could-be taken into account.
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2.9• The yield stress applicable in hot rolling.
In order to apply the theories of rolling,a knowledge of
the values of yield stress, relevant to the material undergoing
deformation, is required. In hot rolling the chief factors influencing
the yield stress are; the type of material, the amount and rate of
deformation and the temperature.
The main difficulties involved in the determination of the
appropriate yield stress characteristics were to reproduce experimentally
the temperatures and rates of compression encountered in the hot rolling
process and until quite recently such yield stress data was available
In very limited quantities.
The relationship between yield stress and strain at high temperatures
and strain rates has been the subject of several investigations.
36aNadai and Manjoine J determined such relationships in the case of a 
series of different steels and examined the effect of temperature and 
strain rate on tensile strength. Inohue -^\teasured the yield stress 
obtained with a wide range of steels and established a general 
relationship between a yield stress,strain rate and temperature. Fink 
et al. ^ ^^determined the yield stress of various steels during high 
speed compression tests by means of a drop hammer. In all tests of this 
kind the strain rate varied during the deformation process and at/ *"hr’TU*\different temperatures different mean strain rates were employed
Some work has been done on the effect of variations in strain rate 
during deformation by the use of the cam plastometer, which can carry
out a compression test at a constant strain rate within the range 0.2 -
i\ ^38^100 per sec (s )• Alder and Phillips'^ 'used such an instrument to
measure the flow stress of; aluminium,copper and 0.17 C steel in the
C 37 )strain rate range 1 - 40 s"* and up to a strain of 50^* while Cook^
3^
obtained data on twelve steels in the strain rate range 1.5 - 100 s“'
and between the temperatures of 900*0 to 1200°C. Likewise Arnold and 
(39)Parker 'determined the yield stress of aluminium and some non-
(Zj-O)ferrous alloys, while Bailey and Singer' 'carried out plane strain
compression tests on various non-ferrous metals and alloys. It appears
to be that the most comprehensive series of results on yield stress,
using both cam plastometer and a drop hammer, was carried out by 
(36)Suzuki et al. , whose work on a wide range of materials has been
presented in the form of data sheets.
Theoretical predictions of roll force and torque developed during
rolling, assumed that under hot working conditions the metal behaves as an
ideal plastic-solidj therefore- in the calculation of rolling loads it
is usual to establish first a mean.strain rate representative of a
specific rolling operation. Available yield stress curves obtained at
a constant strain rate equivalent to the mean strain rate during rolling
and at the relevant temperature, enables a mean yield stress to be
~  (1*0 . -determined by integration over the strain of interest, aims' 'suggested 
the following expressions: &
ft] for roll force calculations
f \ for roll torque calculations■*0( 3MCook and McCrum'^'used this procedure to develop graphical methods 
by which roll force and torque in flat hot rolling could be calculated, 
Unfortunately the above equations neglected any effect that the 
variation of the strain rate during deformation may have on the yield 
stress.
During hot deformation ferritic and austenitic steels undergo work- 
hardening until a critical', strain is attained beyond which a recovery 
process and a dynamic recrystallization is initiated in each
c a s e ^ ^ ,  resulting in a drop in yield stress as deformation proceeds 
(Fig.2.9.l)« In general the yield stress at a given strain increases 
with increasing strain rate and decreases with increasing temperature. 
Thus, the interaction of these parameters during deformation determines 
the shape of the yield stress curve.
Many workers have proposed various equations to describe the effects 
of temperature, strain and strain rate on the yield stress, either 
separately or conjointly. The most common relationships used to represent 
data obtained at constant temperatures are the power law,viz.,
(2.9.L.)
(41)and.the semi-logarithmic formula of Ludwick ,
1 2 . ^ 2 )
where <^ o»n,B are constants.
It was noted that Eq. 2.9*1 fitted results below a certain stress
(38)level, while Eq.2,9«2.. only fitted data obtained at high stresses^ .
(M).
>
£  - j \ (s\o nO: [2 -y^ )
which after rearrangement reduces to Eq.2.9*1 at low stresses (0!.<S 4 0.8)
and to Eq.2.9.Z at high stresses (CX<^> 1.2). This gave a good
~t'1 ‘U~t;:~cn pr^dic^cd and experimental data obtained over a
wide range of strain rates, for various non-ferrous metals and several
(41)ferritic and austenitic alloys' .
The--activation energy, which could be associated with the dynamic
recrystallization process during hot deformation and which in low C
steels remains constant over a wide range of strain rates, enabled
(42)a temperature compensated strain rate parameter to be obtained'
(Q^y) —h (sinhC^) (2-9-M
where T is absolute temperature, R is the gas constant and Q is
Hence an empirical relationship was proposed
1
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the activation energy, which values have been obtained experimentally 
for various metals' 7.
(41)Sellars and Tegart' 7showed that the empirical relationship 
given by Eq.2.9.4 applied over a wide range of strain rates at high 
temperature.
(41)McGregor and Fisher' 7introduced an alternative concept of a 
velocity-modified temperature (Tv) where the effects of strain rate 
and temperature were combined, thus
Ti=T(i-£w/y
&= | (Tv)t
where k and are constant.
Simple empirical formulae have also been proposed to fit yield
(M)stress strain data obtained at constant temperatures and strain rates,
m b )
6=&»+PW (2.9-6)
4=<&+e>lN>4K-C£)r (2.9.60)
f r M i - ^ ( - c r n ) r , n  ( i f j . b c )  ■
where A,B,C,K,<^G,m,n, are constants of the material dependent on 
strain rate and temperature. Eq. 2-9-S and Eq. 2-9-£ aPPly adequately 
to low strain levels corresponding to that portion of the stress strain 
curve that showed substantial work-hardening, while at higher strains 
Eq. 2 9 b Q  and Eq.^-^.bQ were more appropriate. Furthermore, at small 
strains, Eq.23.Sci and Eq.x.^-^Q reduced to Eq. 2.9-5 and Eq. 2Sj.6 
respectively.
In order to calculate the yield stress appropriate to any
combination of strain, strain rate and temperature, it has been
suggested that the equations relating stress and strain can be
combined with the relationships between stress and temperature, and
(41)stress and strain rate. Thus, Sellars and Tegart' 7 proposed
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empirical equations of the form,
v'/nd - t e z f r
nBZ '• IZJ.-ja)
Cm/a ^ \ Q l ) ' ,n (2 9.7b)
where B ,(X,^ ,m,n are constants.
(42)Similarly Lubahn et al. Jarrived at,
6 < gW ^ ' ' TW^  .
where C,G,(0,D,E,F are constants of the material.
The use of such equations is of considerable value in the 
calculation of working forces in hot rolling, since the experimental 
data applicable to particular deformation conditions is not usually 
available.
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2.10 Coefficient of friction between slab and rolls during hot rolling.
Most of the existing methods used to determine the external 
friction are indirect and dependent for their validity upon the assumptions 
made. It was generally assumed that only sliding friction occurred on 
the contact surfaces between the tool and the metal; and therefore, the 
external friction was subject to Coulomb's law. Even more often it was 
considered that the coefficient of friction was constant along the 
surfaces in contact.
Trinks' Jused a crude method to determine coefficients of friction 
by placing hot steel specimens on variously inclined smooth steel plates 
and it was observed whether the specimens lay still or slid down. These 
simple tests gave an average coefficient of friction of 0.4.
to)Male and CockroftN 'developed a technique, which involved the 
compression of flat-ring shaped specimens at elevated temperatures, 
between plane parallel platens. It was found that under frictionless 
conditions, both internal and external diaraeter increased, whereas at 
a high coefficient of friction the internal diameter decreased. Hence, 
the coefficient of friction was related/,the change of the internal 
diameter by a given amount of reduction of the ring thickness.Thus 
it was established that under dry conditions and over the temperature 
range 700 - 1000cC the coefficient of friction between mild steel 
samples and the platens, decreased from 0.57 to 0.33 as the temperature 
was increased. These results were, in general, in fair agreement with 
the limited data available from industrial processes. However the 
major disadvantage of the method was that no mathematical expression 
could be used to convert the results of the tests into values of 
coefficients of friction.
Later Gleave et al.^~^used the ring compression technique , under
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both dry and lubricated conditions, in low C and stainless steel 
specimens. It was found that over the temperature range*1000 -1300°C 
and dry conditions, the coefficient of friction using low G steel 
was lower than that obtained with stainless steel, possibly due to the 
partial lubricating action of the scale formed in the C steel. Additionally 
it was established that under lubricated conditions, the use of glass 
and graphite caused a decrease in the coefficient of friction as the 
temperature was increased.
Alternative compression tests have also been conducted to determine
(ly?)coefficients of friction at high temperatures' 'but, however valid the 
assumptions made to obtain values of , such indirect methods cannot 
be fully recommended to establish actual frictional conditions during 
hot rolling.
In order to determine experimentally the average coefficient of 
friction during hot rolling, techniques based on either the maximum 
angle of bite or the amount of forward slip are currently used. In 
addition coefficients of friction expressed as a function of roll force 
and torque by means of approximate rolling theories, enabled values of 
to be established from the measurements of rolling loads.
El Kalay et al.' 'published data concerning the rolling of low
C steel bars over the temperature range 1000 - 1200*0, under conditions 
of light, medium and heavy scaling and using both smooth and rough rolls. 
This enabled Roberts^^to compute the coefficient of friction for each 
set of rolling conditions, based on a simplified mathematical,model, 
where both the roll force and torque were related to the coefficient of 
friction. These results were then plotted against the logarithm of the 
roll roughness/scale index ratio as shown in Fig. 2. iO .[ . Thus, the 
following relationship was proposed, suitable in the cases of •
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unlubricated hot rolling of low C steels,
|J= 3.6 eqp \ to.ofe3 ^  ((Vd)
where | is the steel temperature (*0), f) is the roughness (|J in.) 
and 6> is the 'scale index' of the material (lb x lO^ ftT).
In the case of well de-scaled work pieces, rolled under conditions 
of good lubrication, the following expression was given,
\i=Z-fl < lO4 ej(p(.-2.6l< toY(iS9+T)) 10.21
which was considered only approximate since the coefficient of friction 
would be expected to be dependent upon such factors as roll velocity, 
the geometry of the rolling pass and the properties of the lubricant,
i. Technique utilising the maximum possible entry angle.
Ekelund^ ^derived a coefficient of friction from the maximum 
possible entry angle produced when a rectangular bar was brought into 
contact with the rolls and showed that at the onset of rolling
The entry angle was measured between the tangent to the roll at the
entry plane and the central line of the bar. From these results Ekelund
deduced the following expressions:-
U^0b~O.OOQ5T for cast iron and rough rolls
jj=0Sa05'0.CCO5T) for chilled and smooth steel rolls,
48aLater Batchinov proposed a modification to Ekelund's formulae 
to include the effect of the velocity of rolling. Thus,
9 =ov(( (lfiS- 0.0005J) (2. io.3.')
where kidepends on the rolling velocity and a=l or 0.8 when rough
or smooth rolls are used. .
f49a^... ] Tafel , presented a graphical relationship between
the maximum entry angle and the peripheral velocity of the rolls,which
applied to the rolling of mild steels at 1200°G with either rough or
(48)smooth rolls. Wusatowski et al. 'carried out similar rolling tests
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on mild steel bars at 1100 eC over a wide range of rolling velocities.
The results obtained suggested that the coefficient of friction in hot 
rolling varied between 0.25 - 0*7»
Wusatowski pointed out that the value of the coefficient of friction 
obtained with this technique, related only to the point of entry where 
a specific velocity exists between the slab and rolls; and since the 
slip velocity varied along the arc of contact» such a value of could 
not represent the mean coefficient of friction.
In the case when a steady state rolling is established the rolls 
will start to slip on the slab surfaces if the average horizontal 
component of the roll force equals that of the surface friction. Such 
condition, considering a small angle of contact, can be approximately 
expressed as:-
PeinC&/2-|iPcc&0i.W2
Thus, this angle of contact is twice the maximum entry angle at 
the start of a rolling pass, which indicates that during steady state 
rolling the coefficient of friction could be lower than that at the 
initial moment of entry.
ii. Technique involving measurement of the relative veiociry between 
rolls and slab (Forward slip).
The amount of forward slip is defined by the difference between 
the exit velocity of the rolled material and the peripheral velocity 
of the rolls, expressed as a percentage of the latter.
Ekelund^ ^ assumed homogeneous deformation and slipping conditions 
along the arc of contact, to show that the forward slip was related to 
the neutral angle by the expression,
47=dL-ooe0n)(2R/t«Bft.-l)
kz
From the equilibrium of horizontal forces within the aro of contact, 
the neutral angle was approximately expressed as,
a
This equation required that the radial pressure remains uniform within
the arc of contact.
The coefficient of friction could then be determined from the
measured forward slip and by combining the above equations (2.10.-4-5 )•
However, the values of the coefficient of friction obtained by this
method were limited by the validity of the assumptions made to obtain
these equations.
(49)Siebelx 'determined the coefficient of friction by measuring the
value of the forward slip using various entry thicknesses for a given
value of h2/2R until a maximum value of the forward slip was reached,
\ u(e<^ =0). It can then be shown that a maximum forward slip would occur 
when |J=5 . Siebel also investigated the conditions governing the forward 
slip and showed that for any given ratio hz/ 2R the maximum forward 
increased as the coefficient of friction increased. Furthermore, the 
effect of an increase in the temperature of the material was a
Y'Pfluo'f'. 1 nn In + Vie> arnnimt r\-P f^ZTWard Slir* Of the Coefficient Of
friction using ground steel rolls, were thus given by the expression,
0.55 (1-05-O.OOObT) (210.6)
Values of forward slip were usually determined by measuring the
distance,i,between marks left on the rolled material by two fine holes
drilled into the surface and along the circumference of the top roll,
a distance, d , apart; thus the ratio (t-d)/d defined the forward slip. 
(48)krusatowskiv 'claimed that measurements of the forward slip made on the 
surface of the material did not represent the true situation,since the 
metal flow near the surface was entirely different from that in the
interior of the slab,
iLObPavlov designed a device to determine the coefficient of 
friction at the moment when skidding began between the surfaces of the 
material and the rolls by applying a braking force on the strip. With 
this system the roll force and the braking force were measured and the 
coefficient of friction was calculated from the equation,
(J=|4 ? |  (2.10.7)
where Q is the braking force applied in the rolling direction, P 
is the vei&cal roll force, (X is the angle of contact.
In Eq.2.i0.^ it is assumed that slipping conditions occur at all
(li8)points along the arc of contact. Wusatowskiv 7claimed that these 
conditions were unrepresentative of those normally found during roiling.
2.10.1 Variation of the coefficient of friction along the arc of contact 
All the work reviewed so far involved the assumption that ^ 
is constant throughout the arc of contact. Presumably because of the 
extreme difficulty of measuring Jj at various points along the contact 
length, there is little data which can be used to postulate a probable 
variation of |J with position inside the arc of contact. In the absence 
of more positive information several workers have proposed expressions
X* ~ A V  - .  ,  ^ . 1 .  i  J  ,J .V A L  U l i C  V O J L  J L C V b J - b /U  SJJL
rsrs « t Tti j , . . T,• i i -L b iu iC u u iv  b b a u c a  o iic to *  x x u m  c . * . p c i  i m c i i  o c l j .
evidence, (i between sliding bodies was greatest at low velocities, and 
suggested the following relationship between |J and position within the 
arc of contact,
^ M - S i n 0 n )
where |io is the coefficient of friction at the neutral point. 
According to this expression jj is a maximum at the neutral point and 
decreases towards the entry and exit planes.
Nadaiv 'investigated the influence of a variable coefficient of
friction on the roll pressure distribution. The frictional shear 
was assumed to be proportional to the relative velocity of slip between 
the rolls and the material * i. e. (See Sect.2.3 )• According
to this equation the frictional shear and hence is zero at the neutral 
point.
(52)Khayyat and Lancaster "used a photo-elastic technique to 
investigate the distribution of contact stresses during rolling of pure 
lead with rolls made from a hard, transparent resin. It was shown that 
a significant variation of the shear stress/normal pressure ratio 
occurred along the arc of contact, which indicated that the coefficient
of friction, as given by the above ratio, was variable.
C5l,5lo)Recently experimental measurements of both the radial pressure and 
shear stress along the arc of contact have been made by means of two 
pressure-transmitting pins inserted, one normal and the other oblique 
to the roll surface.
(51)Matsuura et al. 'applied the above technique to measure the roll
pressures and shear stresses along.the length and width of the arc of 
lowcontact usingaC steel strips. It was found that the coefficient of 
friction increased towards the entry and exit planes and became zero 
at the neutral point during cold rolling. A distribution of shear 
stress and jJ along the arc of contact is shown in Fig.2,i0. 2 .
Zengler^ 'also carried experiments on lead at 90°C, aluminium 
and low C steel at 44-0 and 1110°G respectively, showing that the 
distribution of shear stresses along the arc of contact decreased 
towards the neutral point. This might suggest that a similar variation 
of the coefficient of friction could be expected during hot rolling.
2*11 Roll force and torque,
Considering a surface element of the roll . The normal
force acting upon the surface element is SQc[J and the tangential force 
« The vertical component of the normal force is ^cQcx&Q and that 
of the tangential force • Hence, the total vertical force
acting upon either roll per unit width of the rolled material is,
'(h
P i
■’0 4
fanOctf. (2.11 A)
y  v v 'On
Orowan considered .that for small angles of contact the contribution 
of the tangential force could be neglected and COS-0^ I • Thus, Sq.2,UAwas 
simplified to, , . %M  1 C2.il.la)
(3*0•Sims 'also assumed that the vertical pressure equalled the normal 
roll pressure for small angles of contact. Hence, substituting Sims' 
expression (Eqs. 2.5*2 and 2.5*2a) into Eq.2dl.ia,
m S ^ h  + S + w ® ^ !  & U .1 }1 1 i. 4 ni L 1 *4 h: 4 ‘' 1
which after integration becomes,
pr: R.2^k>n\ fnz V IJL - lifl- In !CLft ± .itah.* i1? < • 7g)
1 c xii-r 4  hz 2 'ni|
tjVi o r n  V. _ i i <*9111  t m' nz
and the neutral angle can be found by equating Eqs.2.5»2 and 2.5*2a
J’nUS* fi - \ ^ i(i'\ -i a J IT$.ln(l-r) =2 !p tp-/g. gn - tp l L,A V~i2. ^ h? ^
Orowan and Pascoe^ "^'derived expressions for the total roll force
for both wide and narrow plates by assuming that the drop of the roll 
pressure towards the edges of the material could be calculated approx­
imately in the same manner as the slope at the exit side of the friction
hill (see Sect.2.5)« They showed that when the initial ratio width/
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thickness was 6, the roll force was given by,
In cases where the width/thickness ratio was within 2 - 6 then,
P=2KWloS40-25fekK. Skgfo .
1 h 3^jR.bh\2lrii I '
where nrri-U^ll'nO/c?
Finally, for narrow stock, Wi/b),4l5
i. Roll torque.
The tangential force per unit width acting upon a surface 
element of the roll is \  0!C§ , and the torque exerted by this force 
about the roll centre is^T'K^ • The total torque per unit width acting 
upon one roll and ignoring the contribution of the radial forces, is 
then given by, n ■ Dn
0 - R ' R i t ^ - k d e  CZ.U.S)
V  'o
or r\)\ rJn^
r  , .o'n» d . a -,r rr. ijr,b=MSM^-\doy \\
■jc '0
The determination of the torque by the use of the above equation
involves the calculation of the difference between two quantities of
the same order of magnitude which may lead to substantial errors if the
position of the neutral angle is not most accurately determined. There-
(1 2 )fore Bland and Jford 'developed an alternative expression by consider­
ing the moment of the vertical pressure with respect to the roll axis 
• Thus, the total roll torque, considering small angles 
of contact,.so ‘^ 3 ^ 5  and including the contribution of both
front' and back tensions, was given by,
»r f * A i.L . 7
(14)Alternatively, Sims' 'derived an expression for hot rolring 
considering the moment due to vertical forces only, so,
\ s 9cS (2.:l U o )
J r\'oand using Eqs.2.5*2 and 2.5*2a, given by Sims' method, then,
r f 0iQ=W<i&| \ lrAln V) 4 g  ftJA
J. U 14 hi U>8n" U h  ' 1
[ t W . b )
U  h- k 1 1Jo
and after integration this equation reduces to:
G - 9i Iq ~ 0oj
(3^ )Hill 'considered the effect of roll flattening on the torque, 
in which the centre of the arc of contact is not on the line joining 
the roll centres, Since the roll pressure distribution in Hitchcock's 
method is symmetrical about the mid-point of the arc of contact, Hill 
assumed that the centre of the latter lay. on the line joining the 
mid-point, C , to the roll centre at a distance (R; - 3) beyond the roll
/p: <’■'} T Ncenuj-c xg, - j *
.y f /}The lever arm of the radial force about the spindle axis was
/ 1  ^ aapproximated to i. (R - R) m  the sign being dependent on the side
„ C* r\ ^ ^  j. i. _ r*  ^ . n , » m- . - . —wo. o vu mijuv-ii one cuj-iauc c-LdjLcriiu J-cty t i liU£> | UUt2 XOLctX UOITQliG
including the contribution of the tangential forces (U$Cc w K) >7as
expressed as, /9i t93n
0-0nl \ CrtO _ gnp 4!S' hidO-OiWc0 {? iU)M o "  i i ° '■ *i i/ I'0 Jo
Next, by considering the equilibrium of the horizontal forces 
acting on the strip and assuming CcS9~i » ^ 9  — 0 the following expression 
was obtained; ,n. rOi f9nf9' tf f f 1
hzi-hii »'2R.‘ iOiS-p| | ^ ~  ^  I ^ ' 7)o l 50n Jo 1 ■>)
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Hence, by combining Eq,2.0*6 and 2q.2,Vt.7 an expression was 
derived where the coefficient of friction is eliminated; thus,
G-fte' f sDjfl 4 \ d9  tt.u.6)
So "" io
Finally, by introducing the approximate expression of roll force 
given by Eq.2.13.la, Eq.2.11.6 was reduced to,
2.12 Validity of the theories of hot rolling.
It can be concluded that in general the route followed in 
establishing the rolling loads is to consider, first, the equilibrium 
of vertical and horizontal forces on a vertical slice of the material 
between the rolls, and to use a yield critei'ion to relate the horisonta 
stresses to the vertical stresses and thereby obtain a differential 
equation relating the vertical pressure to the position along the 
deformation zone. Integration of the equation results in a vertical 
pressure distribution throughout the deformation zone and hence roll 
force and torque can be determined.
Various workers compared theoretical values of roll force and 
torque against measurements in both experimental and production mills 
in order to establish 
hot rolling practice,
( 35^Sims presented measured roll forces obtained-by S.X.F. Co.v J 
using mild steel strips rolled at temperatures between 1000 -1200 "C. 
These results were then compared with calculated values given by Eq. 
2.11.2aand using mean yield stress values from experimental data 
obtained at high temperatures on 0.l7/o C steel by means of a cam 
plastometer. Sims also compared roll force and torque measurements made 
on lead strips rolled at room temperature and under dry conditions, wit 
calculated values based on yield stress data from uniaxial compression
(35)tests on lead and published in the same work '. A satisfactory 
agreement between theoretical and measured results was obtained in both 
cases over a wide range of reductions,
(53)Stewartson 'reported a large number of roll force measurements
on mild steel rolled in a 42 - in. plate mill. The results showed
considerable scatter attributed to difficulties involved in temperature
and thickness measurements. These results were compared with calculated
values obtained with the formulae of Ekelund, Orowan & Pascoe, and Sims.
It was shown that using Ekelund's formula the mean of the calculated
forces was aloout 33/^  lower than the measured values and the scatter
about this mean exceeded ~ 25/^  i the Orowan and Pascoe formula showed no
better agreement than in the previous case at lower reductions. Since
predictions with the Orowan and Pascoe formula should improve when the
( * Oplate thickness/length of contact ratio is less than unity ' , which
represented reductions of ever 10/5 In Stewartson’s results, the majority 
of the calculated loads above 10% reductions were within a range -of *50 
to -10% above' ino’ measured values. One source of error admitted by 
Stewartson ma2/ be in the values of yield stress which were calculated 
back and extrapolated from a small number of experimental roil load 
mce.Sui ciueijt I o • Value a of fui-Ce calculated with Sims * formula based on 
yield stress data obtained by 3ISRA and later published by Cook and ■
(34)McCrum showed the closest agreement with measured loads at reductions
over 1Q5. However, at lower reductions all three formulae gave results
which were some lower than those measured.
( )Sims and Wright ''carried out extensive checks of the accuracy 
of the Cook and McCrum method, referred to as the BISRA method, against 
measurements of roll force and torque obtained on six types of production 
mills a blooming mill, a slabbing mill^ 2-high strip mill, a 2-high
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roughing mill* a 4-nigh strip mill,and a plate finishing mill* The 
calculated results were found to diverge significantly from the measured 
ones for values of H/h5 up to about 20 - 25. This was attributed mainly 
to errors in the method of measuring the thickness of the rolled material 
as determined from the roll gap settings and the mill modulus. There 
was, in addition, a considerable discrepancy between the mea.sured and 
calculated torques in the ^-high strip mill owing to the effect of inter­
stand tension. Sims and Wright concluded that, in general, rolling 
theory will predict reliable values of rolling loads when R/h2is greater 
than about 25» the roll torque being underestimated by theory in this 
range of R/h2. The limitations of the rolling theory over this range of 
values of R/h2. was attributed to both the change in the mode of 
deformation between the rolls when the thickness/length of contact 
ratio is equal to or greater than 2, and the inaccuracies involved when 
the angle of contact becomes so large that approximations of its 
trigonometrical functions are no longer acceptable.
Most of the early methods to predict rolling loads relied uj)on the
assumption of homogeneous deformation; the achievement of which(i.e.
-initial plane sections remaining plane during rolling),is in principle
impossible, since friction between the material and roll surfaces
restricts the flow of the peripheral layers. Furthermore, experimental
evidence of the deflection of cross sections of the deforming material
had been obtained, the most satisfactory of which appears to be that
(produced by Jones et al. , using steel plates with MnS inclusions 
initially oriented perpendicular to the rolling direction. The deformation 
pattern of these inclusions after hot rolling established that initial 
vertical sections did not remain plane during deformation. Hence,
Orowan*s method by which the effect of inhomogeneous deformation can be
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included, remains the most accurate treatment of the rolling process,/ pQ yA recent work by Alexander showed how the basic approach by Orowan 
can be incorporated into computer programmes providing thus- a quick 
and accurate way to solve any rolling problem.
Nevertheless, the validity of more accurate methods depends on the 
availability of relevant flow stress data at high temperatures and 
various strain rates. Reliable data has been obtained from experiments 
with cam plastometers, but the increase in hot rolling speeds demands 
data at even higher strain rates. In addition, experimental evidence 
indicated that the coefficient of friction between the material and the 
rolls varies along the arc of contact so that it becomes extremely - 
difficult to establish the actual frictional conditions of a specific 
rolling operation.
3 A Numerical Solution to the basic Von Kantian Equation.
3.1 Introduction.
A mathematical model has been produced by which predictions 
of both roll force and torque,developed over a wide range of flat hot 
rolling conditions, can be made. The basic Von Karman equation,descri­
bing the distribution of roll pressure.along the arc of contact,takes 
into account the effect of a variable flow stress of the material under­
going deformation and of both homogeneous and inhomogeneous deformation, 
together with a mixed frictional condition 'Tik and a deformed roll 
radius. Since the resulting differential equation possesses no
analytical solution, the numerical technique involving the fourth-
( 28^order Runge Kutta method and originally developed by Alexander' 'for 
the cold rolling process,was extended to the hot rolling case. The 
following sections will therefore describe the mathematical basis of 
the model by considering the analysis relevant to the plastic and 
elastic deformations of flat sections at high temperatures and varying 
strain rates,
3.2 Basic differential equation under homogeneous deformation.
The analysis presented in this section relies upon the following 
assumptions:~
(i) Vertical sections of the material in the direction of
rolling remain-plane during deformation.
(ii) There is no lateral spread of the material if the thick­
ness of the strip is small compared with its width.
(iii) Plastic deformation occurs throughout the material between
the rolls, though in the \ricinity of both the entry and 
exit planes elastic deformation and elastic recovery take 
place respectively.
(iv) The yield stress of the material varies throughout the
zone of deformation under isothermal conditions.
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(v) The frictional stresses, "between the material and roll 
surfaces, are proportional to the radial pressure but 
cannot exceed the shear yield stress of the material.
(vi) The deforming arc of contact between the strip and the 
rolls remains circular.
(vii) The peripheral velocity of the rolls is uniform.
Fig.3.2.1 represents a longitudinal section of a strip in transit
through the roll gap. The state of stress of the material between the
rolls is triaxial: a vertical stress, q, a horizontal stress acting in
the direction of rolling,p ,and a stress parallel to the roll axis
preventing free lateral spread 6,2 . Since the assumption of homogeneous
deformation implies that no shear stresses arise between the surfaces
of vertical sections, the horizontal stress, p , together with the
transversal stress <S>2 and the vertical stress, q , are considered
principal stresses. Then if plastic strain in the transverse dj.rection
is ignored, . .
The Von Misses maximum shear strain energy criterion states that 
plastic yielding occurs, when
Hence the use of the Von Misses criterion in a triaxial stress 
system and under plane strain conditions leads to,
so
The critical value of the shear' strain energy can be determined 
considering the case of yielding in a pure torsion test when ,
The vertical stress, q , is constant within a vertical section
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due to the absence of shear stresses along its surfaces and assuming 
that the yield stress through a section is uniform, the horizontal 
stress, p , must be therefore a constant. Hence the equilibrium of horiz­
ontal forces per unit width acting on the vertical slice AA of the 
strip leads to ,
d j/J j = =2R.'ssnfi ±Tcc£0 13.-21)
where the upper sign refers to the exit side and the lower to
the entry side of the arc of contact.
A balance of vertical forces within the slice AA and the use of
the yield criterion permits the above equation to be expressed in terms
of the radial pressure,
Two frictional, conditions were assumed between the rolls and the 
material surfaces:
i. A dry fricticnal stress proportional to the radial pressure
"I-US » in which case 5q,3«2.ia applicable to slipping
conditions was written as,
where
and
ii A limiting frictional stress ’L - \L which produced sticking 
conditions, so Sq.3»2.1a was expressed as
The values of the radial pressure at both the entry and exit
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.planes can be found by combining the equilibrium equation of vertical 
forces and the yield criterion; thus at the entry plane, where 
K-k.1 and '0-\i.\ (the effective back tension, see Sect.3*7)# the 
radial pressure becomes,
(3.2A)
and at the exit plane, where § - 0 , and (the effective
front tension,see Sect.3*7)»
( 3 • 2. 4a)
3*3 Basic differential equation under innomogeneous deformation.
A radial pressure distribution during inhomogeneous deformation
(4)was obtained following Orowan's analysis' , in which it was assumed 
that the stress distribution inside the deforming material could be 
approximated to that produced by the compression of the slab between 
two inclined platens, so that the horizontal. compressive stress acting 
across the strip thickness was given by the following equation (see 
Sect.2.4),
(3.3.1)
./ *■
It was assumed after Orowan that under slipping friction and 
small contact angles the coefficient !ju _ 1 \ could be eliminated*1 ^9 wfr /
Thus, the variation of the horizontal stress along the deformation
zone could be expressed as,(replacing the value of s in terras of
from Eq.3»3«l into 3«2da),
n !l)\ th . s\ ln\-jL_ vi w.ybn
a s 6 ; c. .
where Cd.s)/h
and 2i6W(Q)fer^,iUC0sQVh
Under sticking conditions the frictional stress contribution to 
the horizontal stress becomes l'-K so and the inhomogeneity
factor^^reaches a constant vaJLue w(a) = tl//i (see Fig.2.4.3) and Eq.3,3.1
reduces to,  ^_ _ / ^ \ l\ \
' /h  U  + 2 l 0 to
and Eq.3«2.1a can be rewritten as,
^ L ^ ( o )  (3.3.3)
Finally, the associated radial pressure can be found by means of 
the yield criterion expressed by Orowan as, S-2^/(0) (3.3.6)
3.4 Yield stress variation during hot rolling.
During hot deformation the chief factors influencing the yield 
stress of the material are, the amount of strain, strain rate and 
temperature. Since isothermal conditions were assumed throughout the
(4?deformation zone an empirical relationship proposed by Lubhan et al. 
whioh fitted adequately the yield stress data used in this work, enabled, 
the effect of strain and strain rate at a constant temperature to be 
included,viz.
(3.4.0
T
where C and £ are the uniaxial strain and strain rate respect!'; 
and C,D,G,rI are constants.
/  S) \ \ /Since in flat rolling the effective strain is given by, t ’Ar!Vh. 'ID !siand tne effective strain rate Dy t - hi A »the effective yield stressUb
under plane strain becomes,
•2(4
The variation of the strain rate during rolling can be derived by 
considering first the mean strain rate within a vertical section to be 
sivenby’ h c!/ h 6[
under slipping conditions, ^  ^
i t .  ‘ C
From the geometry of the pass h=h2+2R{l-cos0) ,x=Rsin$ and Vn=Vrcoi 
thus, dh/dx=2tg0, and the strain rate can he expressed as,
~ Vr h  n CoS b’n l^ ) 9/ h  2. (3« i . 2 )
It can be shown similarly that under sticking conditions the 
strain rate becomes,
U -  2Vr staO/h (3.4.2ci)
The variation of the mean strain rate of section along the arc of
contact, assuming both complete sticking or slipping conditions,is
shown in Fig.3*^*1 for a typical rolling pass.
The values of and ^  given by Eqs,3*^*2 and 3 < 3  can be then
replaced in Eq.3*^*1 and the rate of change of the yield stress along 
the arc of contact will be then given by,
n ib !n)l. • ' 'under slipping conditions
ana
cQ h, lhlrv/f\ * under sticking conditions
3.5 Roll force per unit width.
On the assumption that the deformed arc of contact remains 
circular, the radial pressure distribution must be considered 
symmetrical about the mid-point of the contact length and the resulM "g 
roll force must be then applied mid-way along the arc of contact (Fig. 
3*2.1).. Since the radial force acting upon a surface element is sR‘d$
. i nand the frictional force is"!Tads the component in the direction of 
the resultant roll force of both the radial force and the tangential 
force will be s cos($-^/2)Rd§ andt-'T sin (5-^/2)Rd0 respeetively. The 
resultant roll force excluding the contribution of the elastic zones of 
the material at both ends of the contact arc, will be given by,
3.6 Roll torque per unit width.
In order to determine the moments produced by both the radial 
and tangential forces about the roll axis, the position of -the centre 
of the deforming arc of contact must be established. Since the radial 
pressure distribution was considered symmetrical about the mid-point 
C, the centre of the deformed arc of contact must lie along the line 
joining the roll centre and the mid-point G (Fig.3.2.1). The position 
of the centre of the deforming arc of contact should then be given by 
the intersection of the line through OG and a vertical line traced at 
the point where the tangent to the roll surface is horizontal. There­
fore, taking into account the vertical and horizontal distances between 
the centres of the roll and of the deforming arc of contact, and
excluding the contribution of the elastic zones of the material, the
(35)resultant torque per roll will be given byw  J ,
or
( K
Approximate expressions of the roll torque originally developed
/ X2 1 }ifor cold rolling, as proposed %  various workers ’1" will also
be included in this modej, viz.,
'0
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3*7 Elastic arcs of contact.
At both ends of the deformation zone there must be an area
of contact between the strip and the rolls where the material is only
elastically deformed. The effect of this is to increase the length of
the arc of contact beyond the points where the strip undergoes plastic
deformation and hence to augment the total roll force by the contrib-
(33)ution of the elastic zones. Bland and Fordw ^'developed expressions 
by which the total normal force in the elastic zones can be obtained. 
First it was considered that, since the strip is in contact with the 
rolls, the normal displacement along the elastic recovery zone of length
a. was given as, . I n iii? \z t o (3.7.1)
After applying the generalised Hooke's law in plane strain 
and assuming no shear stresses across vertical sections it was shown 
that,
l , W _  VS Z J iqu (3.1.2)F
where represents the contribution to the roll force from the
J0elastic recovery zone. Thus, solving the. integral of the left hand side
of Eq.3«7»2, the roll force contribution was,
p f/ J / Zwcr
: • Ot'“v N  ^*'GIn order to determine the:length of the elastic recovery zone,it
Twas postulated that the mean vertical stress 6.u on the elastic side,
Itaken with the horizontal stress i2 , satisfies the yield criterion. 
Hence, defining oq as, . . k h
n w z p  1 l-V7 ! 1 i F'O
which was then expressed in terms of the normal displacement at
so that the yield criterion was expressed as,Z d = 2 K - i i * Q i £ _  '■ (3.7.3)
1 Wt-v^R'
Hence, .after substituting the value of a obtained from Eq*3*7*^> 
into Eq.3*7*2. the contribution from the elastic recovery zone is
SiVenby’ (3/].M
^ XL0 v E
Next, Bland and Ford considered that at the end of the plastic
o Qzone the horizontal force applied to both roll surfaces was -U 1^ 2. »
thus the effective front tension over a section of thickness h^ was
therefore, 4- i Ow'tyr* . '
02
By a similar analysis Bland and Ford showed that the contribution 
to the total roll force from the elastic compression zone at entry-was 
given by, q  ^  j^T
x 0 ----   I      V -A ! - ^  /A  ^ £
and the effective back tension was,
1 ^ "lA\\iyL[ = .1- ‘ * i \n\
1 iIt can be seen that the effective tensions :£( and depend on 
f i n .  t\(.\ and Y(Z respectively, so that Eqs.3‘7*^ and 3*7*0 must be solved by 
iteration*
Finally, the total value of the roll force per unit width, 
ignoring the inclination of P^ and P c? to the line of action of ? 
and the shear stresses along the elastic arc, is given by,
PT=?+&■$*.
while the total value of the roll torque per unit width per roll 
could be expressed by,
\
where
ana
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3*8 Roll, flatteningt
The radius of the flattened arc of contact was determined
following Prescott's analysis^ by which the radial deformation,
caused by an elliptical stress distribution over the length of the roll
surface (2d), can be given in terms of the elastic properties of the
roll as;(see Sect.2,8), .  ^ (
( 5 'S
( y * )According to Bland and Ford 'the total length of the arc -of 
contact must include those portions immediately adjacent to the plastic 
deformation zone, where elastic deformation at entry and elastic 
recovery at exit take place. Thus, the total length was approximated to,
i j R ' W  (3.8.2)
where h:, hrp and ho are the thicknesses at entry, minimum and exit 
respectively (Fig.3.2.1).
The analysis outlined in the previous S9ction(3»?)enabled Bland and 
Ford to find expressions for the strip thicknesses along the elastic 
zones and Eq.3.8.2 was rewritten as,
OX - .x  V  ■ V- “vi \C- V c) (_ ■
where c _W~V-17
c I 'Y^,; ---: l-M -t-,
^
Therefore the final expression to determine the deforraed roll 
radius,-after re-arrangement of 'Eq.3»8.1 is*
^ - U -  eg-_______
.. K  .• -
where c=l6(i-y^/)(E is constant for the material of the rolls,
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3•? Calculation technique.
The technique used to solve the basic differential equations
which assume homogeneous deformation* was based on the work presented 
(28)by Alexander^ '. Thus, an initial value of the deformed radius was 
obtained by estimating a roll force for a given mean strength of the 
material and percentage reduction. Hence, a realistic value of the angle ' 
of contact could be determined.
In order to reach consistent values of the total roll force and 
the associated deformed roll radius the following procedure was 
adopted:
1. The angle of contact was split into 2n . divisions.
2. Values of the radial pressure both at entry and exit planes 
were calculated using Sq.3*2.i and Eq.3«2.MQ.
3. The yieDd stress at each angular position was calculated for
the associated values of strain and strain rate as given by
Eq.3.^0.
The radial pressure at each angular position from the exit 
plane towards the entry plane was determined by means of the 
fourth- order P.unge Kutta method to Integrate Eq.3*2.2 or Eq. 
3.2.3 depending on the frictional state defined by the shear 
stress at the previous angular position .
5. The radial pressure at each angular position from the entry 
plane towards the exit • plane was determined In the same 
manner as described in stage
6. The intersection of both the radial pressure distribution 
determined from the exit and entry sides enabled a feasible 
radial pressure distribution along the arc of contact to be 
determined.
7. The resulting roll pressure distribution was then integrated
over the arc of contact by trapezoidal rule to determine 
the roll force per unit width, P.
8. The contribution of the entry and exit elastic zones of the 
material to the roll force was then determined by means of 
Eq«3«7*b and Eq.3«7.A
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9. A new value of the roll radius for the total roll force
Pt=P 'tp^ 'KP^ , was calculated and a corrected value of the angle 
of contact was determined.
Stages 1-9 were then repeated until compatibility was reached 
between the most recent value of the total roll force and the 
associated value of the deformed roll radius.
Following the above calculations the moments about the roll axis 
of both the shear stresses and the radial stresses were integrated by 
trapezoidal rule over the arc of contact, to obtain approximate values 
of the roll torque according to Eq.3.o.i, Eq.2.11.4 and Eq.2.11.oO. 
‘Finally,an accurate estimation of the roll torque was made using Eq.3*6,1 
and including the contributions of the elastic zone of the strip at the 
entry and exit planes, as given by-Eq.3*?.o and Eq.3«7«^rsspectively.
In the case of inhomogeneous deformation, in order to include the 
effect of a variable inhomogeneity factor, w(a), on the radial pressure 
distribution, Stages 4 and 5 of the calculation procedure were modified. 
Since w(a) was a function of the radial pressure, the latter could only 
be found at each angular position by iteration until consistent values 
of both the radial pressure and the inhomcgeneity factor were reached, 
Thus, initial values of w(a) and the horizontal pressure were
f ; '2calculated at the exit plane using Eq,2.5» A ,viz.,
and Eq.3«3«4 respectively. The horizontal pressure at the first angular 
division was then found by means of the Runge Xutta method, which 
integrated Eq,3«3»2 or Eq.3«30 » depending on the frictional state 
defined by the radial pressure at the exit plane. An associated value 
of the radial pressure at the first angular division was then determined 
and the inhomogeneous factor re-calculated, A corrected value of the 
horizontal pressure was then obtained at that division and the process 
was repeated until an inhomogeneous factor consistent with the radial 
pressure was reached.
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3.10 Data used in roll pressure calculations.
A requisite in the calculation of roll pressures needed to 
accomplish a given reduction at specific rolling conditions, is the 
determination of the strength of the material undergoing deformation 
at the relevant temperatures and rates of strain.
The data defining the rolling conditions compriseds the coefficient 
of friction, determined from forward slip measurements (see S e c t . » 
the entry and exit thickness, the roll radius, the peripheral velocity 
of the rolls and the external tensions.
The flow stress data was obtained by means of hot compression 
tests on specimens from the rolling material and supplemented by pub­
lished data on similar material; The experimental data obtained at 900, 
950* 1000 and 1050 cC and strain rates over the range 5 ~ 10 s"' is pre­
sented in Sect.5*6. A reasonable fit of the experimental data over the 
strain of interest ( c = 0.5) was obtained using an empirical equation 
of the form £=Kcm ; the constants of which were determined by a least- 
square method. The stress-strain expressions enabled the constants in 
Eq.3.^.1 to be found} thus the effects of strain and strain rate on the 
flow stress at the above temperatures were included. At intermediate 
temperatures the constants were determined by linear interpolation.
Following the above procedure, the associated constants to fit the data 
’ (36)published by Suzuki were also found, Table A lists such constants 
at various temperatures for both sets of flow stress data.
Additional information to define the material elastic properties was 
comprised of Young's modulus and Poisscn's ratio. The former varies 
linearly within the range of hot rolling temperatures according to
( 67)published data' 'plotted in Fig.3.10.1 and a mean value of the latter 
(v> = 0.336) was used, in all calculations,
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3 • 11 Computer Programmes.
The calculation technique outlined in Section 3*9 was 
translated into computer programmes following Alexander’s work. The 
flow chart of the programmes is shown in Fig.3«tt.l and the various 
features of the latter, presented in Appendix II' for the case of 
inhomogeneous deformation,will now be described.
The central problem is to determine the distribution of roll 
pressures, and S(l) is the computer notation of the M ordinates of 
pressure distributed over the arc of contact, where M is an odd number 
of ordinates, so that the arc of contact will have an even number of 
divisions.
The Common and External statements are required by the particular 
functions and sub-routines used in a programme, while the Dimension 
statement defines the functions in arrays.The mechanical prope?:ties 
of the material and the conditions and geometry of roiling are then 
read and written out. Tests are then made to increase the exit thick­
ness if the reduction cannot be accomplished using the selected value 
of the coefficient of friction at entry, and to decrease the values 
of front and back tensions if they exceed the exit and entry yield 
stress in plane strain respectively, since it would imply that the 
strip is being deformed by tension exclusively, which is not the case 
considered here. The permissible values of front and back tension ana 
exit thickness are then written cut.
An approximate value of roll force is then calculated, to give 
initial realistic values to the deformed radius and hence the total 
angle of contact,, denoted as RD and PKI1 respectively. Plastic 
deformation, assuming that'yielding is-initiated at 0,2$ nominal strain, 
will' then occur over an angle of contact given by,
PKIE-- ARCOS(COS(?Hi:) +0.002*Hl/fc*3D)I
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The values S(l) and S(M) at the boundaries of the plastic arc of 
contact and the values of *4, denoted as XK(l). over the arc of contact 
are then determined. The fourth-order Runge Kutta method, defined by 
the sub-routine RK, then solves the differential equation, and SEN(l) 
denotes the solution at each division from S(l) up to S(M), using the entry 
boundary conditions, while SEX(L) denotes the solution from S(M) down 
to S(i) associated with the exit boundary conditions. The actual value 
of S(l) at each division must then be the lesser of both: the entry 
and exit solutions. The frictional conditions US or l(., whichever is 
the smaller, is ensured by the IF statements:
IF (XMU*SEX(L).LT.XK(l)) GALL RK (PHI,SEX(L),DPHI,DS,Gl,G2), 
or IF (XMU*SEX(L).GE.XK(l)) CALL RK (PHI,SSX(L) ,SPHI,DS,C4,G3).
In the case of inhomogeneous'deformation the horizontal pressure of 
each division PEX(L) is found first and then related to the associated 
radial pressure SEX(L), as described in the calculation technique. *
The ordinates between which SEN(l) and SEX(L) intersect, which 
represent the neutral point, can be determined by the IF statement;
IF (SEX(l).GE.SEN(l). AND.SSN(l*l);GE.S3X(l-s-i) GO TO 61,
Statement 61 then calculates the fraction of the interval in 
which “nPHIN, occurs. If that statement is not satisfied, the programme 
is arranged to declare that no solution is possible and write out the 
distribution of SEN(l) and SEX(l).
Since an initial value of the neutral angle (PHN) must be assumed 
in order to calculate the strain rate distribution over the arc of 
contact (Eq,3.^*2), the calculated value of replaces the initial one 
to determine a new strain rate distribution and the whole process is 
repeated until the absolute value (PHN-PHIN)/PKN i 0.001, where PHIN is
/Athe most recent value of (;n calculated.
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The radial pressure at the neutral point (SN) is then determined 
and the pressure distribution integrated over the arc of contact by 
trapezoidal rule, in order to determine the roll force per unit width 
P, due to plastic deformation. The contributions to the roll force of 
the elastic zones at both ends of the deformation zone (PEi and PE2) 
are then determined. Then the total roll force Pl=P+PEi*KPE2, is used to 
obtain a new value of the roll radius and the process is iterated J 
times until the absolute value (P1~P)/P1 is less than 0.00001, where 
PI is the most recent value of P calculated. GEl and GE2, the contri­
butions of the elastic zones to the roll torque are then calculated 
and finally the various estimates of torque are made according to the 
various formulae discussed. The most accurate estimate is GAG12, as 
given by Eq.3•6.1 * with GEl and GE2 added. Finally,the programmes are 
arranged to write out the relevant parameters.
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4. Experimental Procedure.
A description is given below of the rolling mill and ancillary 
equipment used in the experimental work.
4.1 The Rolling Mill.- - - -  — *----
The mill is a 2-high, single stand, reversing type, supplied
with rolls for both hot and cold rolling. The rolls are 25? ran (10")
in diameter by 380'mm (15") In barrel length, with necks mounted in
bronse bearings supported by steel chocks. The roll neck bearings are 
lubricated by a fluid film, and each bearing is designed for nominal 
roll forces up to 650 kN (65 tones) to provide a 3000 hour service life 
at 45 rev/min. The upper chocks are positioned by a screw-down gear
driven by a 0.?4 kV? (l hp) electric motor. The maximum lift of the top
roll is 70 mm. The roll gap setting is indicated by a pointer on a disc
with graduated markings , which is attached to each screw-down pin. This
arrangement allows the roll gap to be set within to 0.25 ram. The rolls 
consist of Tichillite alloy (Ni bearing chilled roils) with a shore 
scleroscope hardness of 40 and with a cylindrically smoorh finish of 
C.L.A. ~  0.8'Jiii (32uin), as measured on a grinding scale for surface 
finishing, The mean roil diameter, measured along tne roil axis is
257.155 t0.025 mm.
4.1.1. Mill power supply.
The mill is driven by a 0/o0 kf/60 kwr ^O/QO np/oO hp) • D.C. 
separately excited motor, coupled through a double reduction gearbox 
to a pair of helical pinions. Each pinion is connected to a roll by a 
spindle fitted with flexible couplings. The motor-generator set, which 
runs at a constant speed of 1440 rev/min, comprises: an 82,0 kW (110 hp) 
induction motor to drive the set, a 7.5 kWt 2j0 Y (10 hp) constant volt­
age exciter for field excitation and supply to the control circuits, and
67 kW (90 hp) generator to feed the mill motor. The output voltage of 
the generator can he adjusted from 0 to 230 V by the variation of its 
field excitation. Thus, the mill motor speed can he brought up to 500 
rev/min by increasing the input voltage, hut a further increase up to 
1500 rev/min can he obtained by the weakening of the motor field. In 
order to transfer power to the mill the voltage of the exciter is 
brought through a rheostat to a maximum of 230 V. Further operations 
are carried out using push-button controls installed in the mill console, 
The mill, together with its ancillary instruments, is shown in F i g . 1.1.
Mill Instrumentation,
In the present investigation, the main characteristics 10 be 
studied during the rolling operation were:
(i) peripheral velocity of the rolls
(ii) exit velocity of the material
(iii) rolling temperature
(iv) roll force 
(v) rolling power
(vi) roll torque
There follows a description of the various instruments and methods 
used to determine the above characteristics. 
k .2.1, Tachogenerator.
To,measure the peripheral velocity of the roils initially, a. friction 
tachometer was pressed against the surface of the top roll. Later it was 
found that the angular velocity of the rolls decreased at the onset of 
rolling, so the velocity of rolling could not be determined accurately 
by that method. Therefore it was necessary to select an instrument with 
an output signal proportional to the angular velocity of the rolls, which 
could be recorded continuously. For this purpose, the shaft of a
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precision D.C. tachogenerator was attached to the centre point of the 
free end of the top roll. The tachogenerator (Servotek) gave an output ? 
of 7V per 1000 rev/min with a linearity better than 0.1 %»
Jf.2.2. Light-activated switch.
To measure the exit velocity of the material emerging from the 
rolls, a light activated switch, placed on the exit table, and a digital 
timer were used. The light switch consisted of a photodiode box, two 
thermal shields and two coated bundles of optic fibres. The arrangement
A O O• . The
thermal shields, made of aluminium, served to protect the photodiodes 
from high temperatures. The light beams, which passed through the 
windows of the shields were then transmitted to the photodiodes via 
optic fibres, these latter excluded any spurious effects due to 
reflected light from the surroundings. The photodiode box encased two 
photodiodes, each with an integrated circuit including a resistor and a 
capacitor, to set the light switching threshold. When the light beam 
reaching window A was interrupted, the device triggered the digital 
timer which was only stopped when the light beam reaching window B 
was interrupted. Since the two windows were 50mro apart the time lapse 
between the two actions,i.e. start and stop, determined the mean exit 
velocity of the front end of a slab emerging from the rolls. As the 
front end of a rolled slab was too thin to effectively interrupt the 
light beam reaching the photodiodes, a refractory block placed on the 
exit table, was pushed by the slab as it emerged from the roils. The 
greater size of this block ensured an effective interruption of the 
incident light beam. Due to lack of space between the mill stands, the 
light source could not be placed directly opposite the light activated 
switch and it was difficult to get sufficient incident light to trigger
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the light switch. Therefore the light from a tungsten lamp was reflected 
'to the light switch using a mirror placed opposite to it. The whole 
arrangement is shown in Fig, l i.2.2, .
*K2.3 Temperature measurements.
During rolling, temperature changes within the material often take 
place in a fraction of a second. Thus, a first requirement of the 
temperature measurement technique employed during rolling is that 
thermocouples inserted in the material should respond rapidly to the
(5*0changes in temperature. Bradley et al. • examined the effect of the
wire diameter on the thermocouple response and also investigated the
ability, of different thermocouple materials to withstand high pressures. 
As a result of their work 1,5mm Pyrotenax Chromel-Alumel thermocouples 
were selected for the present investigation. These possessed a hot 
junction insulated in a stainless steel sheath and a response time of 
0.2^ - sec^"'^ with a standard accuracy of--^;^'^' . This represented a 
suitable compromise between response speed and mechanical strength. To 
allow the re-use of the thermocouples, the hot junction had to be
re-welded, Hence the sheath insulation was filed off to expose the
thermocouple wires, which were welded together to produce an exposed
■innn'f \ on 4-1 nin O fO rri/>c \ ' 5 ,/  ^^ 4.-L Chat
quoted for a thermocouple with an insulated junction, was to be expected 
in this’case.
Preliminary temperature measurements on slabs 12.5mm thick were 
carried cut with a thermocouple inserted in a hole drilled in such a 
postion that the hot junction lay on both the mid-width and mid-thicknes 
planes, -at a distance of 50nim from the back end of the slab. A second 
thermocouple was located on the mid-width plane near the top surface of 
the slab. This arrangement, shown in Fig.A.2.0, was used to establish
the effect on.the mean temperature of the material of both the heat 
generated inside the material by the deformation process and the 
quenching produced when the slab surface was in contact with the 
rolls. These temperature measurements allowed the mean temperature 
of rolling to be estimated.
dcWmt rationA further investigation, which involved the definition of the 
temperature distribution across the thickness of the material as it 
passed through the deformation zone, was carried out using slabs 19mm 
thick (See Sect. .Thermocouples were inserted in four positions
between the surface and the mid-thickness of the slab with one thermo­
couple on,and a second just below, the surface, and with two further 
thermocouples towards the centre. All the hot junctions were located 
as close as possible to the mid-width plane. The arrangement is shown 
in Pig. A.2.0. Each thermocouple on the surface and at the sub-surface 
position (1 and 2 respectively in Fig./i.i.o) was inserted in a hole 
drilled at an angle so that the former broke the slab surface, while 
the latter reached a point about 0,2mm below.This whole arrangement 
permitted the measurement of temperature changes, which were produced 
by the combination of the heat of deformation and the quenching effect 
of the rolls, in uiff ere a L layers of Lao luatex’iai. rater these temperature 
measurements were used to establish temperature distributions within 
the deformation zone.
Attempts to hold the thermocouples in place either with high 
temperature cement or by welding were not successful. Therefore, 
lengths of mild steel wire were wedged into each hole to prevent 
movement of the hot junctions of the thermocouples.
A.2.A Load cells.
The roll forces developed in a rolling operation were measured by
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means of load-cells placed between the screw-down ends and the upper 
chocks. Each load-cell consisted of a columnar element integrated with 
its base and fabricated of a high strength steel. The load-cells were 
fitted with strain-gauge bridges cemented to their columns. The top
covered'by a self aligning cap: thus the effect of any uneven loading 
was virtually eliminated.The strain-gauge bridges were supplied with 
6V D.C. and their output was fed to an U.V. recorder via D.G. 
amplifiers. ' \ •
The load-cells were already calibrated at the the start of this 
work but during the experimental period two recalibrations were 
carried out. This included the removal of the load-cells from the mill 
after which they were loaded into an Avery-Denison testing machine,which 
was itself regularly calibrated.Forces up to in 50^  steps were
applied in both increasing and decreasing loading cycles. A check for 
additive measurements was also effected by testing both load-cells 
simultaneously, Fig- . shows the calibration curves obtained, in
each case.
4.3* Determination of the rolling power and roll torque.
The total power consumed by the mill motor was determined from the 
simultaneous measurements of the voltage, V. , and armature current la, 
supplied, thus:
of each column, the height/diameter ratio of which was about 1.2, was
where represents the total power supplied to the mill
T*)^y^o 3-s ^he armature copper losses, manifested:by the heating 
of the armature windings, 
and M o  is.the power developed on the shaft of the motor.
In order to measure the armature resistance -'So-, connected in 
series with a coil in the circuit of the D.C. compound motor, the mill 
was run for about 45 minutes without any load. This permitted a steady 
temperature to be obtained. The mill was then stopped and the series 
and armature resistance measured while the windings of the motor were 
still warm. The value of the total resistance was ^ - 0 . 1 4  £ \%% (phms)
The total driving power (Pm) developed on the motor shaft during
ma rolling pass, is divided into the following componentsj- -
Rolling power - Pw - Power which is required to overcome the
resistance to deformation of the rolled 
stock and the frictional forces between 
the rolls and the material surfaces.
Frictional power - Pf - Power necessary to overcome additional
frictional losses during the pass, 
produced in the roll neck bearings,
_pinions and reduction gear.
Idling power — Pi — Power necessary to overcome frictional
losses along the drive under no load.
Dynamic power - Pd - Power necessary to overcome inertia
jTvj-Cc-3 al,
velocity.
Thus, the equation which expresses the driving power developed 
during a rolling pass is,9 -tV -9 >9 va -i-p. !L ^— IVV v \ ^ *. I I —VJ /
The first three values represent a constant load on the drive, 
and their sum forms the static power. The procedure followed to determine 
the components of the driving power - Pm - is described below.
4.3*1 Frictional power.
The power to overcome the additional frictional losses consisted
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of
.(i) The frictional losses in the roll neck bearings (Pf^  ). The force
exerted on each roll neck, assuming the slab is central with the rolls,
is F/2 and the frictional force at each roll neck is therefore f-|F/2.
Since this force acts at a distance d/2 (roll neck diameter = 184.2mm)
from the roll centres, the frictional torque at each roll neck isf-iFd/4
and the total torque on the mill is then fi Fd. Values of the coefficient
( 97 )of friction f| in fluid-film bearings 'are quoted within the range
f.^0.001 - 0.005.
(ii) The frictional losses along the driving gear,i.e. in the gearbox 
a'nd pinions.
The sum of the roiling and additional friction power developed at
(If. 8)the motor shaft is given by
Z &  (m s )
f ; ff.'s Nwhere V^ = \ircWr
and t)[ is the efficiency of individual gears positioned 
between the motox' and rolls. Values of efficiency 
for single reduction gear transmission are quoted 
within the r a n g e r *  = 0.95 to 0.98.
Here it can be noted that experimental values of both frictional 
losses (Pf) and rolling power (Fw) cannot be determined separately. An 
experimental technique, which is described in Section 4*3*5 was, 
adopted to obtain the additional frictional losses. •
.4.3*2 Idling power.
The idling power was determined by the measurement of the armature
current and voltage supplied to the mill motor when no load was applied.
/ n tThus using Eq« A. the idling power would be given by?
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However, these voltage and current measurements can only he made 
before or after rolling, when the velocity of the rolls is about 20% 
higher than when a slab is present in the roll gap. From several power 
measurements at zero load at various speeds, it was established that the 
idling power was approximately proportional to the angular velocity of 
the rolls. Therefore, it was assumed that the effective idling power 
at rolling velocity was given by,
4.3-3* Dynamic power.
The dynamic power is significant when the velocity of the rolls 
changes rapidly during the acceleration or deceleration of the mill. 
In the present work it was found that the angular velocity of the
the dynamic power could be ignored.
Thus, the driving power at a constant rolling velocity and for 
static power is given bys-
4. 3.4 Rolling cower and roll torque.
In order to obtain an expression for the rolling power,: -reference
rolls was practically constant during the rolling pass, as can be seen
r  /r |from typical traces shown in Fig.0«^-- from the tachogenerator, so that
Pm = Pw’* Pf * P
Eq.-h'j,iQ which, after the introduction of Eq
• = IkiliL 4.^ 1
and the rolling power and total roll torque would be
given respectively by
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4.3.5 Experimental determination of the frictional power under load.
Determination of the power produced by the mill was carried out 
with the rolls pressed together and rotating at low speed. This enabled 
an experimental determination to be made of the additional frictional 
losses along the drive under load, as conditions of zero rolling power 
were present. To avoid over-loading the electric motor which drove the 
screw-down gear, the rolls were pressed together using a lever attached 
to the screw-down system, which was temporarily dets.ched from the electric 
drive. Then, with the rolling power term eliminated in Eq,/i.'D.2o and Eq.
A.3.3 the following expression gave the power generated; viz
f j . V f t - R 'I /  ^ fRe-arranging and introducing Eq.-tO.-^  , the ratio between the
coefficient of friction fv and the overall efficiency of the drive,
can be obtained viz, V  C:l-i _ rtn- 1 ■
j-<Wr
Experimental values of the above ratio/ f\/f>o were obtained with 
several values of the roll force and plotted in Fig. U.'b.O . The results 
inaicare rha.t tne rario was pracricaiiy independent of tne roll
force. In Fig. 4 o.b the broken lines represent several constant ratios 
of f^ /f)o • These in turn were determined assuming that the overall 
efficiency of the mill drive, which consisted of a double reduction 
gear box and pinions, was 0o = (0.95) » while the coefficient of 
friction f> was varied between the range f *= 0.003 - 0.005. Thus 
a combination of fi = 0.0045 and Qo=0.857 would approach the mean value, 
about 0.006, of the experimental results. These values of f? and fjc 
were considered suitable for use in the estimation of the additional 
frictional losses during a rolling pass,
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. Recording Instruments.
Ultra-violet light recorder.
The roll force measurements were registered on an ultra-violet 
light recorder, in which a U.V, light beam was directed onto a mirror 
attached to a moving coil galvanometer and then reflected via a lens 
and mirror system onto a moving light-sensitive paper, where the light 
beam generated a trace. The deflection of the galvanometer and hence 
the movement of the light beam was a function of the magnitude of the 
input signal. Recording speeds of up to iOOOmm/sec. could be obtained 
with this system. In order to give an adequate response, the frequency 
of the galvanometer needed to be at least 20 times higher than the
/ CO \frequency of the input signal . Since it was estimated that the 
signals from the load-cells increased within 0.1 - 0.2 seconds while 
the material filled the roll gap, a peak frequency of 10Hz for the 
input signals was assumed. Therefore a galvanometer of not less than 
20GHz was required. In addition, since the sensitivity of the
(*fOgalvanometer was inversely proportional to its frequency response 
it was difficult to obtain simultaneously both adequate sensitivity
and r p fm n n q p . T rn  s; 1 i  mi t n i i  rtn r 'rm lri n n l v  "ho V>ir +V>/~ i n n ln n in n
of an amplifier between the signal source and the galvanometer. 
Therefore, a D.C. amplifier with stepped gain was installed in each 
measuring circuit.
To calibrate each circuit, the amplifier was supplied with a 
known voltage, whose magnitude was equal to the output voltage given 
by the load-cell under forces of 250kN and 500kN respectively. These 
in turn were determined from the calibration curves given in Fig. -^,2.4. 
Various combinations of amplifier gains and galvanometers were tested
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until a full scale displacement of the signal on the trace paper was 
accomplished. As a result, two galvanometers of 500Hz frequency each 
(SM500) were combined with one of two gains in the amplifiers (X100 and 
X200), and a recording speed of i2mm/sec was selected to cover the range 
of roll force measurements at each rolling temperature.
Potentiometric pen recorder.
A potentiometric pen recorder was used to record the armature 
current supplied to the motor mill, the output from the tachogenerator, 
and the e.m.f. from the thermocouples placed inside the slab. These 
signals were fed into a four-channel Rikadenki pen-recorder, which 
possessed a 250mm(i0") full scale deflection per channel. An attenuator 
switch in each channel gave 11 levels of sensitivity - lOmV to 20V, 
which could be combined with recording speeds of up to lOmm/sec. on the 
trace paper. The voltage of the input signal was measured by comparison 
with a reference voltage from a resetting potentiometer in each channel. 
The difference between these two voltages caused the servo-operated 
pen-arm to move until the voltages were equal. The armature current 
supplied to the motor was determined indirectly by means, of the 
measurement of the voltage drop across a current shunt installed in the 
switch gear panel of the mill. The current/voltage ratio was 4.66a/ihV.
It was considered that the maximum e.m.f. of the thermocouples was 
50mV which corresponded to a temperature of about 1200eC. The output 
of the tachogenerator was estimated to reach a maximum of 70*^ that, 
according to the specifications, represented 50 rev/min; this was 
equivalent to a rolling velocity of 350^^/sec. Finally, armature currents 
of up to 400 amps were expected, as established by a few rolling trails. 
Thus, each channel in the recorder was set to give a full scale 
displacement per lOOmV input signal. The servo-mechanism, which drove
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the pen arm in each channel, possessed a resolution of- 0.07$ and a
line.arity of i 0.1 of the level of sensitivityjin addition to an
intrinsic error of less than - 0.257* and a hand width from D.G. to
(57)6-8Hz quoted for these potentiometric instruments' . The voltage 
applied to the mill motor and measured hy a voltmeter installed in the 
switch-gear panel was recorded on an XY plotter which consisted of 
potentiometric systems to drive both axes. The X axis was fixed as 
a time base, while the Y axis recorded the voltage regulation produced 
during a rolling operation. A full scale displacement per iOOV input 
signal was found suitable for recording most voltage variations.
Tape Recorder.
In the preliminary work on•temperature measurements (Sect, 4.2,), 
the e.m.f. of the thermocouples was recorded on the potentiometric 
recorder already described. Later it was found that the response of this 
instrument did not permit an adequate record of the rapid temperature 
changes produced in the material inside the deformation zone. Therefore 
a device with fast response characteristics was required. Thus the 
temperature changes were recorded on a high speed tape recorder and 
then played back at low speed, which allowed the signals to be 
accurately traced on an XY plotter. The tape recorder ihacal thermionic; 
used a frequency modulation recording process, in which a carrier 
frequency was modulated by the input signal. On playback the resulting 
magnetic pattern stored on the tape was translated into the original 
input signal, via a filter which removed the carrier frequency. A 
four-track head installed in the instrument permitted simultaneous 
recordings of the e.m.f. of four thermocouples inserted in a slab. The 
band-width frequency response ranged between D.G, and 20kHz, with a 
signal to noise ratio ofi:^8 dB at maximum tape speed. Seven tape
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speeds were available, from 2.38 cm/sec. up to 152.4 cm/sec. A twelve 
position attenuator knob in each channel was used to select the 
sensitivity in volts between 0.1 V and 20 V. Thus a maximum recording 
speed of 152.4 cm/sec. and playback speeds of 20 cm/sec. and 2.38 cm/sec. 
were selected, together with a sensitivity up to 0.1 V, as the maximum 
e.m.f. expected from the thermocouples was 50 mV.
4..5* Reheating Furnaces.
Two types of electric furnaces were used to heat the plates prior 
to rollings a muffle furnace with an embedded heating element, and 
two furnaces with silicon carbide elements. The first furnace, rated 
at 2.9 K.V.A., possessed a wire element wound along the length of the 
external surfaces of the chamber and embedded in a refractory cement 
to give rapid heating response. A Pt/Pt/iJfo Rh thermocouple was placed , 
at the back of the chamber roof and together with an automatic 
controller with proportional action a.ssured a temperat’ire fluctuation 
of approximately 5°G. at 1000cC. The maximum working temperature was 
1200 C. Tne chamoer u-x-iuwiioxOno Wt^rt; 35*-? cm x x(.o cm x x x- • f cm* ihs 
furnace with silicon carbide elements could be used at temperatures 
of up to 1400°G. with a power rating of 5*75 hW, The chamber was 45 cm x
4 Q  —  4 n   j  x i —  i  1 - * . . . -  -  t    x _  ............ ■ '  •— X- w i n  -.1 J . I w i n  IX A K X  U 1 1 U  u v a ,  u u . n £ j  C A C i l l C i H / O  r i  C X  C  i l U U U  O w U .  t i  CLI1 V t 2 X  J s t ; X X /
the roof of the chamber. Again a Pt/Pt/l3$ Rh thermocouple and a 
proportional controller were used to control the furnace temperature. 
Later a, second silicon carbide furnace with a power rating of 16.6 K.V.A. 
and chamber dimensions of 120 cm x 20 cm x 15 cm, was installed in the 
deformation laboratory. The heating chamber was divided into three 
zones. The power input of each zone was regulated by a thyristor 
capable of carrying a current of up to 40 amps. A controller with 
proportional action assured an homogeneous temperature along the chamber,
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though manual control of the power drive in each thyristor could be 
Used to minimize temperature gradients between zones. Thus, the furnace 
was capable of operating at temperatures of up to 1300°C with rapid 
response to temperature fluctuations along its chamber during charging 
and discharging operations. 
ty.6. Cam plastometer.
In order to obtain information about the relationship between 
temperature, strain rate and the flow stress of the material under­
going deformation, hot compression tests were carried out on cylindrical 
specimens 12.5 ram high x 7.5 mm in diameter, using a cam plastometer.
The temperatures and strain rates used were close to those accomplished 
during the experimental rolling schedules (see Sect.4/] ), The data 
obtained was compared with published results that related to similar 
material and conditions'^*3 ? )a This data allowed the mathematical 
model used in this work.to calculate the yield stress cf the deforming 
material. The cam plastometer, designed and built in the Department 
of Mechanical and Production Engineering at Sheffield Polytechnic, was 
essentially a cam-driven compression machine which operated at a 
constant strain rate. In Fig. A.O. the cams (l)(2), which could impart 
two ranges of strain rate, were mounted on a osm shaft (6) urn eh was 
supported by ball and roller bearings in a main frame (12). Power to 
rotate the cam shaft was derived from a heavy flywheel (4) which was 
belt driven by a 1.5 kW electric motor. An eccentric plate clutch 
mechanism transmitted the rotation of the flywheel to the cars shaft.
The rotational motion of the cams was converted into the vertical 
movement of a piston by means of a cam follower which was mounted in 
a spring.loaded guide block (8). The downwards movement of the piston 
was transmitted to the cylindrical specimen through the upper moving
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platen of a detachable die assembly.
The die assembly (9) was mounted on an adjustable spacer which 
rested on a load cell (13)* The die assembly (Fig. A .6.) consisted 
of a moving upper platen and a fixed lovier platen.i between which the 
specimen was axi-symetrically compressed, and two cylindrical casings, 
separated by an air gap. These components were made of a Nimonic alloy. 
The complete die assembly was heated to the required temperature using 
a 2.9 W/ muffle furnace. Thus, the arrangement minimised the heat 
losses of the specimen during its transfer from the furnace to the cam 
plastometer.
Jf.6.1 Cam design.
The surfaces of the cams originally installed in the plastometer 
were flattened, so that it was necessary to design a new set made 
from a high strength steel. First an estimation was made of the 
compression force required to accomplish a 50^ deformation in 7*5 mm 
diameter x 12.5 km high mild steel specimens at 900°G and 40 s~^  strain 
rate under unlubricated conditions. Then a balance of forces acting 
between the cam and the follower was made to calculate the contact 
stresses developed between the surfaces of the cam and roller follower,
cam would be of the order of 1365 N/mnr (90 ton/in~ ). Thus an EM 2^ 
steel was selected, which had- a quoted 0.2% proof yield stress of 
15^  N/mnf (100 ton/in') after heat treatment. 'Ihis steel could be cut 
in the annealed condition as supplied, then hardened and tempered.
The profile of the cams was such that the specimen of an initial 
height h0 , could be deformed at a constant true strain rate,i.e.
In h0/h=£t
If a cam has a basic circle of radius H> , and if the cam radius
m
changes to the value for a rotation 9 $ then it can "be shown that
the profile of the cam is defined by:
=fW h (1 - exp£0/w)
where w was the angular velocity of the cam. If the cam
was intended to impart a total strain rate ^ and the cam lift occurred
Therefore it was possible to vary the strain rate of the deforming
which would then impart two different strain rates during the rotation 
of the cams at a constant angular velocity. Thus, the set consisted of 
two cams with a maximum lift of 6.35 ram each produced by rotation of
The heat treatment of each cam involved heating to and holding 
at830/850°C , followed by oil quenching and then tempering at 150°C.
A slight distortion was induced by this heat treatment. To 
partially correct this distortion the cams were ground only in the 
basic circle surfaces to a tolerance ofi0.025 nua. However no grinding 
was attempted in the lobe of the cams. Later the actual strain rate 
characteristics of the cams when mounted in the shaft showed fluctua­
tions during a hot compression test of —14/£o?the nominal strain rate. 
4.6.2 Instrumentation of the cam plastometer.
The stress load applied to a specimen during a hot compression
over an arc * thenI
specimens by variation of w and/or Py . Eq. 4.6.1 was used to 
determine the profiles of two cams with a different lift angle ( Q- )
the cams through 48°and 25Crespectively (Fig.^-^.! ).
A hardness test on the si
Gam 1 0] =49"
Cam 2 Sr=25°
V.P.N.
53? - 425 
570 - 505
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test Kas determined by means of a load cell placed under the die 
assembly. The load cell consisted of a steel column fitted with a 
network of strain gauges. These gauges were connected to a bridge, 
the output from which was fed into one channel of an ultraviolet 
recorder via a D.C. amplifier. The load cell was calibrated to a 
maximum of 50 kN and the load range of a recording could be conveniently 
changed by alteration of the amplifier gain. Compression strain was 
determined from the vertical displacement of a linear potentiometer 
attached to the piston of the cam follower. The output from the 
potentiometer was fed to a second channel, in the ultraviolet recorder.
To calibrate the linear potentiometer a dial indicator was placed 
under the piston of the cam follower, and the cam shaft was rotated 
manually. Thus, at each increment of 0«5 in the dial indicator, a 
recording of the output of the linear potentiometer was made.
Calibration graphs of both the load call and the linear potentiometer 
are shown in Fig 1\Jq .2. Elastic distortion of the cam 
plastometer must be considered m  order to. calculate the actuar : 
compressive strain. Such distortion was measured by compressing a 
specimen made of a high speed steel using a long lever attached to the
~ — .1 1 O-*________________________£   J  v 4 ^  4 V I  - ~ T - „ JO   I * -’ J-V.*
li,jntlV/UXI 11V Jb'XAOWXV' GO-lVA. WXV* UUl AUCV JLV’ii. Vi V/iiV
specimen was likely to occur, the output of the linear* potentiometer 
was a measure of the elastic deformation of the frame of the cam 
plastometer under load. Fig.A-b.r, shows the results obtained. The 
temperature of the specimen prior to compression was measured by means 
of a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple placed between the specimen and the 
lower platen of the die assembly. A clutch mechanism allowed the cam 
shaft to be engaged to the flywheel, when this was rotating at the test 
speed, so the compression of the specimen could be effected within a few 
seconds of withdrawal of the die assembly from the furnace.
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4.7 Rolling Programme.
Initially, slabs 12.7 row thick were rolled at nominal 
temperatures between 850cC and 950 °C with percentage reductions in 
single passes of approximately 35/£ and mean strain rates of 2.5 per 
second. These tests enabled roll force and torque, amount of forward 
slip and temperatures inside the deforming material to be measured. 
Such preliminary results serve both: to provide experimental data 
relevant to the hot rolling conditions, and to correlate measured 
roll force and torque with the corresponding theoretical results given 
by the mathematical model developed in this work. In addition, a 
rolling test was carried out in quadruplicate at 1000 °G and k0% 
reduction, in order to check the repeatability of the measurements 
of current and voltage supplied to the mill.
The preliminary work was conducted within a narrow range of 
temperatures, hence a rolling programme was subsequently prepared 
so that a wide range of temperatures, percentage reduction, and 
frictional conditions could be covered. The programme was divided 
into three series of experiments as described below.
Series A.
This series oi experiments aimed to test the validity of the 
present mathematical model to predict values of roll force and torque 
measured over the range of temperatures covered by commercial hot 
rolling schedules. The experiments involved the rolling of mild steel 
plates under the following conditions:
Rolling temperatures (°C) 900,1000,1100 and 1200
Reduction during a single pass {%) 10,20,30,40 and 45
Slab thickness at entry to the rolls (mm) 19*5 ana 12.7
Average strain rates within rhe range 0.8 - 3*0 per second, were
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selected as a reasonable compromise between rolling velocities low
enough for safe manual handling and rolling times short enough to avoid
excessive cooling of the ingoing material. The experiments were carried
out under unlubricated conditions and the plates were heated without
any protective gas inside the furnace. This introduced variations in the
quantity of surface scale formed on the plates. Since it had been
(l 6)concluded by El Kalay et al. 'that changes in the quantity of scale 
were liable to cause variations in the frictional conditions, an 
experimental technique was developed to measure the amount of forward 
slip produced during every rolling operation in order to establish the 
associated coefficient of friction.
Series B .
Measurements of the amount of forward slip were carried out in this 
series in order establish the validity of the forward slip method of 
determining the coefficient of friction under various percentage 
reductions and frictional conditions. The tests were carried out using 
rolling passes in "triplicate and the plates were not rorlca using 'coir- 
slightly lubricated and dry roll surfaces. To obtain lubricated 
conditions the surfaces of the rolls were oiled prior to rolling! while
-wv. » T ■? v> ^  a J ^   ^#\v* « » » • *  »' n* a "1 Oil ^ ^  C*.. ~ XT— ^ — ^ —     “ ~--------
thoroughly with carbon tetrachloride.
Series’ C .
The limited programme of temperature measurements carried out in 
series A was extended in this series, so that a more accurate estimation 
of the effective temperature of roiling could be made. Four* thermo­
couples were inserted between the surface and centre of plates 19 mm 
thick which were hot rolled at temperatures between 8G0°G and 1100°G 
with percentage reductions within the range 10 - 40 %, Thus,
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simultaneous temperature recordings could be made at several points 
‘ inside the material while it lay within the rolls,
4.7.1 The condition, composition and dimension of the plates.
The plates used in the preliminary rolling tests and in 
experimental series A and C, were prepared from EN 2 bright drawn,mild 
steel plates with a dimensional tolerance, as supplied, of 0,125 mm.
The mean composition of the steel,determined from a U.V.A.Q, analysis 
of three samples, was as follows:
C . Mn Si S P
0.17 0,79 0.21 0.036 0.010 (^mass)
A strip 12.7 mm thick and 100 mm wide was sawn into pieces
250 mm long to prepare the slabs used in experimental series A,The
section of the plates was selected so that a width/thickness ratio of
at least 8 was obtained. This ensured plane strain conditions during
deformation across most of the width, and gave enough space to insert
two thermocouples between the centre and the surface of the plate. A
strip 19 mm thick and 200 mm wide was chosen for the experimental series
C so that various thermocouples could be accomodated across the section
of each plate. The width of the plates was limited to 150 mm in order
to avoid overloading of the roll neck bearings during high percentage
reductions and a length of 250 mm assured safe manual handling. The
plates used in the experimental series 3 were prepared from slabs
supplied in the as hot rolled condition, with a surface roughness of
3 — 20pm G..L.A, (190 ~ 79Gpin), which ensured hign inctional conditions.
The. plates, available in two thicknesses, 16 mm and y o  mm, were cut into
pieces 100 mm wide and 150 mm long.
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^.7.2 Re-heating and rolling.
In the preliminary rolling tests, one or two plates were 
rolled in each operation, while in the subsequent series A and B four 
or five plates were prepared to be hot rolled in single passes at each 
temperature. These plates were re-heated in either a 2.9 kW muffle 
furnace or a 5*75 kW furnace with silicon carbide elements, and thermo­
couples inserted in two of these plates enabled a nominal’rolling 
temperature throughout each operation to be established. In the 
experimental series C, two plates were deformed in single passes with 
reductions between 20 and 40% at each'temperature and using a 16.6 kW 
furnace. Heating times of about 60 mins. were chosen to give a near 
uniform temperature distribution across the thickness of the plates, 
and to minimise the amount of surface scale formed. Temperature differ­
ences between the centre and surface of the plates were over a range of 
30 - ^0°C. During the re-neating period the roll surfaces were cleaned 
and the roll gap set to the required value. The mill was started 15 mins. 
before rolling commenced, which allowed the mill motor to warm up and 
the roll velocity to be set. At the end of the heating period the plates 
were transferred to the roils in succession and alignment on the access 
table was completed within a few seconds of removal from the furnace. 
After which rolling was immediately carried out. The surface of the 
access table was insulated so as to prevent an excessive cooling of the 
plates before roiling. Throughout each rolling operation the angular 
velocity of the rolls was kept constant and the roll gap was re-set 
after each reduction.
The roll gap required to accomplish each nominal percentage 
reduction was calculated by,
ho - h J  kl) (i~r) — P/V\
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The total roll force, P, was estimated from preliminary results
at various percentage reductions, while the mill spring - M=l.l5 MN/mra 
was already determined at the start of this work. The correction for 
thermal expansion hX is about 0.014 in low. C steel(5 9 ) for temp- • 
erature range 900 - 1200*C.
4.8, Determination of the coefficient of friction.
Values of the coefficient of friction during hob rolling were 
obtained through measurements of the amount of forward slip. These were 
calculated by simultaneous measurements of the exit velocity of the 
rolled material and the peripheral velocity of the rolls using the 
following expression, . ,
t i.& A )X \/r
A relationship between the amount of forward slip and the coeffici 
of friction could be derived. Thus, assuming constancy of volume, • 
vertical cross sections during deformation and no lateral spread, then,
Vf = V n  - V2 V i S / h o  CCS
i _  \ ± O ffi2and >'>'< —  for small angles of contact. •
Therefore, after r e arrange merit ,Eq.4. 8,1 can be written as,
f y -  'nnosSirria. —  ( Lg,?0\
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This expression was obtained under the assumption that the roll 
pressure distribution was uniform along the arc of contact and that the 
coefficient of friction was constant. It can shown, after combining Eas, 
4.8.la and 4.8.2 , that the amount of forward slip is given by,
Eq. 4.8.3 was used to calculate the relationship between the
percentage forward slip and the coefficient of friction 'at specified
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values of percentage reduction (r) and R/h^ratio, as shown in Figs.
4.8.1 a,h|C|d. Here the effect of roll flattening at each percentage 
reduction was estimated in order to obtain a realistic value of the angle 
of contact. It can be seen in the above Figs. that at any value of 
forward slip two values of |J are obtained. This is obviously impossible 
in physical terms, so it has been assumed that only the upper value of 
is significant in the case of hot rolling.
4.9. Hot compression tests.
In order to carry out hot compression tests in the cam 
plastometer, each mild steel specimen, placed inside the die assembly, 
was heated up to a temperature within the range 900 - 11006C. It was 
estimated that a heating period of 15 - 20 mins, was sufficient time 
for the 12.5 mm x 7.5 mm cylindrical specimens to reach a homogeneous 
temperature. A thermocouple in contact with the specimen measured its 
surface temperature. During the heating period,the fly-wheel was set 
to a selected test speed.Since low angular velocities - •( JO rev/min. - 
introduced marked fluctuations in the fly-wheel velocity and on 
occasions it stalled during a compression, the tests were carried cut 
at such velocities as to impart strain rates within a range of 3 ~ 10 
per second. The transfer ro and serting of m e  are assemDly in m e  
cam plastometer was followed immediately by the compression of the 
specimen; the total operation lasted a few seconds. The recorded values 
of the force and amount o f deformation accomplished, were used to 
determine the variation of the yield stress of the material with strain 
at a constant strain rate and temperature. It was assumed that homo­
geneous deformation applied.
To achieve true homogeneous deformation it would be necessary to 
completely eliminate friction between the platens and the specimen
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/ / oQ ^so preventing barrelling during compression. Cook^ 'and Alder et al 
tested different types of glass at high temperatures to determine the 
effectiveness of this as a lubricant in minimising barrelling during 
compression, and found that different compositions of glass were 
suitable within specific temperature ranges. Thus, in the present test 
an approach to homogeneous compression was made by the application of 
glass powder to both ends of the specimen prior to heating. Lubrication 
with a glass of composition SiO^, 1 3 Na^O, 9*17^ GaO produced 
only a very slight barrelling of the specimen so that it was assumed 
that the coefficient of friction between the platens and specimen 
surfaces was very low.
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5* Experimental Results,
5.1 Introduction.
Experimentally determined values of roll force and roll 
torque were obtained using a wide range of hot rolling conditions. 
Simultaneously, measurements were made of the temperature distributions 
•inside the material and of the amount of forward slip. The latter 
measurements were used to determine the mean coefficient of friction 
during rolling. Comparisons were then made with the corresponding 
values of roll force and roll torque calculated by the mathematical 
model described in Section 3« These comparisons served .to establish the 
validity of the model in the hot rolling practice. In addition, a 
limited amount of yield stress data about the steel undergoing 
deformation was determined using a cam plastometer to conduct hot 
compression tests on cylindrical specimens.
5*2. Roll Force Measurements.
The total roll force developed during a roiling operation 
was obtained by the summation of the forces acting on the load cells 
placed between the screw—down ends and the upper* chocks of the mill.
Fig. 5*2 shows a typical recording of the output of the load cells, 
obtained in a rolling experiment at 900*0 that produced a 3Q/£ reduction.
f^ T.1 v . T.no t'/’O "5 -Pcrrr**' mon ''liT'cn "Ktr -fVio T_r»art c chrm lr! "W<a ed
by the addition of the weight of the top roll of about 2 kN.
Since the slabs had to be aligned off centre due to the position 
of the light-activated switch on the exit table, a difference between 
the forces acting on each load cell was produced, as can be seen in 
Fig. 5.2. Here it can also be noted that the roll force increased 
during the rolling operation, possibly due to the increase in work- 
hardening as the ingoing material cooled down. Mean values of roll 
force measured in the preliminary rolling experiments are presented
9^
in Table 1 together with the relevant rolling parameters determined 
in each test. Figs. 5*2.1 - 5*2*4 show mean values of the roll force 
measurements obtained in each rolling test of the experimental Series A. 
These values were plotted against the percentage reductions for each of 
the nominal temperatures investigated. The percentage reduction in each 
pass was calculated from the mean initial and final thickness of the 
slab. These mean values were determined from measurements taken at 
various points along the width and length of each plate, using a micro­
meter with a tolerance of t 0,005 mm. The slabs were measured at room 
temperature due to the difficulties of making such measurements at 
elevated temperatures. The measurements were then corrected to take the 
thermal expansion into account. This'mean correcting factor is 
shown in Section 4.7*2 for temperatures between 900“C - 1200°C. The 
nominal temperature of each set of rolling tests was taken as the mean 
value of the measurements given by two thermocouples inserted near the 
surface and at the centre of the first plate in each set of tests 
(see Sect.4.2,3 )• The relevant rolling parameters nor eacfi nominal 
temperature are given in Table. 1,
In Fig. 5*2.1 , where the results obtained at 900*0 are shown, it 
is apparent that the roll force increased rapidly as the percentage 
reduction increased. In Figs. 5*2.2. - 5*2.4 , however, where the 
results at higher temperatures are plotted, it can be seen that the 
slope of the graph showing the relationship between roll force and 
percentage reduction became smaller as the nominal temperature was 
increased. Furthermore, it is evident that in general, an increase in 
the rolling temperature produced a decrease in the roll force at a 
given percentage reduction.
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.5.3 Roll Torque Measurements,
The total torque developed during a rolling operation was 
determined from simultaneous measurements of the angular velocity of 
the rolls and the current and voltage supplied to the mill. These 
measurements were used in the method described in Sect.4.3 to 
determine the rolling power and roll torque. Fig.5*3*1 shows instant­
aneous recordings of the voltage, current and angular velocity of the 
rolls during a test conducted at a nominal temperature of SOO°C and 
kOfo reduction; while in Fig.5*3* the corresponding values of the 
calculated input power are plotted. Here it can be seen that the input 
power increased during the rolling operation. This could be associated 
with the increase of work-hardening of the ingoing material as it 
cooled down. In Table 1 are the mean values of the roll torque 
obtained in the preliminary work. Figs,5*3*2 - 5*3*5 show mean values 
of the roll torque measured in the tests conducted in the experimental 
series A. These results were plotted against the percentage reduction 
at the corresponding nominal temperatures. It can be seen in Fig.5*3*2 
that at 9005C the measured values of roll torque increased rapidly 
as the percentage reduction was increased, corresponding to the
  X „      . -i. . . . . . 3 X . - I V .....- - - I  - . r- «■> f ?
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5.2.1). The values of roll torque measured at 1000 °C and 1100°C rose
smoothly as the percentage reduction was increased; while at 12006C 
(Fig,5*2.5) the rate of increase of the torque with the percentage 
reduction was significant, as opposed to the less rapid increase 
observed in the corresponding values of roll force (Fig. 5* I***-) •
A3.though an increase in temperature produced a decrease in roll
pressure, as indicated by the roll force measurements,the values of 
roll torque at 1000 6C were very similar to those obtained a.t 900cC. 
This could be associated with the greater entry thickness used at the 
higher temperature. 96
5 A  Determination of the coefficient of friction during rolling. 
Measurements of the forward slip were used to establish 
values of the coefficient of friction during rolling. The amount of 
forward slip was given by the difference between the exit velocity of 
the rolled material and the peripheral velocity of the rolls,expressed 
as a percentage of the latter. A t'achogenerator coupled to the top roll 
permitted the velocity of the rolls to be determined. A typical trace 
is shown in Fig, 5*3.1. The velocity of the emerging plate was measured 
by means of a light activated switch placed on the exit table. The 
velocities of the rolls and the emerging plates measured in the 
experiments of series A, together with the associated values of 
forward slip, are presented in Table 1 for each of the rolling 
temperatures used. In Figs.5»^»2 - the values of forward slip
are plotted against the amount of reduction. It can be seen that the 
general level of the forward slip decreased as the rolling temperature 
was increased from 3.000'C to 1200°C (Figs.5«^»3 ~
The measurements obtained in experimental series B using both 
lubricated and dry rolls are plotted in Figs.5*^*6 and 5»^«? 
respectively, These results indicated that, as the amount of deformation 
increased, the values of forward slip, using dry roils, became higher 
than those produced with lubricated rolls. In addition, it can be seen 
that these tests, carried out in triplicate, gave scattered results 
at a given amount of deformation. This would suggest that the 
reproducibility of frictional conditions was difficult to attain. The 
values of the coefficient of friction for experimental series A, 
determined from the measurements of forward slip,and using the method 
described in Sect.*1$,are presented in Table 1 .
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5.5 Temperature measurements during rolling.
Temperature measurements allowed an estimate of the mean 
temperature of rolling to be made, so that the appropriate yield stress 
data could be used.
Preliminary measurements of temperature were obtained using 
thermocouples inserted at the centre and 2mm, initially,beneath the 
surface of plates thick. Figs.5*5.1 -5«5*3 show the temperature
changes in the material during rolling processes at percentage reduc­
tions within-the range of 18 - It can be seen that the centre of
the slab underwent a temperature rise on entry to the rolls, due to 
the generation of heat that accompanied deformation, This temperature 
rise increased as the amount of deformation and strain rate were 
increased. At the same time, the material close to the surfaces under­
went either a small rise or a significant drop in temperature. The 
quenching effect of the rolls could account for the drop in temperature. 
As a result, on exit from the rolls, there was a steep temperature 
gradient through the thickness of the slab. Subsequently, heat flowed 
from the centre to the surfaces of the material until an even temperature 
distribution was re-established. This is shown in Figs. 5*5*1 - 5*5*3  
a rapid decease peak tempers,tuc€ at' the centre arxu a
corresponding increase at points close to the surface, Cnee the steep 
temperature gradient disappeared, it can be seen that thermal steady 
state conditions were attained.
The relatively slow response time of the potentiometric recorder, 
used in this preliminary work, meant that temperature changes in the 
material within the deformation zone could not be measured accurately. 
Furthermore, the thickness of the plates used did not allow several 
thermocouples to be accomodated for multiple measurements to be taken
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simultaneously during the time of contact. Hence, this preliminary 
work led to the development of an improved experimental method, by 
which temperature variations inside the material could be more 
accurately determined.
The experiments included in series C involve the use of a fast 
response tape recorder, which recorded the temperature measurements 
at four points between the surface and the centre and in the mid­
width plane of slabs 19mm thick (see Sect. 4.2.3)• The strain rates 
and temperatures used were within the ranges covered by the experimental 
series A. Thus, the results obtained could be used both to explain 
the■temperature changes observed previously in series A, and to attempt 
a more accurate estimation of the actual temperature of rolling.
Fig. 5.5.4 shows a typical recording from an insulated thermo­
couple inserted in the slab; the 'cycling' in the e.m.f. was attributed 
to the surrounding power supply, the effect of which could not be 
eliminated. Thus, the results presented were mean lines drawn through 
these ripples. Figs, 5*5»6a-&5»5«6b show the temperature changes inside 
the material, as measured by insulated thermocouples, using percentage 
reductions of between logo and kO/o and mean temperatures at entry within 
Lhe: xeuige 0 2 G C — yOO C . T h e  xu IL jlc i.1  vlepuh u i  Lhe L h e x jiio e u u p le S  
beneath the surface of the plate is indicated in the above figures
A Voltage interference in the e.m.f* of the re-welded thermocouples, 
indicated by an abrupt change in the voltage, occurred once the slab 
was in contact with the rolls. An electrostatic screening was attempted 
by earthing the stands of the mill, but without success. Hence, the 
recordings were corrected as indicated in Fig.5»5«-5» Figs. 5»5»?»a>* 
b’,c,d, show the temperature measured by re-welded thermocouples using 
percentages of reduction between 1%  and 40%, and mean temperatures at
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entry within the range of 900*C - 1050°G.
It can be seen from Figs.5*5*7b and 5*5*7c that, at the same 
percentage reduction the temperature rise towards the centre of the 
slab was higher as the entry temperature was decreased. This would be 
associated with an increase in work-hardening, as the temperature fell, 
so that the energy of deformation increased. Alternatively, it can be 
seen in Figs. 5*5* 7a. and 5*5* 7<1 that an increase in the amount of 
deformation produced only a small increase of the temperature rise.
At positions closer to the surfaces, smaller temperature rises occurred, 
as the quenching effect of the rolls offset the heat due to deformation. 
On the contact surfaces a rapid quenching took place, The steep 
temperature gradient was eliminated within 1 - 2  seconds of the matei'ial 
emerging from the rolls.
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5.6 Yield stress data of the material undergoing rolling.
A limited number of hot compression tests on cylindrical
specimens of the rolling material was conducted using the cam
plastometer. The experimental results enabled the yield stress of the
material to be determined. The deforming load applied to the specimen
throughout the compression was measured by means of a load cell placed
under the bottom platen of the plastometer. The vertical displacement
of the top platten was determined by means of a linear potentiometer.
Typical traces of the load/time and displacement/time are shown in
Fig. 5*6.1. The ripples seen in the load/time trace were associated
Zoo)with the combined effect of work-hardening and thermal softening, 
whereas the unevenness in the displacement/time trace may suggest that 
vibrations occurred in the main frame during compression.
The method of obtaining yield stress and strain values from the 
experimental data was as follows. In each load/time trace ten equally 
spaced positions were marked. The deflection associated with each of 
these positions was then measured and converted into lead values by 
means of the calibration curve of the load cell. By a similar procedure 
the corresponding deflections in the displacement/time trace were 
converted into vertical displacements of the top platen which, 
together with an allowance for elastic distortion of the machine, 
(dependent on the instantaneous value of the deforming load) enabled 
the specimen height to be calculated at each position. Following these 
calculations, the true strain and cross-sectional area of the specimen 
were determined together with the associated uniaxial stress applied. 
The instantaneous strain rate was computed by dividing the increment 
in strain between two consecutive moments by the associated time 
interval. While the nominal strain rate was given by the total strain
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divided by the overall period of compression. The values of true 
•stress strain established in this manner for the temperatures and 
strain rates investigated are drawn in Figs.5*6.2 - 5*6.5-
A noticeable feature of the data was the drop of yield stress
at high strains. It was attributed to the predominance of thermal
( RR ^softening over strain hardening as compression proceeded' .It
was found that the experimental true stress strain data gave reasonable 
fit, over the strain of interest (e^ O.ibJwith an empirical equation of 
the form:
The experimental data was fitted to. the above equation using a 
ieast-squares method. The experimental points, the empirical curves, 
and the corresponding variances of fit of the equation are shown in 
Figs.5.6.2 - 5*6.3.
Strictly, a constant rate of compression could not be attained. 
Fluctuations of about of the value of the nominal strain rate
usually occurred during a compression and,on occasions the initial 
strain rate was 60 -70^ higher than the nominal value. The instant­
aneous values of strain rate in each test are also included in Fig .
5.6.2 q-fc It can be seen In Figs- 5*6.2 of-i' that the strain
rate history during deformation in two tests conducted at a similar 
compression speed, had a significant effect on the yield stress 
characteristics of the material.
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6* Calculated Results.
6*1* The magnitude of the mechanical properties and rolling conditions 
used In the calculation of roll force and torque,
The basic Von Karman equation^ related the roll pressure 
within the arc of contact to the position at which this pressure is 
applied. This enabled the mathematical model proposed in this work 
to calculate the specific roll force and torque required to accomplish 
a rolling operation at given conditions. The roll pressure itself was 
determined by the yield stress of the material, the frictional shear 
between the roll and the material surfaces and the distribution of 
the stresses through the thickness of the material (degree of inhomo­
geneity of the deformation). In addition, the yield stress of the 
material was dependent on the strain, strain-rate and temperature. Thus, 
the ability of this mathematical model to predict the values of roll 
force and torque developed during the hot rolling process, relied upon 
the selection of the experimental data which could approach the actual 
conditions existing during deformation. Such data comprised: the entry
v} r5 v t  i  4~ Vi a o o  rv-p 4- V\/r» rr* 4“ ,o -n *1 <%/"• 4 4 i r  rv-T 1  T w r r  -f  a  4- > «'r*rsw JL VtiO illCA V X-wX. f * O JLw^ -U UJf J.U- W
of rolling, coefficient of friction and distribution of yield stress 
within the- deformation zone.
^ ^ x ^ ,^*,4- „ under
actual rolling conditions, and published data on yield stress was
verified by means of hot compression tests on specimens of the material
undergoing deformation. However, considerable uncertainty existed as to:
the coefficient of friction, a most important 
factor in 'hot roiling, estimated using an 
approximate method (See Sect.A.8)
the distribution of the yield stress due to a 
non-uniform temperature of the material within
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the deformation zone.
the degree of the inhomogeneity of the 
deformation. Shearing through the material 
thickness was indicated by the barrelling 
of the rolled plates.
the distribution of the roll pressure across 
the width of the material, as plane strain 
conditions do not exist towards the edges 
of a plate.
The mathematical model developed in this work permitted the effect 
of the material properties and rolling conditions on the calculated 
values of roll force and torque to be studied.
6.2. Effect of the coefficient of friction on roll force.
In oider to cover a wide range of rolling conditions, values 
of the specific roil force were calculated using the conditions under 
which the tests of series A were conducted. In the hot rolling of steel, 
the state of friction is considered to be a mixture of slipping and 
sticking conditions'^* though some theories of hot rolling were 
based upon the assumption of sticking friction only. Sticking friction 
is produced at an interface when the shear stress reaches the shear 
yield stress of the material i.e , and since the pressure of
deformation cannot be less than the uniaxial yield stress of the 
material, sticking friction is said to occur when the coefficient of 
friction is 0.567* Thus, in order to cover most frictional conditions 
p was selected within the range of 0.2 -.0.6. The study was conducted 
assuming both homogeneous and inhomogeneous deformation, and using 
both published flow stress data and the data from the material under­
going rolling, as follows:-
1<&
i• Homogeneous deformation and published flow stress data.
Figs. 6.2.1 - 6.2.^ r show calculated values of a specific roll
force assuming homogeneous deformation and using the flow stress data(36)given by Suzuki et al.  ^ . The results are plotted against the percentage
reductions accomplished at each of the roiling temperatures selected in 
series A. In Fig. 6.2.1 it can be seen that at a given value of the 
coefficient of friction and temperature, the specific roll- force rose 
as the percentage reduction was increased. This was related to the 
lengthening of the arc of contact. Furthermore, at a given velocity of 
rolling, the mean strain rate increased with the amount of deformation 
causing an increase in the yield stress. In Fig. 6.2.1 it can also be 
seen that, up to an intermediate value of the coefficient of friction, 
a proportional increase in the roll force occurred as the coefficient 
of friction increased. However, higher values of the coefficient of 
friction produced only a further slight increase in the roll force.
In Fig. 6.2.2 the results obtained, using the rolling conditions 
at 1000°G, show a general increase of roll force with percentage 
reduction, though the magnitude of the results was lower than that 
obtained at 900*C, This was associated with the reduction of the yield 
s+.tprr +he temperature increased, It can Al&O b« ubsex-ved. tnat using
values of friction higher than 0.2 the proportional increase of roll 
force to the amount of deformation was less steep than the corresponding 
increase at 900^0, At lower values of jj the rate of increase in both 
cases was similar.
In Figs. 6.2.1 - 6.2.2 the rolling process involved slipping 
friction only in any case below the line a - a. This line was found by 
establishing the values of |1 ,.at a given amount of deformation, that 
initiated sticking conditions along the arc of contact. Between lines
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a - a and b- — b mixed frictional conditions were involved during rolling.
Line b - b was found after determining those values of the coefficient
of friction which produced total sticking conditions.
In Figs, 6,2.3 and 6.2.4 the results obtained at liOO°C and 1200*C
showed that the values of roll force were proportional to the percentage
reduction and that the magnitude of the effect decreased as the
temperature was increased. It can also be seen, particularly in the
results obtained at 1200 cC, that an increase in the coefficient of
friction produced only a slight increase in the values of the roll force.
This indicated that as the temperature was increased the values of
roll force were less affected by a change in the frictional conditions.
ii« Homogeneous deformation and flow stress data of the material under­
going roiling. j
Figs. 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 show the re-calculated values of roll force
using the flow stress data obtained from the hot compression tests on
samples of the material used in the experiments. The results are plotted
against the percentage reduction obtained at each' of the rolling J
temperatures of series A, It can be seen that the roll force increased
as the percentage reduction was increased, though at a given amount of
defernaiien tho.se ^esultr slightly lotos' than ths^a obtained using
published flow stress data related to a similar steel compostion (Figs.
6.2.1 6.2.2).
iii. Inhomogenous deformation and published yield stress data.
During inhomogeneous deformation the distribution of stresses 
through the thickness of the material causes initial vertical planes 
to warp as deformation proceeds. The effect of an internal distribution
(4)of stresses on the roll pressure was studied following Orowan’s work 
(see Sect. 3.3 ). Figs. 6.2.7 “ 6.2.10 show values of roll force that
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were calculated using several coefficients of friction, published data 
on flow stress and assuming inhomogeneous deformation in each of the 
rolling experiments of series A. It can be noted that, for a given 
amount of deformation and temperature, both the values of roll force 
and their percentage increase,as the coefficient of friction was- 
increased, were smaller than those obtained - under homogeneous deformation.
iv. Inhomogeneous deformation and flow stress data of the material
undergoing rolling.
A further approach to the actual conditions of deformation in hot 
rolling was made by assuming inhomogeneous deformation arid including 
the flow stress data of the material used in the experiments. Thus,
Figs. 6.2,11 and 6.2.12 show re-calculated values of roll force plotted 
against percentage reduction using several values of Ji for the rolling 
conditions conducted at 9000C and 1000CC. It can be seen that the use 
of yield stress data obtained from the steel under consideration was 
associated with lower calculated values of roll force than those 
obtained with the use of the yield stress data published by Suzukiw  /: 
these latter yield stress values were, of course, obtained from a steel 
of slightly different composition. This effect was similar to that 
observed m  the cases where homogeneous deformation was assumed.
6.3. Effect of the mean temperature of rolling on roll force.
In order to estimate the variation of the results due to 
changes of the mean temperature of the material* values of roll force 
for the rolling conditions of series A were calculated using temperatures 
between £ % :  of the nominal temperatures of rolling. The value of the 
coefficient of friction was kept constant and homogeneous deformation 
was assumed. Figs. 6.2.13 - 6.2.16 show the results at a coefficient of 
friction ,U =0.4, that placed the hot rolling in a mixed frictional
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condition and at temperatures within the range ± 40*0 q5 the nominal 
rolling temperature. It can be noted that a change in temperature 
causes an opposite change in the magnitude of the results, as the yield 
stress in inversely proportional to the temperature.
6.4. Effect of the coefficient of friction on roll toroue.
In order to study the effect of the frictional states over 
a wide range of rolling conditions on the values of the calculated roll 
torque, an accurate estimate of this parameter was selected,, among the 
various expressions proposed (see Sect.3.6.) , Values of the 
specific roll torque were calculated using the rolling conditions 
covered in series A, and considering coefficients of friction between 
0.2 and 0.6. A similar procedure was adopted in the calculation of roll 
torque to that described above (6.2 i - iv. and 6,3) as applied to roll 
force.
i• Homogeneous deformation and published flow stress data,
Figs, 6,4.1 - 6.4.4 show calculated values of the specific roll 
torque assuming homogeneous deformation and using the flow stress
/o6)data obtained by Suzuki et al. . The results are plotted against 
the percentage reduction at constant coefficients of friction and 
temperatures between the range 900 - 1200*0. It can be seen that the 
values increased as the deformation was increased. This effect is 
related to the increase in both the roll pressure and the length of 
the arc of contact, the latter causing a lengthening of the lever arm.
It can be noted that the effect of the coefficient of friction was 
reduced as the state of friction approached complete sticking conditions. 
The lines a - a and b - b defined the limits of the state of friction 
in Figs. 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. It can also be seen that the rate of increase 
of the roll torque with an increase in deformation became exponential as
the coefficient of friction was raised, which contrasted with the linear 
rate of increase of the corresponding results of roll force. This effect 
is related to the increase of "both the roll pressure and the value of 
the neutral angle, as the coefficient of friction was increased. In 
Fig. b M . b . are plotted the relative positions of the neutral angle to 
the total angle of contact, against the percentage reduction at various 
coefficients of friction. The marked influence of the coefficient of 
friction on the position of the neutral angle can he seen in this figure
In Fig.6.ty.2 the results obtained at 1000 °C show an increase in the 
roll torque as the deformation increased at a given coefficient of friction. 
The relative positions of the neutral angle plotted against the amount 
of deformation at several values of \X are shown in Fig.6.^.6. A 
comparison of these results with the values of roll torque calculated 
at 9008G shows that, at a given amount of deformation, the results are 
very similar, despite the difference in the magnitude of the corresponding 
values of roll force. This was associated to the longer lever arms pro­
duced in the rolling conditions at 1000cC as the ent2?y thickness was 
increased. In Figs.6.^.? and 6.4,8 the lever arm is plotted against 
percentage reduction for the rolling conditions at 900*0 and 1000*0.
The effect of an increase in the entry thickness of the plate on the 
values of roll torque was more significant at a low coefficient of 
friction. This is indicated by the higher values of torque obtained at 
1000*0 in comparison to those calculated for the rolling conditions at 900*0.
In Fig.6.4.3 the results obtained at 1100°C show an increase of 
roll torque proportional to the amount of deformation at a given 
coefficient of friction. The effect of the coefficient of friction was 
reduced as the magnitude of the roll torque increased. The values were 
substantially lower than those obtained at 900°G and 1000*0 as could
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be expected from a reduction in strength at higher temperatures. In Fig. 
.6.4.9 the relative position of the neutral angle to the angle of contact 
is plotted against the percentage deformation. Here it can he seen that 
at values of jA^-0.4 the neutral point moved slightly towards the exit 
plane as the percentage reduction increased, whereas at a low coefficient 
of friction the situation was reversed.
In Fig. 6.4.4 the results calculated for the rolling conditions 
at 1200cC show a proportional increase in the values of roll torque 
with an increase in deformation. As the value of U was increased, thei
increment of roll torque decreased, c.f. above results. The values of 
roll torque at 1200°C were similar* to those obtained at il00°C despite 
the reduction in the values of roll force as the temperature was 
increased. In Fig.6.4.10 are plotted both the roll pressure distributionsI
and the plane strain yield stress of the material, along the arc of 
contact under the roiling conditions used in the experiments at 1100~C 
and 1200cC. Here it can be noted that the stress strain characteristics
!
at the higher temperature caused a shift of the position of the j
resultant roll force, producing a higher lever arm. The lever arm
is plotted against the percentage reduction for the conditions at 1100°G
and 1200°C in Figs,6.4.11 and 6.4.12 respectively. Here it can be seen
that the values of the lever arms were higher at 1200*0.
ii. Homogeneous deformation and flow stress data of the material 
undergoing rolling.
Figs. 6.4.13 and 6.4.14 show the re-calculated values of roll 
torque using the flow stress data from the steel undergoing deformation 
for the rolling conditions at 9003G and 1000 il. The results are plotted 
against the percentage reductions at each of the above temperatures and 
using several values of U . It can be seen that the values were
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proportional to the amount of deformation and increased as the 
coefficient of friction rose. However, the magnitude of the results 
was higher than that obtained when published flow stress data was used, 
c.f. Figs. 6.4.1 and 6.4.3* The difference between these results 
narrowed as the amount of deformation was increased. Although the 
values of roll force decreased when the flow stress data determined 
during the present work was taken into account, the stress strain 
characteristics produced, in this case, a neutral angle which was 
slightly smaller than that obtained with published flow'stress data at 
a given amount of deformation (Fig. 6.4.15). Hence, in the former case, 
the net area under the frictional stress distribution, which is a' 
measure of its contribution to the roll torque, was slightly higher, 
as shown in Fig.6.4.15* The torques calculated at 1000*C also show a 
significant increment in relation to those based on published flow 
stress data, particularly at low amounts of reduction(Fig.6.4,14).
iii. Inhomogeneous deformation and published flow stress data.
The effect of a. non-uniform stress distribution Inside the material 
due to inhomogeneous deformation was also considered. In Figs. 6.4.16 - 
6*4.19 the re-calculated values of specific roll torque are plotted 
against percentage reductions for the rolling conditions at 900"G,
1000 °C, 1100 °C and 1200 t! assuming several values of U . Orowar/s
' (4)analysis was used to include the effect of inhomogeneous deformation . 
In the results shown at 900°C (Fig, 6.4.16) it can be seen that the roll 
torque increased when either the amount of deformation or the value of 
p was increased.
It can be noted from a correlation of these results with the 
corresponding ones which assume homogeneous deformation (Fig. 6.4.1). 
that at a low value of U the effect of inhomogeneous deformation did
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.not introduce a substantial change in the results. However, at high 
values of the coefficient of friction the roll torque was higher than 
that calculated assuming homogeneous deformation at a given amount of 
reduction. Here, although the specific roll force decreased under 
inhomogeneous deformation, as established previously (Figs 6.2.1 and
6.2.?)* the corresponding roll pressure distribution produced a neutral 
point slightly closer to the exit plane than in the results obtained 
assuming homogeneous deformation(Fig.6.4.20).. Consequently, the negative 
contribution from the exit side of the friction hill to the roll torque 
was smaller when inhomogeneous deformation was assumed.
In Fig. 6.4.17 the results obtained at 1000‘’C show a linear increas
as the percentage reduction was increased. The coefficient of friction
iproduced a proportional increase in the values of roll torque as 
opposed to the diminished effect observed at high values 01 friction, 
when homogeneous deformation was assumed (Fig. 6.4.2a).Sticking ;friction limits the effect of the coefficient of friction. Therefore,-
' Idue to the decrease in roil pressure under inhomogeneous deformation 
(Fig. 6.4.20),higher values of the coefficient of friction were required 
to produce sticking friction than under homogeneous deformation.
In Fig. 6,4.18 the calculated values at 1100°C show a linear 
increase as the amount of reduction was increased. However, high values 
of the coefficient of friction had a reduced effect on the values of 
roll torque. Under mixed frictional conditions the values calculated 
were higher than those where homogeneous deformation was assumed(Fig. 
6.4»3)« At a low value of p , where only slipping friction occurred, 
the results were similar in both cases.
Finally, in Fig. 6.4.19 the results obtained at 1200°C show that 
the rate of increase of the specific roll torque, as the percentage
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reduction was increased, was less sensitive to changes in the values 
•of p . This is related to the decrease of the shear yield stress as 
temperature is increased, producing sticking conditions at relatively 
low values of p . Instead of increasing the values of roll torque, 
as observed at lower temperatures, the effect of inhomogeneous Cc.UM.-l9)
deformation, for the conditions at 1200*0, was to decrease these values^
iv. Inhomogeneous deformation and flow stress data of the material 
undergoing rolling.
A further attempt was made to establish the effect of friction on 
the roll torque in a closer approach to the actual rolling conditions.
Thus, inhomogeneous deformation was assumed using the flow stress data 
from the rolling material. Figs. 6.4.21 and 6.4.22 show re-calculated 
values of roll torque, plotted against percentage reductions at several 
values of p for the rolling conditions of the experiments conducted 
at 900*0 and 1000 cC in series A.
In the results calculated at a rolling temperature of 900°C, shown 
in Fig. 6.4.21, it can be noted that the rate of increase of the roll
!torque was dependent on the state of friction, as previously observed 
in those results obtained under homogeneous deformation (Fig.6.4,13).
The effect of the inhomogeneity of the deformation was similar to that 
observed when published flow stress data was considered. Alternatively, 
the use of the flow stress data of the experimental steel introduced
1
an increment in the magnitude of the roll torque at a given value of 
p when compared with associated values based on published flow stress 
data (Fig. 6.4.16), This difference was practically constant under 
sticking friction, whereas,in a state of slipping friction, the 
difference narrowed as the amount of deformation was increased (c.(.6.4.\G'2i)
Fig. 6.4.22 shows that an almost linear increment in the results
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obtained at 1000*0 occurred as the percentage reduction was increased 
at a constant value of p , and that the magnitude of the specific roll 
torque increased rapidly as the coefficient of friction was increased.
6.5 Effect of the mean temperature of rolling on roll torque.
Since it was established from experimental results that, the 
distribution of temperature of the material within the deformation zone 
was not uniform (see Sect. 3.5.) , the effect of a variation of the
nominal temperature of rolling on the magnitude of the results was 
also studied. Values of the specific roll torque for the rolling 
conditions covered in series A were calculated at temperatures between 
+ 40 *Cq>? the nominal temperatures of rolling. Calculations were made 
assuming homogeneous deformation, a constant value of p and considering 
the published flow stress data. Figs. 6.5*1 - 6*5*4 show the results
plotted against the percentage reductions and within a narrow range of 
variation { - % )  of the nominal temperatures of rolling, i.e. 900 cC,
1000 °C 11006C and 1200CC.
In Fig* 6.5*1 the results obtained at temperatures close to 900"C 
show that either an increase or a decrease of the mean temperature 
caused an opposite change in the torque, as the yield stress is 
inversely proportional to the temperature.
In Fig, 6.5*2 the results shown at temperatures in the vicinity of 
1000cC indicated that a variation in the mean rolling temperature 
produced an effect on the values of roll torque which was greater as 
the temperature decreased.This effect became more apparent at low 
percentage reductions. - , t „
From the results obtained at temperatures close to llOO'C^it can 
be noted that a change of the mean temperature caused only a small effect 
on the values of roll torque. Furthermore, at low deformations, if the
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temperature was raised*the roll torque decreased until a minimum value 
was reached, after which, a further increase in temperature caused an 
increase in roll torque.
Finally, the results shown in Fig 6.5^ , obtained with temperatures 
at and below 1200*0, were almost unchanged by a reduction in temperature. 
Therefore, the values of roll torque were less sensitive to temperature 
fluctuations as the nominal temperature of rolling increased.
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6•6 Effect on roll force and torque of the transversal distribution 
of roll pressures.
The state of stress along the centre of a plate undergoing 
deformation is triaxial with , while at the edges of the
plate the lateral stress vanishes. Therefore, applying the Von Misses 
criteria to this stress system, and introducing an index defined by the 
state of constraint^^as, ~ , the condition of
plasticity reduces to, r
2 -lb l^ 1 -6 3 =
An approximate distribution of principal stresses in the transverse
direction, mid-way between the entry and exit planes, may be represented
by Fig.6.6.1 Tselikov^^presented a distribution of roll pressure,
,similar to that in the above Fig., in the case of contact areas with
a width/length ratio between 1 - ^.In an. analysis presented by Polukhine'1
a.partial differential equation was derived to describe the variation of
roll pressure across the contact area,viz.,
A  \n- l \ M  o K y U Q  . AOS \ J 0 5 ] _ | - L  -iX -L - f j - t l
' W  \h/2 I y,u rdlinp ondI 1 Cirtzaion r<2Wcwo ospocVfclij
The above equation needs an elaborate method for its solution and 
c n ly the profiles of the peak pressures across the tfldfch, which depend 
upon the variation of the thickness of the material3in the transverse 
direction, are shown here(Fig.o.6.2),
Measurements of the roll pressure distribution at various
- ( 7)distances from the centre of the slab carried out by Siebel and l/ueg‘ ,
indicated that the roll surface conditions influenced the distribution
of roll pressure towards the edges
(51)Matsuura et al.v measured values of roll pressures across
the width and determined the transverse variation of the specific roll
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force using plates with several width/thickness ratios (Fig.6.6.3).
In order to include the effect of transverse roll pressure 
distribution, corrections to the specific roll force and torque, 
calculated under plane strain conditions, were carried out in the 
present work according to the expressions*
P = P ’M
6 = 6 ' M ' l
The effect of transverse pressure was, therefore, included using 
the mean value across the width, Pm, and the value at the centre of 
*the plate, Pc, taken from published results (Figs.6.6.2 - 6.6.3) 
obtained from plates with width/thickness ratios comparable to those 
used in the present experiments ( 6 - 8  ). In Table 2 are presented 
the correcting factors (Pm/Pc) calculated from the experimental results 
given by various workers^*
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7. Discussion.
The objective of the present work has been the development of a 
mathematical model that will allow the accurate prediction of roll force 
and torque in hot rolling. The degree of success obtained must be tested 
by comparing the results of the calculations with those obtained 
experimentally over a wide range of rolling conditions. The validity 
of the calculated results relies on the use of both realistic data and 
assumptions within the mathematical model that do not seriously impair 
the accuracy of the calculations. Therefore this section discusses the 
selection of the data used in the mathematical model including consider- 
ation of the factors that influence deformation in the roll gap. The 
accuracy of the prediction made is then assessed by a comparison of the 
calculated and experimental values of roll force and torque and the i 
factors which may be responsible for any discrepancies are analysed. 
Finally, the possibility of further improvements in the accuracy of the 
prediction is considered briefly.
7«1 Distribution of temperatures in the deforming material.
The selection of appropriate yield stress data relies upon 
the determination of temperature distribution in the deforming material. 
Xoiupexciluze Hiea-sixi/emon Is wex't? obtained USifig th£jri?iDcoupleS id£S£ keel at 
various points between the surface and the centre of the plates used 
in the'experiments. These measurements produced evidence of severe 
quenching taking place in the peripheral layers of the material under­
going deformation, causing, in some cases, temperature decreases in 
excess of 20CTC between the entry and exit planes (Fig.5»5«7b )• At the 
same time, the material towards the central layers underwent an increase 
of about 20 - 30cC due to the generation of heat that accompanied 
deformation. Thus, a temperature gradient was created between the surface
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and centre of the material as it moved towards the exit. The magnitude 
of this gradient was affected by various factors.
At a given roll velocity an increase in the amount of deformation 
produced an increase in the extent of cooling at the surface of the 
material being rolled, due to an increase in the contact time between 
the material and the rolls. Additionally, the associated increase in 
the roll pressure at high reductions improved the contact between the 
roll surfaces and the material, which thus produced a higher heat 
transfer coefficient at the surfaces. Some evidence of this latter 
effect appeared to be given by the difference in the reduction of 
temperature at the surfaces in two rolling passes conducted at entry 
temperatures of 10l0cC and 1050cC (Figs.5»5«fb and c ). Here it
can be seen that the reduction in surface temperature was higher at 
the lower entry temperature. This indicates that the values of the heat 
transfer coefficient might have been affected by the magnitude of the 
roll pressure, since both increase as the mean entry temperature of the 
material was decreased,
(64)Pawelski et al. Jfound that surface scale was a, bad conductor 
of heat and even a very thin layer had a significant effect on the heat 
transfer in the hot Tolllrux of steel., Tt is rpasnnanip to that
the thickening of the surface scale will increase its thermal resist­
ance in accordance with U=Ax/c, Thus, the increase in scale thickness 
produced in series A experiments, as the rolling temperature was 
increased, should be associated with an increase in the thermal resist­
ance at the surface. At the same time a reduction of frictional heat 
could also be expected, due to boths the lubricating effect of the 
scale as it thickened and the decrease in the frictional stresses as 
the roll pressures decreased at higher temperatures.
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The peripheral layers of the plate 0.5 nun beneath the surface 
experienced ..either, a small rise in temperature, near the entry plane 
only (Fig.5«5»7ci)» or a reduction in temperature that was always less 
severe than that which occurred at the surface. The actual temperature 
change was due to the complex interaction between the quenching effect 
of the rolls, the frictional heat generation at the surface and the 
heat produced within the material by deformation.
The rising temperature towards the centre of the material appears 
to be controlled, at a given reduction, by the entry temperature. It 
can be seen in Fig , 5»5«2 {600 —950. *C) that a decrease in entry 
temperature produced a larger increase in the temperature at the centre. 
This could be related to the increase in the amount of work hardening 
associated with the decrease-dn rolling temperature. However, at a 
given entry temperature, an increase in the percentage reduction only 
produced a slightly larger temperature increase (Fig. »5»5«i rs=i6> £43% )« 
In this case, the increase in the amount of work hardening and hence in 
the heat of deformation associated with the higher strains and strain 
rates,was offset by the increase in the surface area and time of contact, 
both of which increased the total amount of heat removed by the rolls.
fne large temperature gradients which were generated towards the 
surfaces of the material, ensured that the average temperature of the 
deforming material at any instant was noticeably lower than the nominal 
temperature. This had the effect of raising the yield stress and hence 
the roll load, as shown in Sect.6.2.5• Thus, the selection of the 
correct yield stress depended upon the accurate estimation of these 
temperature changes.
Several methods have been proposed to -predict both temperature 
profiles and average temperature of rolling, as follows:
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(i) Analytical solutions*
(5*0Bradley et al. 'proposed an analytical solution to Pick's
law of heat conduction, which was used to determine the slab temperature
distribution. This solution assumed heat transfer in the radial direction
only with no thermal resistance between the roll and plate surfaces. By
this means, an average temperature drop for the total time of contact
(17)could be determined. Denton et al. 'considered that the rolls and the 
plate formed a continuous system and applied the solution of heat cond­
uction related to an infinite body, in which the plate thickness was 
initially at a constant temperature and the regions on both sides of 
the plate were at zero temperature. In addition, a mean time of contact 
was used to determine an overall temperature drop. Unfortunately, 
such analytical solutions overestimated the actual temperature drop at 
any position along the deformation zone, when compared with experimentally 
determined results. This can be seen in Fig.?.i. where the calculated 
temperature profiles at several instants during the contact period 
were compared with temperature measurements made during one of the . -j 
series C experiments. - The effect of such overestimation In the temperature 
drop at a specific position and time would be an increase in the yield
a consequent distortion of the results obtained.
•An alternative solution related to the cooling of a semi-infinite 
solid with thermal resistance at the surface could also be considered*
This solution only applies for very short periods of time when the 
centre of the slab has not yet felt the effect of the changing tempera­
tures close to the surface. For such a situation, providing the following 
initial and boundary conditions are satisfied,
T6a o ')=I-
12b
(60)a solution is given as,
.............................................................‘ *7-0- u
Tj-Tt 
where
>' *  Lffi >  1
The order of magnitude of h0could he established by considering 
the inverse of the thermal resistance of the surface scale (1.0 W/m C); 
hence with a scale thickness of 0.5 mm h0was approximately 2000 W/nfC. 
Schneider ^ ^presented a chart where the relationship between the 
dimensionless groups in Eq.7.1. was plotted, which enabled thermal 
profiles to be obtained at various stages in the rolling process. It 
was also found that such a solution overestimated temperature reductions 
when compared with measured results, as can be seen in Fig.7»i»
( a )  Finite differences.
Temperature distributions at various instants during the 
contact time were calculated in the present work by means of a finite 
difference solution to Pick's law, where several values of the surface 1 
heat transfer coefficient were assumed. It was established that a close 
agreement between theoretical and measured thermal profiles was 
obtained when values of h.were within the range 12.000 -50.OOO w/mz °n 
(See Appendix II). However, the mean temperature obtained from the 
selected profiles at various positions in the roll gap was not signifi­
cantly different from the corresponding mean values obtained from the 
experimental measurements made at four different points across the plate 
thickness. Therefore the actual mean temperatures used in the present 
work were based on these experimental readings.
In the present model it was assumed that isothermal conditions 
existed inside the material- undergoing deformation. Hence, it was 
decided that an effective rolling temperature could be given by the
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average value of measured temperatures at a mid-way position between 
the entry and exit planes. In Fig.7.1. such average temperature was 
about 20°G below the mean entry temperature of 900°C. Hence» the 
effective temperature was considered to be 2$> lower than the mean 
temperature of the ingoing material.
7.2 The effect of the coefficient of friction on the calculated roll 
force and torque.
Predictions of roll force and torque in flat hot rolling are 
commonly made, for practical purposes, by the use of methods which 
assume that the material sticks to the rolls at all points along the 
arc of contact. In such cases the coefficient of friction, apart from 
being high enough to produce sticking, has no further influence on the 
rolling load. However, in the experiments conducted in the present 
work, there was a difference between the velocity of the rolls and that 
of the emerging material, which indicated that slipping occurred 
between the rolls and the plate. In addition, lubricants are being 
introduced in hot rolling practice which reduce the coefficient of 
friction to the point where complete sticking conditions are improbable. 
Therefore, the calculation of rolling loads assuming sticking
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coefficient of friction becomes an adjustable parameter, whose value 
must be lower than that where sticking conditions exist.
An increase in the magnitude of the coefficient of friction 
produced an increase in the calculated roll force. The results plotted 
in Figs.6.2.1 - 6.2.12 showed that the magnitude of the contribution of 
the coefficient of friction to the roll force decreased as the state 
of friction approached complete sticking conditions, at which point the 
contribution of the frictional stresses to the roll pressures was
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limited by the strength of the material, i.e.I =k. It was also found
• that, as the rolling temperature was increased the threshold value of 
p at which sticking conditions initiated was lowered. Thus, as the 
temperature was raised and the yield stress of the material decreased, 
the value of the coefficient of friction above which sticking conditions 
appeared was reduced. Hence, as the rolling temperature was increased 
from 9006C to 1200°C the upper value of p which might significantly 
influence the roll force fell from 0.6 to 0.4 (Fig. 6.2.1 - 6.2.4).
Fig.2.4,3 ). Thus,the slope of the friction hill - ds/d§ - at those 
segments of the contact arc where conditions close to sticking friction 
existed, was smaller than the corresponding slope under conditions of 
homogeneous deformation! Consequently the introduction of inhomogeneity 
of stress distribution into the calculation, by means of the inhomo­
geneity factor, w(a), led to a, reduction in the magnitude of the effect j 
of p on the roll force, particularly when the value of p exceeded 0.4 
(Fig.6.2.7 - 6.2.10), It can also be seen that the level of roll pressure 
decreased when inhomogeneous deformation was considered. This was 
mainly associated with the reduction of the effective yield stress given 
by kw(a).
The coefficient of friction has a more complex effect on the 
values of roll torque, being expressed as,
the position of the neutral angle. It can be seen in Figs.6,4.5 ana. 6.4,6 
that the increase in the coefficient of friction caused an increase in
The condition of plasticity under inhomogeneous deformation 
was expressed by Orowan^^as, s-p=2kw(a) with the function w(a) 
'decreasing rapidly as sticking conditions were approached i.e. a^l(see
Thus, the roll torque depends upon both the roll pressure and
the neutral angle up to a maximum value, which remained constant at 
values of p in excess of 0.4. Thus, as the coefficient of friction 
was increased the associated increase in both the roll pressure and 
the negative integrand in Eq.7.2.1 tended to counteract one another.
The majority of the calculated values of roll torque obtained 
under conditions of inhomogeneous deformation were smaller than the 
corresponding values obtained under homogeneous conditions. This arose 
because the effective yield stress was lower in the former case. Only 
when a high value of the coefficient of friction (LI =0.6) was used did 
the introduction of inhomogeneity increase the roll torque. Since the 
values of p most likely to occur in the experimental ‘conditions were 
lower than 0.6, calculations under inhomogeneous deformation may be 
considered to reduce the values of roll torque.
The experimental values of roll force at 900° C and 1200°C (Figs. 
5.1.1. and 5.1.4) showed a linear increase as the percentage reduction 
was increased. The corresponding calculated forces obtained at constant 
values of the coefficient of friction showed a similar relationship wiin 
the percentage reduction(Figs.6.2.1. and 6.2.4). Likewise, the linear 
increase in the experimentally determined values of roll torque
Twr +.v>o irmwacD q£- + v>o T'orcer,tagc reductionf compared well with 
the corresponding relationship between percentage reduction and the 
calculated roll torque, obtained with the use of a constant U . These 
results seem to indicate that the va.lue of the coefficient of friction 
was constant throughout the experiments conducted at 900 G and 1200 C. 
This was not the case with the experimental results of roll force and 
torque at 1000°C and 1100°C, which showed a reduction in the rate of 
increase of both parameters as the percentage reduction was increased.
A similar rate of increase could be obtained in the corresponding
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calculated results if the value of p was assumed to "be inversely 
proportional to the percentage reduction. This might indicate that 
the value of the coefficient of friction decreased as the percentage 
reduction was increased throughout the experiments conducted at 1000°C 
and 1100°C.
7.3 Values of the coefficient of friction obtained by experiment.
The forward slip results obtained in the present experimental 
programme give some indication of the factors affecting the frictional 
conditions in the rolling process. Thus, the results of the measurements 
made in the experiments of series B show that as the amount of 
reduction increased, the magnitude of the forward slip produced with dry 
rolls, became higher than that produced when lubrication was present 
(Figs.5.^.6 and^.^.S)* In the preliminary rolling tests, the forward 
slip measurements at 900*0 (Table 1 ) were much higher than the 
corresponding values in series A at a similar temperature (Fig.
Such high values of forw ard slip could be associated with the fact that 
the rolls might have become drier, as these preliminary tests were 
carried out after several plates had been rolled consecutively.
The values of the forward slip measurement obtained in the series
*D • V *   —- X I   J.U    * .. » •* * • - * .l / l l t t l l  l / l  1 U O C  ^ l U U U U C U  J.1J. C J C t U i i  l ^ U U U U X U U  - H I
series A ( F i g s . .64. respectively) • Those results may be 
explained by the bright drawn finish of the latter material, in contrast 
to that used in the former case, which possessed a surface finish of 
C.E.A.— ’3}.iSi(l20uin). Some evidence of the influence of surface finish 
on roll force has been obtained by El Kalay et al.^^who used low G
f 50)steel bars with various amounts of scale. Furthermore,Roberts' 'used 
the above data to obtain an empirical relationship between coefficient 
of friction and a roll roughness/scale index ratio.
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The general level of forward, slip values decreased as the rolling 
temperature was increased from 1000°C to 1200°C (Figs.5»^»2 - 
The meas scale thickness of the rolled plates, measured when the 
material was cold, indicated that the amount of scale increased as the 
rolling temperature was increased. Thus, the increase in the thickness 
of the surface scale could have provided a more efficient lubricating 
layer between the rolls and the material, which was responsible for 
the reduction in the forward slip values and hence the coefficient 
of friction. This same effect could explain the results of El Kalay 
et al. who found that an increase in scale thickness reduced the rolling 
load by as much as lk% t using smooth rolls. However, the low values of 
the forward slip measured at 900°G during series A experiments do not 
seem to be directly related to the amount of scale produced, which was 
very small at this temperature - c.f. Table 1. It is tentatively 
suggested that a combination of high roll pressures and a thin layer 
of scale at such temperature could create a high surface heat transfer 
coefficient which would cause a pronounced reduction in temperature 
towards the surfaces of the material. This would lead to an increase in 
the shear yield stress and a consequent reduction in the shear strain 
at the peripheral layers. Thus, a reduction in the extent to which the 
central portion of the cross sections is deflected towards the entry 
plane 'could produce a reduction of the zone in which the material slips 
ahead of the rolls and could thus reduce the magnitude of forward slip 
(see Sect.7 Furthermore, some of the observed differences in the 
amount of forward slip measured at 900° C and 1000°C could also have 
been associated with the increased entry thickness at the higher temp­
erature, which would give rise to a higher contact angle and an increase 
in the value of the neutral angle. This effect would cause an increase
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in the'amount of forward-slip, as given "by Eq.^.8 viz., 3 ? ^  '/3&nL&\r)Z V
According to the forward slip method, most values of the 
coefficient of friction associated with percentage reductions above 
3($ were within the range 0.2 - 0.^5* These results were similar to 
published data on coefficient of friction in hot rolling of steel, based 
on amount of reduction between 30 ” 50^. In Table 5 the values of jj 
obtained from several empirical relationships, compared well with the 
corresponding results of the present work at reductions over 3Q^ » 
considering that such relationships were derived from values of \i 
determined by different experimental techniques at specific rolling 
conditions. At lower percentage reductions it was not possible to 
obtain meaningful values of the coefficient of friction. This arose 
because the theoretical relationship given in Fig.^ .8.1.(G)&)(cVd)showed 
that the coefficient of friction became progressively less sensitive 
to variations in the amount of forward slip as the percentage 
reduction became smaller. However, in cases where a meaningful value 
of jj was not obtained, a significant lateral spread occurred, c.f. Table 
1 . This might suggest that the values of the coefficient of friction 
were relatively low (JJ<1 0.2). The minimum value of jj at which it was 
possible to obtain a solution to the roil pressure distribution was 
^0.16. Hence, this value of the coefficient of friction has been used 
in the cases where the forward slip measurements could not. determine 
values of U .
The values of coefficient of friction given in Table /l- have been 
used in the calculations of roll force and torque.
7 A  Inhomogeneitv of the deformation process.
Indirect experimental evidence of inhomogeneous deformation 
in the present work was obtained during the determination of temperature
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measurements in series C, where simultaneous recordings were made from
thermocouples which had originally been assembled in a vertical plane
(see Sect.4.2.3)• It was found, that, after rolled plates were cut, the
thermocouple beads had been displaced from the original vertical plane,
as indicated by the reconstructed shape of this plane after rolling, as
shown in Fig.7»^«l» Experimental evidence of the deflection of cross
sections in hot flat rolling has been provided in previous investigations,
the most satisfactory of which is probably a recent work by Jones et al. 
(6^)' , who used steel plates 12.5 mm thick with elongated MnS inclusions
initially oriented perpendicular to the rolling direction. The 
deformation pattern of these inclusions after hot rolling established 
that initial vertical sections did not remain plane within the 
deformation zone and that the shearing of the peripheral layers of the 
material increased as the amount of deformation was increased.
In the present work, theoretical values of the neutral angle were 
obtained by the use of the mathematical model and assuming coefficients 
of friction within the range 0.2 - 0.6. The corresponding experimental 
values of the neutral angle at each reduction of series A, were 
determined by the use of forward slip measurements and Eq.^.8.i, viz.
d'if n( h2 , In Fig.7 A ,2 the two sets of results are plotted against 
the percentage reduction. It can be seen that the experimental value.; 
in each reduction was higher than the corresponding theoretical results. 
This could be explained by following Potopkin's assumption^^that 
instead of a neutral cross section with a uniform velocity, a neutral 
surface was present, the location of which could be defined as the 
geometric site of the points with a velocity equal to the horizontal 
component of the roll velocity at the neutral position along the arc of 
contact. This assumption was based on a theoretical investigation of
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the metal flow kinematics by comparing calculated and experimental 
values of the neutral angle. Therefore, a deflection of the neutral 
position of the arc of contact, ahead of the central portion of the 
neutral surface, could explain the higher magnitude in the experimental 
values of the neutral angle.
The above results indicate that calculations of roll force and 
torque that are based on an assumption of homogeneous deformation do 
not represent the conditions in the deformation zone, and justify 
consideration of the stress distribution which originates from 
inhomogeneous deformation i.e. the Orowan analysis' .
7.5 Comparison between calculated and measured values of roll force.
Fig.7.5*1 compares the measured roll forces at effective 
temperatures of either 880°C or 940 °C with those calculated at 
identical temperatures and under conditions as similar as possible to 
the experimental ones. The former included both the results obtained 
by the use of yield stress data determined in the present work, and 
also the corresponding forces calculated with the aid of Suzuki’s 
yield stress data . Both the experimental and calculated forces 
increased as the percentage reductions increased, but at the highest 
reduction the calculated results were greater. This discrepancy was 
larger when Suzuki's data was employed. In the case of forces 
calculated with the aid of the yield stress values determined during 
the present work, the values differed from the experimental forces by 
between -13% and +17%.
In Fig.7»5*2 the calculated and measured forces are plotted 
against the percentage reduction used at an effective temperature of 
950°C. Again both forces increased as the percentage reduction 
increased, with both calculated values usually higher than the 
corresponding experimentally determined value at percentage reductions 
above 3C%. Furthermore, as m  the previous Octse, Luc cdiuuxtiLeu. v&xues 
obtained by the use of the yield stress data determined during the 
present investigation gave the best agreement with the experimentally 
determined va,lues. In this case, the magnitude of the discrepancies 
between calculated and experimental forces increased from 6% to 22% 
as the percentage reduction was increased from 12% to 42%.
At higher temperatures the most reliable yield stress data 
available was that due to S u z u k i t h o u g h  extrapolated data from
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the yield stress -values obtained at lower temperatures during the 
present work was also used. The calculated forces obtained by the 
use of Suzuki*s data at an effective temperature of 1080°C (Fig.7.5*3) 
were either higher or lower than the corresponding experimental forces, 
depending on the percentage reduction used. Thus at reductions of less 
than the calculated force was, on average JOfa lower than the 
measured force,while at h'Jfo reduction the reverse was the case with 
the former about 10% higher than the latter. In the case of the 
calculated forces based on the extrapolated yield stress data no 
significant improvement between the calculated and measured results 
was observed. Thus, the calculated results suggest a rather greater 
influence of percentage reduction on force than that suggested by 
the experimental measurements. The slope of the graph that represents 
the latter results is less steep than that obtained at lower temper­
atures.
Finally, at 1150°C, the calculated forces were, on average, 
lower than the measured values, as shown in Fig.7*5*4. There was, in 
this instance, no obvious relationship between the percentage reduction 
and the discrepancy between the two sets of values. As at 1080°C, the
f if l l  r n l a t p n  rp la + 1 rtn .c ;V iin  "hn+T.rci -^n r r u r n r> sn<-i r\oT'r>cv\ta(ro qti shCWed
a much steeper slope than was the case when the experimental forces 
were considered.
All the forces calculated with the aid of Suzuki’s yield stress 
data have been plotted as abscissae In Fig.7*5.5 with the corresponding 
experimentally determined forces as ordinates; thus the solid line at 
45 to the axis represents total agreement between the two sets of 
results. The data as a whole showed a scatter oft 2 %  about this line, 
with the low and high temperature results tending to lie below, and 
above this line respectively.
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In Fig.7*5*6 the measured forces and the associated forces 
calculated with the use of the yield stress data determined during the 
present investigation are plotted as ordinates and abscissae-respectively. 
Almost all the data showed a scatter ofi 25%‘'about the line representing 
total agreement between measured and calculated results, with nearly all 
data-obtained at .temperatures below 1000°C lying within -  13% of that line.
7.6 Comparison between calculated and measured values of roll torque.
Fig.7*6.1 compares the measured torques at effective 
rolling temperatures of 880° C and 940°C with those calculated under 
'identical temperatures and under conditions as close as possible to the 
experimental ones. The latter included two sets of results: one obtained 
by the use of yield stress data determined in the present work and that 
determined with the aid of Suzuki’s data ^ . Both the experimental and
calculated torques increased as the percentage reduction increased, but 
at any reduction over 30% the calculated results were always greater.
This discrepancy was lower when Suzuki’s data was used, and in this 
instance the calculated torques exceeded the measured values from Ofo 
to 25% as the percentage reduction was increased from 30% to 42%, In 
the case of torques calculated with the aid of the vield stress values 
determined during the present work the difference between calculated 
and experimental results varied between -20% to +27% as the percentage 
reduction was increased from 1 8% to 42/S. Thus, the magnitude of the 
discrepancies between these calculated values and the measured torques 
appeared to increase as the percentage reduction was increased.
In Fig.7*6.2 the calculated and measured torques are plotted 
against the percentage reduction used at an effective temperature of 
980^0. Again both torques increased as the percentage reduction increased,
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with the two calculated values higher than the corresponding value 
determined experimentally at any percentage reduction over 3 
Furthermore, the calculated values obtained by the use of the yield 
stress data determined during the present work gave better agreement 
with the measured torques in most cases. In this case, at a given 
percentage reduction under 2C$, the calculated torque was on average 
1($ lower than the experimental value, while at higher reductions the
former was Ityfo to kOfo greater than the latter.
0At an effective temperature of 1080 C both the Suzuki yield 
(36)stress data' and that extrapolated from the yield stress values 
obtained during the present work, were used. The two sets of calculated 
torques were either lower or higher than the corresponding experimental 
torques, depending on the percentage reduction used. Thus, at 
reductions under 30% both the calculated torques were on average lower 
than the measured torque, while at k-% reduction the opposite was the
case, with the former 1Q% on average higher than the latter. From the
slope of the graphs representing the measured results, it is apparent 
that the percentage reduction was less significant in these results 
than in the case of those obtained by calculation.
A + i  1 Cfl® n +Un a u T-ip c"^ro,SS ^2 .^° o r r a i lo 'm o  ira c  +V-ia+ ^ n o
Suzuki, and the calculated torques obtained with such data were lower 
than the measured values, as shown in Fig.7.6,4. The discrepancy
between both results fell from 3*$ to Yyfo as the percentage reduction
increasedj thus, at 12/S reduction the calculated result was y±% lower 
than the measured one, while at 33% reduction the former was only 13% 
lower than the latter.
Finally, all the torques calculated with the aid of both Suzuki's 
data and the yield stress data obtained in the present work have been
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plotted as abscissae in Fig.7.6.5 and Fig.7.6.6. respectively, with .
the corresponding measured values as ordinates. In both cases the data
as a whole showed a scatter of£25?& about the line representing total
agreement between calculated and measured results, with all the results
obtained at temperatures over 1000°C lying above that line.
7*7 Limitations in the accuracy of the measured and calculated 
forces and torques.
The overall level of agreement between the calculated and
experimental*roll forces and torques is reasonable in view of the
limitation imposed by the accuracy of the experimental technique and
the assumptions involved in the mathematical model.
In the case of the experimental results the accuracy of the data
was limited by the method by which the roll force was measured and the
inability of the rolling power recordings to account for the inertial
energy stored in the mill. Since a progressive increase in the roll
force occurred as the material passed through the roll gap, the upper
chocks tended to move upwards and friction between the chocks and the
mill housing created a frictional restraining force. This might result
in a reduction in the measured value of the roll force obtained from
(62)the load cells placed on the upper chocks. Zeltkans et al. found 
that this frictional restraining force, which depends mainly on the 
coefficient of friction between the chocks and the mill housing, could 
vary between 0»2%> and %  of the total roll force. Therefore, measure­
ments from the load cells could underestimate the actual roil force by 
as much as The accumulated energy due to inertia of the rotating
elements of the mill assisted the motor during a rolling pass.
(48)Wusatowski gave an expression by which the dynamic torque produced
by the deceleration of the mill during a rolling pass could be estimated,
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It was assumed that the total rotating mass G, was about 3x(mass 
of the rolls) and that the effective diameter of the rotating elements 
D, was equivalent to roll diameter. Hence, it can be shown that for a 
typical deceleration of the rolls (nt- n2) to about 20,% of the idling 
speed (10 rev/min), the dynamic torque could be as much as 60 N - m, 
which strictly should be added to the torque measurements.
In the case of the calculated results a source of error might 
. originate from the limitation of the various assumptions made. Thus, 
at high reductions and temperatures up to 950°G error in the predicted
roll torques might have been introduced during the calculation of the
!deformed roll radius, since roll flattening will cause the centre ofi
the deformed arc of contact to be displaced from the roll centre,
(j?)Bland's method 'of successive approximations, by which the elastic 
distortion of the roll surface could be determined, showed that a 
depression of the arc of contact appeared in the region of (the peak 
pressure. Although Bland found that the difference between‘values of 
roll force obtained using both Hitchcock's formula and the successive 
approximations method, was within the limits of error introduced in the 
calculation of the elastic distortion of the rolls by the latter method,
i
the effect of a non-circular arc of contact on the roll torque was not
investigated. Since an increase in roll pressure increased the degree
of roll flattening any error introduced by the assumption of a
circular arc of contact will be similarly increased.
In addition it can be noted that at high reductions and temper- 
0 &atures of 880 C and 950 C the discrepancy between calculated and 
measured torque was higher than that observed in the associated values
of roll force. Since the net area under the frictional stress 
distribution along the length of contact is a measure of its contri­
bution to the roll torque, any error in the calculated distribution 
of frictional stresses produced an error in the predicted torque. 
Experimental evidence showed that the distribution of
frictional stresses was such that the coefficient of friction must 
decrease towards the neutral point. In the present mathematical model 
the effective coefficient of friction decreased when the frictional 
stresses reached the shear yield stress of the material, as can be 
seen in Fig.7.7* where the roll pressure distribution and the 
associated shear stress/roll pressure ratio are plotted against the
angular.position at kOfo reduction andiiOO°C. A cold rolling test
( "1b^conducted by Rooyens' 'on aluminium, using ground rolls (C.L.A.Ilyin) 
without lubrication and at 5?^ reduction gave a shear stress/radial 
stress distribution very similar to that shown in Fig. 7»7»
Although a variable coefficient of friction could have been incorporated 
into the calculations,the equipment available did not allow the ’ J
experimental determination of the variation of the coefficient of ; 
friction along the arc of contact. Therefore any such assumed dis­
tribution would be arbitrary and of limited value.
During hot rolling the rapid cooling that occurs in the surface 
layers of the plate gives rise to a variation in yield stress which 
reaches a maximum as the material approaches the exit plane. This 
would be expected to increase the frictional forces at the surface so 
that the associated roll force and torque will also be increased. 
Although an attempt has been made to take this effect into account, by 
the use of a mean rolling temperature lower than the nominal one, this 
approach involved a considerable degree of simplification. The actual
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vaxiation in yield stress in the plate was also affected by the 
presence of inhomogeneous deformation. This condition has been 
considered in terms of the Orowan analysis but its effect on the 
variation in yield stress within any section of the plate has not 
been included.
In general, an increase in the percentage reduction produced 
an increase in the calculated values of roll force and torque relative 
to those obtained by experiment. In addition an increase in temperature 
reduced the level of the former relative to the latter. As a 
consequence of the.combination- of these'two-effects the discrepancies 
between the calculated and the experimentally determined values shown 
in Figs.7•5*1 ” 7*6.6 varied in a complex manner. However, the best 
agreement between these two sets of results was obtained at the lower 
end of the temperature range with percentage reductions that did not 
exceed about 2Q&. The increased percentage reduction was associated 
with increases in mill load and contact angle which will increase any 
inaccuracies due to roll flattening and inhomogeneity of d.eformation 
respectively. These effects may explain the increase in the calculated 
values of roll force and torque relative to the experimental values as 
the percentage reduction increased.
The effect of an increase in temperature on the relative difference 
in the calculated and experimental roll forces and torques may be 
explained by a general underestimation of the yield stress data at 
higher temperatures coupled with low percentage reductions. Under these 
circumstances the critical strain value at which softening of the material 
occurred became very low, so that it proved difficult to represent the 
relationship between yield stress and deformation by a single equation.
Although some doubts existed about the magnitude of the coefficient
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of friction associated with small percentage reductions, the values
*used produced the best fit between calculated and experimental roll 
forces and torques. Thus, the selection of the rather low coefficients 
of friction under these circumstances would appear to be justified.
7.8 Conclusions.
1. Values of the coefficient of friction, determined from forward 
slip measurements associated with percentage reductions between 30 ~ 4 ^  
were within the range 0.2 - 0.45 under dry conditions. The thickness of 
the scale, the rolling velocity and the temperatures at the interface 
between the material and the rolls appeared to control the magnitude
of the coefficient of friction, but a simple relationship between these 
parameters was not obtained. '
2. On entry to the rolls the peripheral layers of the plates under­
went a severe quench, due to the rapid transfer of heat from the plate 
to the rolls: the magnitude of the associated temperature reduction 
was increased by an increase in the roll pressure and the contact time.
3. Towards the centre of the plates the deformation process produced 
an increase in temperature, the magnitude of which increased when i 
either the entry temperature was reduced or the rate of deformation 
was increased.
4. The experimentally determined relationship between temperature 
and flow stress indicated that the temperature gradient generated in 
the plate during rolling produced a significant variation in the yield 
stress of the material. This variation has been taken into account in 
the subsequent calculations of roll force and torque by the use of an 
effective temperature of rolling given by the geometric mean of 
temperature measurements across the plate thickness mid-way between 
entry and exit.
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5. Roll force values calculated with the aid of the flow stress 
data determined in the present work were within * \ of the measured 
values, while the results obtained by means of Suzuki's data gave 
better agreement, at temperatures between 880*0 and 950*0 and 
reductions of up to 30^• However, when higher temperatures and reductions 
were considered in conjunction with Suzuki's data the degree of 
discrepancy increased tot 2.%*
6. Most of the calculated torque values were within ±2Jfo of the 
measured values, but the results obtained with the use of Suzuki's 
flow stress data generally gave slightly better agreement. However, 
correlations better than± were obtained at 95 0 ° C with reductions 
of up toi35% in conjunction with the yield stress data produced 
during the present work.
Consideration of the inherent sources of error in the present
mathematical model suggests that a further significant improvement
will be difficult to obtain, since several of the difficulties arise
from variations in the deformation process within a transverse section.i
Other methods of calculation, such as finite element techniques, may 
be more suitable when such effects are considered. The level of 
agreement between calculation and exparimpnt nh+sin^ -in *hp nrocori+ 
work is probably sufficiently good for the method to be of practical 
value* It is not clear that, the improvement in accuracy obtained by 
alternative methods would justify the great increase in the complexity 
and length of the calculations. Some improvement to the present model 
might be possible by further consideration of the effect of the rolling 
parameters (rolling velocity, amount of reduction and temperature) on 
the coefficient of friction and the yield stress, particularly at the 
upper end of the hot rolling temperature range.
\
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Appendix I - Case Study.
A steel plate iOcm thick is to be hot rolled to icm. In order
to produce the minimum grain size it is desirable to made the final
reduction when the plate is at a. temperature as close as possible to
750°G* At the same time it is necessary to carry out the rolling
process as quickly as possible. If all the stands in the mill employ
an automatic cut-off when the load applied exceeds 35 MN» determine
the optimum rolling programme.
Diameter of the work rolls 450 mm
Width of the strip 1500 mm
Length of the rolls 2200 mm
Coefficient of friction 0.34
Time between passes 5 sec.
Allowable overload on mill 13500 Kw
You should use the data you have obtained for the cooling of a 
I>late during rolling at 900°C to obtain similar information at other 
rolling temperatures. You should assume that the surface heat trans­
fer coefficient is independent of temperature and the percentage of 
reduction. You should also assume that the thermal diffusivity and9 / # f,conductivity of the steel are 5*5 mm's and 28 W/mf’K respectively. Use 
the yield stress data as given by Cook and McCrum for mild steel.
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A method of calculating the temperature of the stock during 
its passage through a reversing roughing mill is established and 
modifications to the Cook and McCrum method of calculating roll 
force and torque are used, A combination of the above elements 
resulted in a mathematical model which enabled a hot rolling schedule 
to be established.
The validity of any method used to calculate roll force and 
torque in hot rolling is closely dependent on the accuracy to which 
the rolling temperature of the stock is known. Temperature changes 
inside the stock during a rolling programme were described by Fick's 
law of transient heat conduction and it was assumed that heat transfers 
in the thickness direction only and that the heat losses are caused by 
radiation-convection outside the rolls and conduction between the roll 
gap. Temperature measurements during an experimental hot rolling test 
enabled values of surface heat transfer coefficient and the temperature 
rise associated to the energy of deformation to be established.
1.1 Temperature distributions.
Clearly the amount of heat that can be transferred across the 
material surface to the relatively cold roll is critically dependent 
UpOii the duration., uf cun Leu; I. The roiling geometry considered is 
shown in Fig.2.2.1, The average velocity V of a point of the slab 
surface will be between vA and vs ; and it has been assumed to be 
equivalent to the peripheral velocity of the rolls Vr.. The time of 
contact is thus,
JLSimilarly, the total time that the slab and rolls are touching 
during which the material transfers heat by convection and radiation is 
given by, {0- bn/\A .
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where L»v> is the total length of the ingoing material.
If ) denotes the temperature distance 'Z from the surface
at time t in the slab, of a thickness 2L , then,
c>t ^
with the boundary conditions,
-T[ (uniform), no initial thermal gradient,
^°'LV>>e"0 m^ “^ickness plane,
and h? I - |r] at the surface.
•<r*where Ir represents the roll surface temperature or the surrounding 
temperature.
The final solution has been given by,^°)
T-Tr _ 2  J  _ _ _ _ _ _ 6^!-T.n^l)cos(Xo>l) \ U j
• JTr X  r» L  S' O  ( X  A.U CCS(X n L)u i» n 1
where the'X^sare the roots of the equation,
cot X I  - 1 -
(50)Graphical evaluations of Eq.l.i have been presented in charts 
which are given in terms of four dimensionless groups of variables 
defined as follows;
relative temperature =0'“~ I**-'1 U'lr)I / r*.+FoJ - ’_**
Blot number (Bi) — *><»-/X
/relative position =■ ^ /L
Temperature measurements on a mild steel plate i2.5 mm thick 
preheated to about 900°C, were made, with a thermocouple (1.5 mm) 
inserted in a hole drilled in such a position that the hot junction 
lay on the mid-width plane 1.0mm beneath the surface; a second 
thermocouple was located on both the mid-width and mid-thickness planes. 
The thermocouples,(chromel-alumel) encased in stainless steel sheaths 
with a response time of 0.2 - 0.1 sec. and a standard accuracy ofl
15^
represented a suitable compromise between response and mechanical 
strength. Fig.55,2 shows the temperature measurements,and the contact 
of the ingoing material with the rolls is indicated by the jump of 
the thermocouple voltage.
In order to establish an overall value of surface heat transfer 
coefficient, from the temperature results, during conduction to the 
rolls, the time of contact inside the roll gap was assumed of the 
order of 0,2 sec. and the thickness of the plate 2L equivalent to the 
geometric mean of the entry and exit thickness. Similarly, temperature 
measurements,before and after rolling,enabled a mean heat transfer 
coefficient during convective-radiative losses to be established.
Hence, using the thermal properties of steel at 900 SC and.the relevant 
values of temperature, surface heat transfer coefficients, as given by 
the graphical solutions of Eq.1,1,were found. Thus,
°C during conduction 
^  vy/na°C during convection-radiation.
In the rolling programme corrections to the total deci'ep.se in 
temperature during the contact time to include the heat due to 
deformation,was made by assuming that the resulting temperature rise, 
measured in the experimental test of about^20°G,was uniformly distri­
buted over the slab thickness during each pass. Finally, it was assumedt _
that the effective temperature across the slab section,*fs » was 
equivalent to the mean between the temperature at the surface and the 
centre respectively.
i.2 Modified Cook and McCrum method to calculate roll force and torque.
: The' Cook> and McCrum formula^^to calculate roll force isP=RCpjb 
where Cp is a geometric factor plotted against R/h2 for a range of 
reductions up to 50^» and Jjp is a function of the mean yield stress
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of the material,^, and plotted against strain rate and reduction 
at 900,1000,1100 and 1200°C. Linear interpolation was used to determine 
the function Jp at intermediate temperatures, thus,
‘ 1 1 oo
and extrapolations at temperatures below 900°C approximated to,-V" WK^T)45
The formula to calculate roll torque is G-2£f^pj£ , where Cg is 
a geometric factor which is plotted against z for a range of 
reductions and J* is a function of the mean yield stress of the 
material,!^. Temperature corrections for are complicated by the 
fact that the temperature decrease calculated for the contact time ,7^  , 
will overestimate the effect of temperature drop on the yield stress 
in the vicinity of entry where,the associated lever arms are greatest.
Thus, a correction suggested by Denton et al.^^was expressed in this 
work as, 1' Jb \
jp
1.3 Calculation procedure.
A calculation procedure was adopted in order to establish a 
hot rolling programme complying with the following conditions,
- a. minimum reheating temperarure
- a minimum scheduled time
- a final high reduction as close to 750 °C as possible,
* in order to produce a minimum grain size.
The initial reheating temperature was limited to 1250°C, as the 
oxide formed on the slab becomes liquid at 1280°C and this might result in 
a loss of traction between the material and the rolls. The following 
steps were taken during the calculations!
1. Assume n equal reductions r to give the selected final thickness,
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from the expression, 0“O  -W/h0
2* Calculate the mean temperature of front end at exit from the
rolls at a minimum rolling velocity (nI =Aora\//m»n )
3# Calculate roll force for the front end at mean exit temperature
R-f^Cpj^vs/ , If the value of R  exceeds the capacity of the 
stands, iterate until the maximum allowable reduction is achieved.
K. Calculate the associated roll torque allowing 2/$ losses to the 
back-up; rolls^\ thus, G c -? 2b Q
5. Convert the roll torque into output motor power from the formula, 
kW= 0.102GcM . If this exceeds the allowable overload, recalculate 
stages 3 and 4 to find the maximum possible reduction; otherwise 
increase the rolling velocity until the capacity of the motor is 
reached.
6. Calculate the pass entry temperature of the back end of the slab
V U f t  where time f-
7. Repeat stages 3«^ 5 until an acceptable reduction for the back
end of the slab is achieved.
8. If the reduction given by stage 7 differs from that calculated in 
stage 1, find the equal reductions required in the remaining
c;an cl t r> crir\re> + V»o or>r on fi'*'ial + c:e;.
9. Calculate the pass entry temperature of the front end after the 
•time between passes (5 sec.) and repeat stages 3 to 8.
10. If the slab mean temperature during the last pass exceeds 
significantly 750°C* decrease the initial rolling temperature 
and repeat the entire procedure.
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Appendix II Computer Print-out.
/IC GONZALEZ 0 30
/ fcTC 400 M U S I C  J O B
C P K u G R A *  F O K  r . j T l M A T I N G  B U L L  FC’KCfc A N D  T O R U U E  IN F L A T  H O T  R O L L I N G
C U S I N G  A N U M E R I C A L  M E T H O D  O F  I NTEGF.AT IO N OF V O N  K A R M A N S  FQUATl'jN
C D D K  S - 2K - + T A U  :;TA N (  PFI ) ) ) / C P U  I = 2 . 0* K 0* ( S* S I N i PM I ) + — T A U * C O  S (I’h!) J.
C « H F  k L TAL' = P U ~ S  C K  K . R H l C H E V t K  T H E  S M A L L E R , A R C  I N C L U D I N G
C T Hf V A R I A T I O N  OF 2 K ,A N D b O T h  E L A S T I C  A R C S  O F  C O N T A C T .
C N O T A T I O N
C H = T H I C K N E S S ,  HI = E N T R Y  T H I C K N E S S ,  H 2 = EX IT T h I C'KNE S S ,
C H M  = M L A N  T H I C K N E S S ,  X 2K. = YI ELL) S T R E S S  IN P L A N E  S T R A I N ,
C X Z k l  = X 2K A T  c N T R Y ,  X 2K 2 = X2K AT E X I T ,  XK ^ Y I E L D  S H E A R  S T R E S S ,
C X K N  = XK AT N E U T R A L  P O I N T ,
C T 1 = E N T R Y  T E N S I O N  S T R E S S ,  T2 E X I T  T E N S I O N  S T R E S S ,
C T El = T E N S I O N  S T R E S S  U N  THc E N T R Y  S I D E  CF THE P L A S T I C  A R C  O F  C O N T A C T
C T E 2 = T E N S I O N  S T R E S S  C N  T h e  E X I T  S I D E  OF  THE P L A S T I C  A R C ,
C t = Y O U N G S  M O D U L U S  A N D  X N U  = P G I S S G N I S  R A T I O  OF T H E  S T R I P  M A T E R I A L
C b , G , 0 , H A R E  C O N S T A N T S  IN Eu. 2K = E X P  I b ) I SIR <-'*G I { S T * *  ([) fH* LN I ST k) 1
C S H I )  = S T R A I N ,  S T k (  I ) = S T R A I N  R A T  £ , XW ’= INHC.h -j G c N l ITY F A C T O R
C F = U M U E F Q R M c U  R O L L  R A D I U S ,  R D  = D E E  UR ML b RCl.L R A D I U S ,
C V R  = P E R I P H E R A L  R C L L  V E L O C I T Y , X M U  = C O E F F I C I E N T  Of- FL' ICT iOi'I
C Prll = A N G U L A R  C O O R D I N A T E  IN A R C  GF C O N T A C T ,  D P M I  = D E L T A  Ph i,
C P H  I 1 = PHI AT E N T R Y ,  P H I N  = Phi AT N E U T h A L  P O I N T ,
C P H I F  '= PHI AT O N S E T  CF Y I E L D I N G ,
C P EX I I ) = H O R I Z O N T A L  P R E S S U R E  C A L C U L A T E D  F R O M  T H E  E X I T  P L A N E
G P E N ! I )  = H O R I Z O N T A L  F R c S S U R c  C AL C U L A T  tD F R O M  T H E  E N T R Y  P L A N E
S C I )  = R O L L  PR E S S U R E , S P H I I 1)= S I I ) * P H 1 j
S E X  C I 1 = SI I) C A L C U L A T E D  Fki.M T h E  E X I T  P L A N E
C S E N ( I )  = S ( I ) C A L C U L A T E D  F R O M  T H E  E N T R Y  P L A N E
C P = R O L L  F O R C E  / U N I T  w i D T H ,  P A P  = A P P R O X I M A T E  VALUF. C,F R O l L F O R C E
C PE:1 - C U N  T «. I bU T 1L R T 0 T H E  n C L L  F C r C  fc FRL'M T h E  E N T R Y  E L A S T I C  Ar.C,
C P E 2 = C O N T k I  G U T  I O N  TO T H E  R O L L  F O R C E  F R C M  T H E  E X I T  C L A S T I C  A k C  ,
C T A N D  T A P  = A P P R O X I M A T E  V A L U E S  O r  T U R U U E ,
C G A N D  G A P  = I A N D  T A P  M O D I F I E D  T C  A L L O W  F O R  R O L L  F L A T T E N I N G ,
C G A C  = A C C U R A T E  V A L U E  Q F  T O K C U f  F R u M  T H E  P L A S T I C  A R C ,
C G e l  = C O N T R I B U T I O N  T'J T H E  b C L L  TG.'OUE FL-GH T H E  E N T R Y  EL AS I IC A R C ,
C G E 2 * C O N T k I G U T I C N  T(j T H E  R O L L  T O R Q U E  F R O M  T H E  £x 1T E L A S T I C  A k C ,  ;
C G AC 1 2 IS T H E  tiCSI E S T I M A T E  <_ F i HE  T U k O U l ,  = G A C  +G E 1 -t GE 2,
C T A U  = S H E A R  S T R E S S  AT T H c  K U L l - M A T E K I A L  S U R F A C e  I N T E R F A C E ,
C G l , 02,03,04 = F U N C T I O N S  UF PHI AS D E F I N E D ,  J = C O U N T E R  F O R  N U M B e R
C U F  I T E R A T I O N S  T*J O B T A I N  C O M P A T I B L E  R O L L  F Q R C  cr A N C D E F O R M E D  R O L L
C R A D I U S .
C M = O D D  N U M b e R  GF C R D I o A T E S  IN RGLl P R E S S U R E  H I R T R T rti .it t ;'uj _
/ L C A O  W A T F I V
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Appendix III Calculation of temperature distribtuions.
The temperature distributions at all stages of the contact time
•during the rolling process may be determined by the use of a finite-
(1)difference solution to Fick's law of transient heat conduction t
This allows the magnitude of the surface heat transfer coefficient 
to be established by a continual inspection between measured and cal­
culated temperature distributions.
It is assumed that the only significant temperature gradient lies 
perpendicular to the longitudinal plane of the plate and that no 
appreciable heat generation occurs inside the material. For purposes 
of calculation, half the plate is sub-divided into a set of elements 
the two largest dimensions of which are identical to the two dimen­
sions of the contact surface between the plate and the rolls. However, 
in the direction of the temperature gradient (through the thickness of 
the plate), the element dimension is 0.5 x 10 m? The positions of 
the element boundaries at which the temperatures are calculated are 
shown in Fig.l. It will be noted that the surface plane of the plate
coincides with the mid-plane of the first element and that the temp­
eratures are calculated at a boundary (l) which lies outside the 
surface nf the plate.
Provided that^^, •a&t _
kvT ~Z (Ecl.1)
then 9 *  -  &  n _ 2 JL,i (Ba<2)
where J identifies the penultimate element boundary (see Fig.l).
At the surface, U 0*- 0*1 = f
If it is assumed that (cc'/o/) remains constant between the surface 
and the point at which£ —  Fig.l), then,
This allows the temperature 0O to he calculated, which in turn 
may he used to calculated 0, using Eq.l. 6 0 is the only surface 
temperature known and for all positive values of t a modification of 
Eq.3 must he made. In the present calculation Eq.3 has heen replaced 
for all values of t greater than 0, in accordance with the method used 
hy Aparci^^,
This equation assumed that remains constant between
and&'^^Fig. l). The minimum possible number of elements used is 
determined hy the stability criterion . For the values of Vi0
used in this calculation the number of elements taken in the half 
section is 1^ . The magnitude of hyC in turn determines the magnitude 
of (Eq.i), which is very.small in relation to the total contact 
time. Hence temperature distributions at most stages during deformation 
can be established.
The values of &re included in Fig.l, together with the
initial temperature of the plate, the temperature of the rolls and the 
plate thickness.
References.
1 Dusinberre, G,H. 1961
2 Aparci, V.S. 1966
’Heat transfer calculations by finite 
differences’ 8s Scranton, Pa. Inter.
’Conduction heat transfer’,509% 
Reading, Mass, Addison-Wesley.
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Fig. 242 Illustrating the calculation ofhorizontal' force In the strip between the rolls (Orowan)
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Fig.3.11.1 Flow chart for the numerical solution to the Von Karman Equation to predict roll force and torque per unit width.
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Fig.6.2.9 Relation between calculated roll force and reduction under inhomogeneousdeformation and using published flow stress data (p=0.2-0.6) at 1100°C.
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Fig.6.3*2 Relation between calculated roll force and reduction showing the effectof a±^ variation in the nominal temperature of rolling and using published flow stress data (p=0.4-) - nominal temperature 1000 °G.
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Fig.6.3.3 Relation between calculated roll force and reduction showing the effect of a ± % variation in the nominal temperature of rolling using published flow stress data (}J=0.4} - nominal temperature llOCfc. •
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Pig.6.^,3 Relation between calculated roll torque and reductionunder homogeneous deformation using published flow stress data (jJ=0*2-0.6) at’1100°C.
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Fig.6.4.11 ' Variation of the lever arm with percentage reduction at 1100°G.
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Fig.6.4.12 Variation of the lever arm with percentage reduction at 1200°C.
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Fig.6.4-.15 Calculated roll pressure distributions underhomogeneous deformation using both published..;-1 flow stress data and that .determined-in the. /- 
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Fig.6.4.20 Roll pressure distribution assumingboth homogeneous and inhomogeneous deformation and using published flow stress data (900°C,p=0.6, r=18^).
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Fig.6.4.20 Roll pressure distribution assumingboth homogeneous and inhomogeneous deformation and using published flow stress data (900°C, |J =0. 6, r=18j£).
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Reduction (°/o)Fig.6.5*3 Relation between calculated roll torque and reduction showing the effect of a*3&variation in :he nominal, temperature of rolling and using published flow stress data (M=0.^ ) - nominal temperature 1100cC. •>
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Fig.6.6.
1 Distribution of stresses across roll gap mid-way between exit and entry planes - after Sansome (66).
2 Transversal distribution of peak roll pressures for various cross sectional shapes of the material between the rolls - after Polukhine (63).
3 Roll force distribution across strip width - after Mat-suura et al. (51)*
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Fig.?.*!.1 Reconstructed disposition of the hot junction of thermocouples in rolled plates.
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Fig.,7*5»6 Comparison between measured and calculated roll forcesIn Series k using flow stress data determined in the present work
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Fig.7*6.2 Comparison between calculated and measured values of roll 
torque for the rolling conditions in Series A at 950°G.
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Fig.7,6.3 Comparison between calculated and measured values of roll torque for the rolling conditions in Series A at 1080° C.'
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Fig.7»7 Distribution of roll pressure and shear stress/ roll pressure ratio along the arc of contact 
1100°C, r=4<$).
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